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Zusammenfassung
Ableitungen sind eine wichtige Komponente in vielen Gebieten der Natur- und In-
genieurwissenschaften, deren akkurate Berechnung ha¨uﬁg bei verschiedenen wis-
senschaftlichen Anwendungen beno¨tigt wird. Ein Ansatz zur Berechnung von
Ableitung ist die Technik des automatischen Diﬀerenzierens (AD). Die Tatsache,
dass momentan keine verfu¨gbare AD-Implementierung fu¨r Java existiert, war
Motivation fu¨r die Entwicklung eines AD-Werkzeugs fu¨r die Programmiersprache
Java. Aufgrund der Portabilita¨t und Erleichterung in Bezug auf Standardisierun-
gen durch den Java-Bytecode, wurde ADiJaC (Automatisches Diﬀerenzieren fu¨r
Java-Klassendateien) als Werkzeug fu¨r AD Transformationen in Java Klassenda-
teien implementiert. Um AD allerdings eﬀektiv zu implementieren, ist anstelle
des unstrukturierten Bytecodes eine deutlich abstraktere interne Repra¨sentation
fu¨r die Durchfu¨hrung von AD-Transformationen no¨tig.
Eines der Hauptziele dieser Arbeit war das Herausarbeiten einer Ebene fu¨r die
Zwischenrepra¨sentationen passend fu¨r AD-Transformationen und ihrer nachein-
ander folgenden Implementierung fu¨r Java-Bytecode Programme. Die Notwen-
digkeit fu¨r eine vereinheitlichte Zwischenrepra¨sentation als Basis fu¨r alle Arten
von Programmtransformation fu¨hrte zur Entwicklung von IR’s, wie Jimple oder
Grimp aus dem SOOT-Framework. Auf dieser Ebene sind genug Informationen
u¨ber den Programmcode verfu¨gbar, wa¨hrend ein brauchbarer Abstraktionslevel
erhalten bleibt. Wie wir konstruktiv in dieser Arbeit zeigen ko¨nnen, erlaubt die-
se Ebene der Abstraktion eine eﬃziente Implementierung von AD-speziﬁschen
Transformationen.
Das ADiJaC Werkzeug implementiert diese AD-Transformationen fu¨r das
Vorwa¨rtsverfahren (Forward-Mode), gleichermaßen fu¨r den Skalar- als auch fu¨r
den Vektormodus, mit Unterstu¨tzung der vollsta¨ndigen Java-2 Mathematik-Biblio-
thek. Daru¨ber hinaus befasst sich ADiJaC mit neu auftretenden Themen Sach-
verhalte, Schwierigkeiten, Erkenntnisse, Themen, Streitpunkte, Belangen der Se-
mantik von AD-Transformationen beispielsweise im Gebrauch von Deep-Clone-
Objekten, dort ist das Erstellen einer lokalen Objektkopie no¨tig, statt nur einer
einfachen Referenz.
Die Berechnung im Ru¨ckwa¨rtsverfahren (Reverse-Mode) besteht aus zwei
Hauptdurchla¨ufen: einem Vorwa¨rts- und einem Ru¨ckwa¨rtslauf. Ersterer wird an-
gewandt, um die erforderlichen Zwischenvariablen zu speichern, wa¨hrend Letzte-
rer die beno¨tigten Adjungierten berechnet. ADiJac implementiert die sogenann-
te Joint-Reversal-Strategie und speichert die Kontextvariablen auf einem loka-
len Stack, was gu¨nstiger ist, als diese neu zu berechnen. Die Tatsache, dass die
Stack-Objekte lokal in jeder neuen Adjoint-Methode sind, fu¨hrt, gekoppelt mit
der Mo¨glichkeit einer on-demmand garbage collection, zu einer besonders eﬃzi-
enten Umsetzung dieses Ansatzes.
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Unter Beachtung, dass Schleifen-Strukturen durch eine Kombination von if
und goto Statements repra¨sentiert werden, und dies zu Missversta¨ndnissen mit
herko¨mmlichen bedingten Spru¨ngen in den SOOT IR’s fu¨hren kann, ist eine ge-
naue Identiﬁzierung dieser Strukturen von entscheidender Bedeutung. Es wur-
den so genannte loopPass und ifPass Transformationen implementiert, welche
diese Strukturen genau erfassen und eine eﬃziente Implementierung von AD-
Transformationen fu¨r das Vorwa¨rts- und Ru¨ckwa¨rtsverfahren zulassen. Mit Hilfe
von Markern, und unter Ausnutzung der internen Daten-Struktur und spezieller
Algorithmen, kann ADiJaC die Schleifen-Informationen aus dem unstrukturierten
Java-Bytecode entnehmen. Dies ermo¨glicht die Implementation von eﬃzienten
AD-Transformationen. Auch werden Ausnahme-Behandlung und Warnmeldun-
gen fu¨r beide AD-Modi unterstu¨tzt.
Da die MINPACK-2 Programmsammlung oft als standard AD-Testumgebung
genutzt wird, wurde die Genauigkeit und Korrektheit der ADiJaC-Transforma-
tionen fu¨r das Vorwa¨rts- und Ru¨ckwa¨rtsverfahren an diesen Programmbeispielen
mit Erfolg u¨berpru¨ft. Die Laufzeit und Speicheranforderungen fu¨r diese Probleme
zeigten, dass ein korrekter und eﬃzienter Code von ADiJaC generiert wurde. Der
von ADiJaC generierte Ableitungscode wurde auch mit dem a¨quivalenten von
Tapenade generierten Fortran-Programmcode vergleichen. Dabei steht ADiJaC
recht gut im Vergleich zum robusten, gut etablierten und verla¨sslichen Tapenade
in Bezug auf Performance dar. Außerdem wurde der Speedup und die Eﬃzienz
fu¨r eine Thread-basierte Parallelisierung mit Hilfe der so genannten Derivative
Strip-Mining-Technik gezeigt. Die Ergebnisse demonstrieren, dass die meisten
AD-erweiterten Programme sehr gut auf Shared-Memory-Plattformen skalieren.
Die Entwicklung von ADiJaC wird weiter fortgefu¨hrt. Zuku¨nftige Optimie-
rungen beinhalten Schleifen-Zusammenfu¨hrungen der Ableitungs-Berechnungen
fu¨r das Vektor-Vorwa¨rtsverfahren. Damit werden Iterationen u¨ber Ableitungs-
Vektoren zusammengefu¨hrt, welche urspru¨nglich von verschiedenen Statements
herru¨hren. Dies kann u¨berall dann durchgefu¨hrt werden, wenn die Abha¨ngigkeit
es im Original-Programm erlaubt. Fu¨r das Ru¨ckwa¨rtsverfahren gilt, dass bei den
automatischen Ableitungen realer Anwendungen ein Hauptanteil der Laufzeit fu¨r
die Stack-Operationen aufgebracht wird, die das Speichern und Zuru¨cklesen der
Zwischenwerte organisiert. Dementsprechend sollen diese Operationen mit Hilfe
von Analysen minimiert werden, um die absolute Anzahl von zu speichernden
Zwischenwerten zu reduzieren, a¨hnlich wie in Tapenade’s TBR.
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Abstract
Derivatives are a crucial component in many areas of science and engineering,
and their accurate evaluation is often required in various scientiﬁc applications.
One technique widely used to obtain computer derivatives is Automatic Diﬀeren-
tiation (AD). The fact that to date no useable AD tool implementation exists for
Java motivated the development of an AD tool for the Java language. Because of
the portability and simplicity in terms of standardization provided by the Java
bytecode, our ADiJaC (Automatic Diﬀerentiation for Java Class ﬁles) tool imple-
ments AD transformations on Java classﬁles. However, to eﬀectively implement
AD, a more abstract internal representation than the unstructured bytecode for
performing AD transformations is required.
One of the main goals of this work has been the identiﬁcation of a level of in-
termediate representations suitable for automatic diﬀerentiation transformations
and their subsequent implementation for Java bytecode programs. The need for a
uniﬁed intermediate representation to be used as the basis for all kinds of program
transformations, has lead to the development of IRs such as Jimple or Grimp in
the Soot framework. At this level, enough information about the program code
is available, while maintaining a useful level of abstraction. As we constructively
show in our work, this level of abstraction also enables eﬃcient implementation
of AD speciﬁc transformations.
The ADiJaC tool implements these AD transformations in the forward mode,
for the scalar and vector modes alike, with support for the entire Java 2 Math
library. Moreover, ADiJaC deals with the new issues appearing in the semantics
of automatic diﬀerentiation transformations due to problems such as the need
to “deep-clone” certain objects in order to obtain local copies of these objects,
instead of simple references to them.
The reverse mode implementation consists of two main sweeps: the forward
and reverse. The former is used to save the necessary intermediate variables
while the latter computes the required adjoints. ADiJaC saves context variables
on a local stack, rather than recompute them, implementing a so-called “joint”
reversal strategy. The fact that the stack objects are local to each new adjoint
method, coupled with the ability to use on-demand garbage collection, leads to
a particularly eﬃcient implementation of this approach.
Considering that loop structures are represented by a combination of if and
goto statements, and that they can be confused with the traditional conditional
statements in the Soot IRs, it becomes a necessity to properly identify these
structures. We implement transformations called loopPass and ifPass that cap-
ture this structure and eﬀectively deal with it in implementing forward and reverse
mode AD transformations. Using tags, internal data-structures and speciﬁc algo-
rithms, ADiJaC extracts loop information from the unstructured Java bytecode,
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thus enabling the implementation of eﬃcient AD transformations. Exception
handling and warnings reporting is also supported for both AD modes.
The accuracy and correctness of both forward and reverse mode ADiJaC
transformations were successfully tested on codes from the MINPACK-2 test
problem collection – often used as standard AD test-cases. The runtime and
memory requirements for these problems showed that a correct and eﬃcient code
is being generated by ADiJaC. ADiJaC-generated derivative code was also com-
pared to Tapenade-generated code for equivalent Fortran codes, and ADiJaC
fared quite well against the robust, well-established and reliable Tapenade AD-
tool in performance comparisons. The speedup and eﬃciency obtained for a
“derivative strip-mining” technique through thread-based parallelization of the
forward implementation was also shown. The results demonstrate that most
AD-enhanced codes scale quite well on shared-memory platforms.
The development of the ADiJaC tool is a continuing process. Future opti-
mizations include loop fusion for the derivative computation in the vector forward
mode to join together iterations over the derivative vectors coming from diﬀerent
statements, whenever the dependencies in the original code allow for it. In the
reverse mode approach to automatic diﬀerentiation of real applications, a sub-
stantial amount of the total execution time is spent with the stack operations –
for saving and retrieving the intermediate values. Accordingly, these operations
should be minimized by using analyses similar to Tapenade’s TBR, meant to
reduce the number of values being stored.
v
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Chapter 1
Introduction
1.1 Motivation
What is automatic diﬀerentiation and what is it used for? What does the Java
programming language oﬀer to the tool developer that languages like Fortran, C
or C++ do not? Why build an automatic diﬀerentiation tool for Java? In this
thesis, we will try to address all these questions, give the reader some insight into
the issues arising in the implementation of an AD tool for the Java programming
language (more speciﬁcally – the Java bytecode) and also point to possible future
directions that AD tool development in general might take in the time to come.
1.2 What is automatic diﬀerentiation?
Derivatives constitute a crucial ingredient in various computational techniques
used in science and engineering. Numerous applications such as parameter iden-
tiﬁcation, design optimization, sensitivity analysis or data assimilation problems
make use of derivatives. The accurate evaluation of the derivatives of some func-
tion, speciﬁed in the form of a computer program, is thus required. Traditional
approaches for computing these derivatives include divided diﬀerencing and sym-
bolic diﬀerentiation. The main problem with divided diﬀerencing is that it is only
able to approximate the derivatives. Namely, it suﬀers from truncation error, the
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diﬃculty of ﬁnding a suitable step size, and considerable computational expenses.
The results of symbolic diﬀerentiation, used in computer algebra systems like
Maple [43, 75], are often very large, cumbersome and ineﬃcient formulae for the
derivatives, containing many common subexpressions that have to be re-evaluated
every time they come up in the expression of the derivative. On the other hand,
the automatic diﬀerentiation (AD) technique [14, 32, 46, 61, 62, 88] provides an
eﬃcient way of accurately evaluating derivatives of functions represented in the
form of a high-level programming language. Using automatic diﬀerentiation (also
known as algorithmic diﬀerentiation), a program that computes a mathematical
function is transformed into another program that computes the function and
its derivatives. By combining the derivatives of elementary operations, functions
and intrinsics, whose derivatives are already known, according to the chain rule of
diﬀerential calculus, an AD tool is able to diﬀerentiate functions of arbitrary com-
plexity. Based on these principles, AD tools for programming languages like For-
tran, C, C++ or MATLAB were developed [15, 17, 23, 30, 45, 51, 56, 57, 63, 100].
1.3 Java features
Similar to C++, the Java [58] programming language is an object-oriented lan-
guage. Java is strongly typed, no pointer arithmetic is allowed and automatic
garbage collection is provided, so there are no memory leaks. Consequently, Java
is considered to be memory and type safe [67]. Through the use of the Java
Virtual Machine (JVM), platform independence is oﬀered. Portability, at both
source and object format level is an important attribute of the language. Java
also incorporates a number of powerful technologies such as structured error-
handling, native multi-threading, dynamic linking, class loading and extension.
Thus, Java provides developers with the ﬂexibility they need when designing their
applications. The downside of being able to make use of all these technologies is
execution time. The issue of eﬃciency of Java execution is currently being ad-
dressed by Just In Time (JIT) compilers [2, 71]. Some notable improvements can
already be noticed in the latest Java 5 [73] release. Hence, it must be said that
especially in recent times, signiﬁcant advances [31, 76, 84, 85] have been achieved
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in making Java more competitive in terms of performance with the more estab-
lished programming languages used in scientiﬁc computing like Fortran, C and
C++ [38, 74, 90, 94].
1.4 Why build an AD tool for Java?
Now why would we start with the development of an AD tool for the Java pro-
gramming language in the ﬁrst place? First of all, because at the present time,
there is no useable AD tool implementation out there for Java! It is a common
practice for diﬀerent components of simulation codes to be written in diﬀer-
ent programming languages such as the lower-level Fortran and C, but also in
the higher-level C++ or Java. When embedding such a simulation code in a
gradient-based optimization framework, the derivatives of the simulation out-
put with respect to input parameters are needed. Hence, AD tools for all these
code components, irrespective of their programming language, are required. In
this way, whole programs or pieces of Java programs which constitute parts of
the simulation code, would need derivative enhancement. Additionally, speciﬁc
language features, such as built-in multi-threading, can be eﬃciently used when
generating derivative code, thus improving the performance of the AD-generated
programs. So Java can be considered as part of the standard toolkit of program-
ming languages employed in scientiﬁc computing, underlining the need for the
development of an AD tool for the Java programming language.
As has already been mentioned, Java provides portability at both the source
and bytecode levels. Thus, conducting the automatic diﬀerentiation code manipu-
lations at the source code level, as some other AD tools do, would be a possibility.
However, performing the transformations required by AD at the bytecode level
provides a better solution because of the portability and simplicity at this level.
Therefore, the stated goals of this work are to identify a level of intermediate
representations suitable for automatic diﬀerentiation transformations and to im-
plement these semantic manipulations for Java classﬁles. It should be observed
that not just the Sun javac compiler generates bytecode; other compilers, like
Eiﬀel, Scheme or Ada are also able to generate bytecode. This implies that if
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automatic diﬀerentiation is implemented on the bytecode level it would theoret-
ically be possible to diﬀerentiate codes that are written in diﬀerent languages,
which would prove very convenient indeed. This aspect however, will not be
explicitly pursued in this work.
Despite the advantages mentioned in the above discussion, the Java bytecode
also has some drawbacks. Its control ﬂow is unstructured, each instruction has
an implicit eﬀect on the stack, the local variables do not have types and there are
more than 200 kinds of instructions. In order to be able to analyze, perform and
optimize the transformations needed for automatic diﬀerentiation, the bytecode
level is not necessarily the most appropriate. A more abstract representation,
similar to those used internally by compilers, would be much more appropri-
ate. This intermediate representation (IR) should be portable, should supply
enough information for performing the required transformations, and allow for
optimizations to be performed at the IR-level. The choice of an appropriate
representation for the implementation of automatic diﬀerentiation algorithms is
therefore not a trivial task. Soot [102, 104], a Java optimization framework
developed at McGill University, provides such a set of intermediate representa-
tions. It also oﬀers a set of Java application programming interfaces (API) for
transforming and optimizing Java bytecode, thus facilitating the manipulation
of the code represented in a certain IR. The Soot intermediate representations
have only about 20 diﬀerent kinds of statements. These are typed three-address
code representations, perfectly suited for AD purposes. That is why the pro-
posed AD tool named ADiJaC (Automatic Diﬀerentiation for Java Class ﬁles)
is using the internal representations of the Soot framework on top of which it
implements AD-speciﬁc algorithms. The name of the ADiJaC tool stresses once
again the fact that Java classﬁles are used both as input and output. However, a
very important aspect when diﬀerentiating computer codes – especially big codes
– is the ability to generate human readable and veriﬁable derivative-enhanced
programs. That is why some of the examples presented in this work are given in
the form of Java programs or some Soot IRs as these are much easily followed
than the bytecode format. The ADiJaC tool is also able to generate Java source
code through the functionality oﬀered by the Soot framework. More speciﬁcally,
the actual AD transformations are conducted at the bytecode level – by reading,
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interpreting, transforming and then generating back Java classﬁles – while for
visualization purposes, Java source code or other Soot IRs are generated for the
studied classﬁles.
1.5 Outline
The structure of this thesis is as follows. In Chapter 2 we give a short introduction
to automatic diﬀerentiation, the forward and reverse modes, the transformation
techniques that can be employed, and a description of available AD tools. It
is the purpose of Chapter 3 to present the architecture and infrastructure of
the ADiJaC tool, together with a brief description of the diﬀerentiation strate-
gies employed in the tool implementation. Chapter 4 details the implementation
of the forward mode automatic diﬀerentiation in the ADiJaC tool, both in the
scalar and vector modes. In turn, Chapter 5 oﬀers a description of the reverse
mode automatic diﬀerentiation implementation. Details of the realization include
the presentation of the forward and reverse sweeps, various issues occurring in
loop and conditional statement reversal, nested subroutines and trace storage
management. In Chapter 6 two sets of MINPACK-2 test problems demonstrate
the correctness and eﬃciency of the the forward and reverse mode transforma-
tions, respectively. The performance achieved by the forward and reverse mode
ADiJaC code is compared to similar Fortran AD-generated code. Additionally,
the speedup and eﬃciency obtained through the parallel implementation of the
“derivative strip-mining” technique on a MINPACK-2 test problem is presented.
Finally, Chapter 7 concludes this thesis with a summary of the main contribu-
tions involved in the realization of algorithmic diﬀerentiation for Java classﬁles
in the ADiJaC tool, discusses the future development of the tool, and indicates
similar projects in the ﬁeld of automatic diﬀerentiation.
Appendices contain a detailed description of exception handling for poten-
tially nondiﬀerentiable arithmetical functions, the studied MINPACK-2 test set
problems, and the source, intermediate code and ﬁnal output of one forward and
one reverse mode MINPACK-2 example.
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Chapter 2
Automatic Diﬀerentiation:
Methods, Techniques and Tools
To be able to better understand the implementation approach used in the ADi-
JaC tool, a short overview of the diﬀerent modes and implementation techniques
for automatic diﬀerentiation is provided. Automatic diﬀerentiation can be re-
garded as a semantic transformation applied to a certain computer code. Every
computation expressed in the form of a computer program can be regarded as a
long a sequence of elementary operations (such as addition or multiplication) as
well as of intrinsic functions (like exp, sin, cos, etc.). In fact, this is the very way
in which every computer program is being executed, namely as a long sequence
of elementary statements.
Thus, the key concept of the AD technology is the repeated application of
the chain rule to these elementary statements, functions and intrinsics whose
derivatives are already known. These step-wise derivatives are combined to yield
the derivative of the whole program. It should also be noted that the obtained
computer derivatives can be evaluated almost up to machine precision, and that
it has proven to be more eﬃcient than ﬁnite diﬀerences on a wide range of appli-
cations [14, 32, 46, 62].
In short, automatic diﬀerentiation is able to generate from a computer code in
almost any high-level programming language that evaluates a function f : Rn →
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m at an arbitrary point x ∈ Rn, another program for the evaluation of the m×n
Jacobian matrix f ′(x) at the same point. Automatic diﬀerentiation thus produces
reliable derivatives with minimal human eﬀort required for the preparation of the
code being diﬀerentiated. The AD technology is also scalable, that is, it has been
successfully applied to codes of hundred of thousand of lines of code for which
eﬃcient derivatives have been computed [22, 27]. The associativity of the chain
rule allows for the computed partial derivatives to be combined in a variety of
ways, all leading to the same overall derivatives but each one at a diﬀerent cost
with respect to computing time and storage requirements. Two well-documented
accumulation strategies are the forward and reverse modes of AD [61]. A short
introduction to both modes is presented in the following subsections.
2.1 Forward mode
First of all, irrespective of the accumulation strategy to be used, all complex
expressions and statements in a given computer code are broken down into a series
of elementary operations (unary or binary) and/or intrinsic function calls. This
is usually achieved through the introduction of additional intermediate variables.
In the forward mode, a length-n gradient object ∇u is associated with each
scalar variable in the program such that ∇u always contains the derivatives of u
with respect to the n-dimensional input variable x. The values of the derivative
object ∇u are changed whenever the variable u itself is changed. For example
suppose that the code f contains a statement u = v w, with with  being one
of +,−, ∗ or /. Then ∇u = ∂u
∂w
∇w + ∂u
∂v
∇v provided that ∇v and ∇w hold the
correct derivatives values of v and w, respectively. For the particular case of a
multiplication, this amounts to
∇u = v · ∇w + w · ∇v, (2.1)
Note that, in general, Eqn. (2.1) must precede the original multiplication state-
ment in which the u variable is updated, because the old values of v and w are
needed in the product rule, this being of relevance whenever the variables v or w
are one and the same with variable u.
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In this way the derivative information is carried along with the evaluation
of f , starting with ∇x being initialized as the m × n identity matrix, and ﬁ-
nally producing the desired values ∂f/∂x = ∇f . In the derivative code thus
obtained, the derivative objects are all length-n row vectors and the computa-
tion of their respective components introduces additional loops. If the dimension
n is reasonably big, a thread-based parallelization of these supplementary loops
(e.g. in an OpenMP [42] fashion) may improve the performance of the derivative
code [33, 34, 37].
Traditionally in automatic diﬀerentiation, program inputs are referred to as
independent if derivatives with respect to those variables must be computed. Out-
put variables for which derivatives with respect to the independent variables are
desired are called dependent. And ﬁnally, variables in the program that depend
on independent variables and also have an inﬂuence on the values of dependent
variables are named active. All active variables must have a derivative object
associated with them, and, since we are concerned with diﬀerentiation, only real
valued variables (i.e. doubles or ﬂoats) can become active. In languages that
support complex types, these too can become active. Hence, in the example pre-
sented in this section, f is the dependent variable, x is the independent variable,
while variables u, v and w of Eqn. (2.1) are all active variables. The initialization
of the derivative objects for the independent variables is usually called seeding.
2.2 Reverse mode
In contrast to the forward mode, which propagates derivatives of intermediate
results with respect to the independent variables, the reverse mode associates
a length-m adjoint object u with each intermediate result, such that u contains
the derivatives of the m-dimensional output f with respect to the intermediate
variable u. The reverse mode is similar to the adjoint methods used in various
engineering ﬁelds and hence the name adjoint is employed in the reverse mode
of automatic diﬀerentiation for the derivative object. The adjoint information is
propagated in reverse order of original program execution, back from the known
values f = ∂f/∂f to the desired values ∂f/∂x = x. For each elementary oper-
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ation, generally described by u = v  w, with  representing any of +,−, ∗ or
/, and v and w being computed before u, the reverse propagation is achieved by
adding to the adjoints v and w the corresponding contributions u · ∂u/∂v and
u ·∂u/∂w respectively. Using the same example as for the forward mode, namely
a statement containing a multiplication u = v · w, the adjoints must be updated
according to
v = v + w · u
w = w + v · u
u = 0
(2.2)
The assignment u = 0 is necessary because the determined value of u before
the assignment has no impact on the ﬁnal result any more. In a similar way,
statements containing standard functions and intrinsics are handled, with their
adjoints being generated and updated accordingly.
However, the reverse mode requires the function evaluation f to be completed
before the derivative computation can commence. Since the intermediate results
of the function evaluation involved in nonlinear computations are needed again in
reverse order during the adjoint computation and update process [49, 80], these
results must be either saved or re-computed. Additionally, if the original program
contains loops or branches, one must also record the exact number of iterations
and branches that the program has taken, so that in the adjoint computations
the correct derivatives can be computed. Speciﬁcally, loops are carried out in
the reverse order, thus making necessary the storing of the loop bounds and any
temporary variables that may be overwritten inside the loop body as well as the
inversion of direction for the loop counter. For conditional statements, the values
of the conditions must be remembered during the function evaluation so that in
the reverse adjoint computation the proper branch can also be taken. However,
it should be noted that conditional statements depending on active variables
may even lead to nondiﬀerentiable functions. Depending on the particularities of
each program and the capacity of AD-tools to identify special cases of loops and
branches (i.e. converging iterations, parallel loops, dead branches), alternative
solutions, which signiﬁcantly reduce the need for storage space or computational
resources, can be devised [11, 56, 60, 61, 64].
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2.3 Memory and computation requirements of
AD modes
The cost for computing derivatives, in terms of number of operations, usually
grows linearly with the length of the derivative object, ∇u or u, and is thus
strongly inﬂuenced by the seeding of the independent and dependent variables,
in the forward and reverse mode, respectively.
Therefore, let us ﬁrst consider the seeding in the forward mode. Typically,
for a function f : Rn → Rm evaluated at an arbitrary point x ∈ Rn, the gra-
dient ∇x of the input and independent variable x is initialized with the m × n
identity matrix. In this way, the AD-generated code will evaluate the full Jaco-
bian f ′(x) along with the original function f(x). As each derivative object is in
itself a length d vector 1 ≤ d ≤ n, the increase in terms of number of operations
and memory requirements is approximately proportional to d, compared to the
original function evaluation f . If d > 1, we call this the vector forward mode, if
d = 1, the scalar forward mode.
The latter is particularly relevant if one wishes to obtain the product of the
Jacobian matrix with a certain column vector w. It is thus enough to initialize
the gradient of the independent variable x with the seed column vector w and
the exact same AD-generated code will directly compute f ′(x) · w, meaning the
precise wished column linear combination, without actually computing the full
Jacobian f ′(x) by itself. This is actually the most eﬃcient way of computing
directional derivatives of the f function in the w direction, as opposed to ﬁrst
determining the Jacobian f ′(x) and then multiplying it with the vector w. The
forward mode is thus most appropriate when one needs to directly compute a
product of the Jacobian with a vector.
On the other hand, in codes for which the reverse mode of AD is applied, for
the same function f : Rn → Rm, representing a program, the adjoints are length-
m vectors, thus leading to an increase in terms of memory and computational
requirements roughly proportional to m for the computation of the adjoints, in
addition to the work and storage required for program reversal, while through a
judicious choice of storing and recomputation it can be achieved at logarithmic
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cost [60]. Similar to the seeding in the forward mode, linear row combinations
wT ·f ′(x) of the Jacobian f ′(x) can be obtained by the initialization of the adjoint
f with the seed row vector w. Hence, the reverse mode of AD is better in terms
of computing time if m n; in particular, the gradient of a scalar function (with
m = 1 the adjoints are also scalars) can be computed within a small multiple of
the time required for the function evaluation alone, independently of the gradient’s
length. The reverse mode is therefore most appropriate when one needs to directly
compute a product of the transposed Jacobian with a vector. This corresponds
to the scalar variant of the forward mode, and only this variant of the reverse
mode will be considered in the sequel as it is practically the most relevant.
Alongside the two standard AD-modes reviewed in the previous sections, there
are also other ways in which derivatives can be accumulated, according to the
chain rule. All lead to the same numerical results, although they diﬀer quite
signiﬁcantly in their cost in memory and computational resources required. Ad-
ditional knowledge on the structure of the problem and the underlying algorithms
composing the computer code, or on the sparsity patterns of the Jacobian matrix
involved can then help to signiﬁcantly improve the eﬃciency of the derivative
computations over the “black-box” approach [10, 35, 70, 87].
Overall, the automatic diﬀerentiation technology requires little human eﬀort
and produces truncation error-free derivatives. In addition, the technique is also
applicable, using the tools discussed in the next section, to “real-world” applica-
tions with hundreds of thousands of lines of code, as is detailed in various research
projects [21, 22, 24, 25, 26, 27, 36, 41, 59, 65, 82, 93].
2.4 Source transformation and operator over-
loading
Both AD modes can be implemented via the source transformation or operator
overloading techniques. While the former approach explicitly inserts statements
corresponding to Eqn. (2.1) or Eqn. (2.2) into the code, the latter approach
redeﬁnes the intermediate quantities to be objects containing the value u as well
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as its derivative information ∇u or u, and the derivative computations are hidden
in an appropriate multiplication operator for such objects. Operator overloading
eﬀectively hides the implementation of the derivative computation from the user,
but it must be noted that it is only applicable in object oriented programming
languages which support the overloading of operators. To use the tool, the users
must modify the types of the active variables and then recompile the code with
the new implementations for the overloaded operations and intrinsics.
This technique oﬀers ﬂexibility, as the implementation of new functionalities
is restricted to the new derivative type class. However, the runtime overhead of
the operator overloading technique can be substantial, due to the large number
of method calls involved. The fact that the source code itself remains unaltered is
at ﬁrst glance an attractive feature, but unfortunately, this fact is overshadowed
by the lack of transparency introduced in the code, especially when debugging
the derivative computations. Additionally the operators have no knowledge about
possible dependencies between various variables. This fact considerably limits the
ﬂexibility provided by the associativity of the chain rule of diﬀerential calculus
and thus constrains the potential improvements in terms of performance of the
diﬀerentiated code [28]. AD-Tools based on the operator overloading approach
include ADOL-C [63] and FADBAD [12] for C/C++, ADOL-F [91] for Fortran
90, and ADMIT/ADMAT [45] and MAD [51] for MATLAB. Another interesting
implementation strategy of AD for C++ programs in the forward mode uses
operator overloading and expression templates [7, 8], and thus allows for a limited
scope of exploiting chain rule associativity.
On the other hand, the source transformation approach of automatic diﬀer-
entiation is capable of analyzing, detecting and making use of more complex
structures such as statements, loops or nested loops for which more eﬃcient
derivative code can be generated through exploitation of chain rule associativity.
It is a compiler-based technique for the transformation of the original computer
code into another code that explicitly contains statements for the computation
of the desired derivatives, thus allowing inspection of the generated code. The
users must specify the modules that need to be diﬀerentiated as well as the de-
pendent and independent variables. The main disadvantage of the source trans-
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formation approach is the complexity involved when implementing AD tools,
requiring mature tool infrastructure capable of handling the language speciﬁc
constructs. Using this approach, a number of AD tools were also developed: Ad-
ifor [15, 40], TAMC/TAF [55, 56, 57], Odyse´e [89], and Tapenade [83, 100] for
Fortran 77/90/95, ADIC [30] for C/C++ and ADiMat [17, 23] for the MATLAB
language. More details comparing the strengths and weaknesses of the operating
overloading and source transformation techniques are presented in [20, 54]. An
“up-to-date” list of AD tools, with short descriptions and past and current scien-
tiﬁc projects in which each tool is used, is available at: www.autodiff.org. The
site also contains a comprehensive archive and list of AD-relevant publications,
events, workshops, and conferences.
In a nutshell, operator overloading is more elegant and easier to implement
than the source transformation approach but its main disadvantage remains its
limited scope. On the other hand, in the source transformation approach, the
entire context of the program is available at compile time, thus allowing for
additional optimizations of the generated derivative code. The drawback of the
latter approach is that the underlying infrastructure required to implement the
tool is substantial (i.e. parser, semantic analyzer of internal representations, AD
transformation engine, and unparser).
At this point it should be noted that a tentative implementation of forward
mode automatic diﬀerentiation for the Java programming language was con-
ducted by Rune Skjelvik in his master thesis [92] in 2001. However the proposed
implementation only simulates an operator overloading approach over Java, as
the language itself does not allow operator overloading. A preprocessor is used to
transform the Java source code to a dot notation (e.g. v∗w would be transformed
to v.mult(w)). A simple implementation of the mult method would then compute
both the original function and the derivative computation on the v and w objects.
These objects would be of a new type that contains ﬁelds for the original function
as well as the derivative vector. As a direct consequence of this kind of “over-
loading” of every mathematical operation with a method call, the generated code
can not be very eﬃcient – method calls are notoriously time consuming. This
last problem however, can partially be solved by employing the method inlining
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optimization supplied by most Java compilers. The project succeeded in showing
the feasibility of AD for Java programs. Still, the limitations of this realization,
like the support of only a certain subset of the Java language, and the imple-
mentation of the forward mode of automatic diﬀerentiation only for functions
working with scalars (i.e. array variables are not supported), signiﬁcantly limits
the applicability of this tool.
Also the paper [50] contains a reference to a library called JavaDiﬀ that im-
plements AD on a representation of a computational graph in a fashion similar
to ADOL-C and applies it to a reluctance network model of a linear electro-
magnetic actuator. No details are provided about the implementation except
for acknowledging limitations arising from the computational graph approach,
namely its inability to deal with input-dependent control ﬂow. As no further ref-
erences to this work can be found in the literature, we surmise this being another
instance, where a custom-ﬁt AD implementation has been provided for a speciﬁc
and limited problem, rather than a general-purpose AD implementation for Java.
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Chapter 3
The ADiJaC Tool
3.1 Overview and tool architecture
The ADiJaC tool employs source transformation and a little bit of operator over-
loading techniques in order to diﬀerentiate a program given in the form of Java
bytecode (i.e. class ﬁles) similar to the strategy pursued in [30]. At the moment
no activity analysis is implemented and all variables are considered to be active.
All active variables (i.e. of double or ﬂoat types) are thus changed to a newly
created DerivType object. The DerivType object contains, among other things,
ﬁelds for the original function and for the derivative values. However, the similar-
ities with the operator overloading approach end here. In a source transformation
fashion, the methods containing the application code are now transformed, each
basic block accumulating derivatives in either the forward or reverse mode, as
speciﬁed by the user.
All the algorithms implementing these transformations work on intermediate
representations (IR) from the Soot bytecode analysis framework [102, 103, 104].
More precisely, two speciﬁc IRs are being considered: namely Jimple and Grimp.
Jimple is an unstructured, typed, three-address code where each statement acts
explicitly on named variables and has only 15 kinds of statements. It is well
suited for the implementation of copy propagators, method inlining, loop invari-
ant removals and also for automatic diﬀerentiation. Grimp is similar to Jimple
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Figure 3.1: The execution model of the ADiJaC tool.
– it is also a typed three-address code, but it supports aggregated expressions.
Grimp represents statements as trees and it imitates the javac code generation.
It is thus well suited for decompilation and code generation. As shown in Fig. 3.1,
the ADiJaC tool is using both these intermediate representations, reading and
processing the method bodies at the Jimple level and generating optimized code
at the Grimp level, where aggregated expressions of arbitrary length can be built.
At this point, based on the users preferences, from the Grimp IR, either class
ﬁles (bytecode), Java source code, XML or other representations can be gener-
ated, thus completing the AD transformation of the Java bytecode. An important
advantage of using the Soot framework is also the fact that additional optimizing
transformations that other people develop for these IRs are also directly applica-
ble on the generated derivative code in its intermediate representation (see, for
example [52, 86, 97, 103]). At the moment, the ADiJaC tool is comprised of about
27, 000 lines of Java code (including comments). In the following we will present
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the Soot analysis and optimization framework, its intermediate representations
and Java API, as well as some further optimizations that can be applied to Java
bytecodes. The original and newly generated codes can be represented as de-
scribed in Section 3.3 using the Graphviz [48, 53] visualization toolkit. At the
end of this chapter we will shortly explain the diﬀerentiation strategies used in
the ADiJaC forward and reverse mode implementations.
3.2 The SOOT bytecode analysis framework
The Soot framework [102, 103, 104], provides a set of intermediate representa-
tions and a portable Java API for the optimization of and transformation on Java
bytecodes. Various compilers, such as the Java, SML [13, 78], Scheme [44] or Eif-
fel [77], can be employed to generate class ﬁles. The main purpose of the Soot
framework is to read class ﬁles and then to transform and optimize these classes.
The generated classes can then be used as input in a number of Java interpreters
(Java Virtual Machine - JVM), Just-In-Time (JIT) compilers, adaptive execution
engines like HotspotTM, and Ahead-of-Time compilers such as High Performance
Compiler for Java (HPCJ)TM [5] or TowerJTM [99].
3.2.1 Intermediate representations
Because the direct optimization of the stack-oriented Java bytecode is usually
too diﬃcult, the Soot framework employs several intermediate representations
(IR), most of which are stackless. The main IRs supplied by Soot are Baf,
Jimple and Grimp (see Fig. 3.2), and which are brieﬂy described now. To better
understand the particularities of each of these IRs, we consider a simple example
program in Fig. 3.3 for which the corresponding bytecode representation is shown
in Fig. 3.4.
The Baf IR is used in two ways in Soot , namely to generate the stack-
less IR Jimple – in the “Jimplify” phase shown in Fig. 3.2, and to generate
Jasmin [72] assembler ﬁles after various transformations and optimizations have
been performed – in the corresponding “Generate Jasmin Assembler” phase. Baf
is a stack-based bytecode representation which comprises a set of fully typed
orthogonal instructions and the corresponding Baf format of the considered ex-
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Figure 3.2: Overview of the Soot framework.
ample is shown in Fig. 3.5. Baf generates Jimple code by performing abstract
interpretations on the stack. When generating Java bytecode several peephole
optimizations and stack manipulations are performed in order to eliminate redun-
dant loads and stores. These transformations can be performed on the bytecode
directly. However, this is a rather laborious task because of encoding issues (e.g.
constant pool indices and references) and untyped bytecode instructions which
require type stack interpretations to be performed.
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public static double compute (double x)
{
0: double z;
1: if (x < 5){
2: z = x * x/x;
3: }
4: else {
5: z = 11;
6: }
7: return z
}
Figure 3.3: Java example program
public static double compute(double);
Code:
0: dload_0
1: ldc2_w #18; //double 5.0d
4: dcmpg
5: ifge 17
8: dload_0
9: dload_0
10: dmul
11: dload_0
12: ddiv
13: dstore_0
14: goto 21
17: ldc2_w #27; //double 11.0d
20: dstore_0
21: dload_0
22: dreturn
Figure 3.4: Java Bytecode
public static double compute(double){
0: dword x;
1: x := @parameter0: double;
2: load.d x;
3: push 5.0;
4: cmpg.d;
5: ifge label0;
6: load.d x;
7: load.d x;
8: mul.d;
9: load.d x;
10: div.d;
11: store.d x;
12: goto label1;
13: label0:
14: push 11.0;
15: store.d x;
16: label1:
17: load.d x;
18: return.d;
}
Figure 3.5: Baf IR
public static double compute(double){
0: double x, z, $d0;
1: byte $b0;
2: x := @parameter0: double;
3: $b0 = x cmpg 5.0;
4: if $b0 >= 0 goto label0;
5: $d0 = x * x;
6: z = $d0 / x;
7: goto label1;
8: label0:
9: z = 11.0;
10: label1:
11: return z;
}
Figure 3.6: Jimple IR
public static double compute(double){
0: double x, z;
1: x := @parameter0: double;
2: if x cmpg 5.0 >= 0 goto label0;
3: z = x * x / x;
4: goto label1;
5: label0:
6: z = 11.0;
7: label1:
8: return z;
}
Figure 3.7: Grimp IR
.method public static compute(D)D
0: .limit stack 4
1: .limit locals 2
2: dload_0
3: ldc2_w 5.0
4: dcmpg
5: ifge label0
6: dload_0
7: dload_0
8: dmul
9: dload_0
10: ddiv
11: dstore_0
12: goto label1
13: label0:
14: ldc2_w 11.0
15: dstore_0
16: label1:
17: dload_0
18: dreturn
19: .end method
Figure 3.8: Jasmin assembler format
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However, even in a streamlined form such as Baf, the optimization of a stack-
based code has proven diﬃcult. There are a number of reasons for this. First
of all, the stack implicitly participates in every computation, thus leading to the
existence of two types of variables, namely the stack and explicit local variables
respectively. Furthermore, stack-based expressions are not explicit, they must be
located on the stack. Add to this the untyped nature of the Java bytecode stack
which hinders certain analyses, and particular bytecode instructions, like the jsr
(jump to subroutine) which is especially diﬃcult to handle, as it has a inherent
interprocedural characteristic in a typically intraprocedural context, and one can
easily see why a stackless representation is needed if eﬃcient optimizations are to
be developed for the Java bytecode. Thus Jimple was created as a typed three-
address code representation as is shown in Fig. 3.6. The mentioned jsr bytecode
instruction has been eliminated by subroutine replication, leading to a slight code
growth but greatly simplifying analyses and transformations. The stack has been
eliminated and replaced by additional typed local variables. Jimple operators are
untyped, while the local variables have explicit primitive, class or interface types.
Hence, Jimple was chosen for the implementation of the AD transformations and
optimizations.
As the small examples for Baf and Jimple show, intermediate representations
are notoriously hard to read, mainly because of their unstructured nature. Al-
though simple and easy to handle from the point of view of certain analyses, a
three-address code usually leads to very fragmented expressions, which, in turn,
are not optimal for the generation of stack code. Thus, Grimp has been devel-
oped as a representation of the Java bytecode which allows the aggregation of
expressions as can be seen in Fig. 3.7. Grimp is essentially an aggregated form
of Jimple, which means that instead of the standard three-address code with ref-
erences to locals, trees of arbitrarily nested expressions are employed. Grimp is
also used for the generation of stack code in the Baf IR format – as illustrated
in Fig. 3.2 – and this is done by applying standard tree traversal techniques on the
Grimp IR. Because of its characteristics, the Grimp IR is the most appropriate
representation for the transformed, AD-enhanced Jimple code.
The transformation of the original Java program from Fig. 3.3 to the Java
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bytecode in Fig. 3.4 can be achieved by any available Java compiler. Our trans-
formations of the Java bytecode – as depicted in Fig. 3.4 through to Fig. 3.8 –
then proceed as follows: First, the bytecode is transformed to Baf instructions.
This happens in a fairly straightforward fashion, as most bytecodes directly cor-
respond to Baf instructions. The required typing is done through a simple stack
simulation. In a second step, we generate Jimple code from the Baf IR. This is
achieved by ﬁrst producing naive three-address code, then by typing the local
variables, and ﬁnally by cleaning up the obtained code. The Grimp IR then is
obtained by ﬁrst aggregating the Jimple expressions, followed by the folding of
constructors and ﬁnally by another aggregation step. The Baf IR is generated
from Grimp through simple tree traversal techniques. Then, Jasmin assembler
ﬁles are obtained from Baf, by ﬁrst packing local variables, optimizing load and
stores, and then by computing the height of the stack for each method in turn.
Finally the generation of optimized binary Java class ﬁles, suitable for loading in
a Java runtime system, is achieved by employing the widely used Jasmin assem-
bler [72].
3.2.2 The SOOT API
Considerable time and eﬀort has been devoted by the Soot developers at McGill
University to the design and implementation of the application programming
interface (API). The API is structured so that it is easy to use, and the complexity
of the base system is kept to a minimum. The API is easy to extend – additional
concepts can be added without interfering with other features which are already
implemented. In a compiler framework, code re-use is vital. Therefore the Soot
API allows the implementation of transformations and analyses on intermediate
representations whose particulars are not necessarily fully speciﬁed.
To better understand the Soot API, we present in Fig. 3.9 a generic scheme
containing the most important structural units that make up the API. The re-
mainder of this section gives a short overview of these units.
In Soot the application that is analyzed is internally represented by a Scene
object. This object provides functionality for the handling of the application
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Figure 3.9: The structure of the Soot API.
classes (i.e. getClass, addClass, getMainClass, etc). In a certain Scene, indi-
vidual classes and interfaces are then represented by instances of the SootClass
class. This generic class includes all the relevant items necessary to describe and
handle a Java class (i.e. modiﬁers, interfaces, ﬁelds, methods, etc). In the Soot
API, there are four diﬀerent type of classes, namely application, library, context
and phantom, each with a distinct role in the transformations and optimizations
performed on the application to be analyzed: Application classes can be fully
inspected and modiﬁed; library classes can be inspected, but not modiﬁed; for
context classes the implementation (of it’s methods) is not known; and ﬁnally,
phantom classes are classes known to exist (from references in constant pools)
but not successfully loaded by the API – e.g. in obfuscated code. Java ﬁelds are
represented as instances of the SootField class, which in turn has methods for
dealing with names, types and modiﬁers. For the representation of Java methods,
instances of the SootMethod class are employed. As only one code representation
at a certain moment in time is permitted for each method, in the Soot API this is
done by the active Body interface. However, as mentioned in Section 3.2.1, there
are three main intermediate representations (IR) in the Soot framework (Baf,
Jimple and Grimp), and therefore, multiple implementations for the Body inter-
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face exist, one for each of these IRs (i.e. BafBody, JimpleBody and GrimpBody).
The BafBody is shown in lines 1 through 18 of Fig. 3.5, the JimpleBody in lines
2 through 11 of Fig. 3.6, and the GrimpBody in lines 1 through 8 of Fig. 3.7.
Method bodies contain local variables, traps, units and values. Each local vari-
able is expressed as an instance of the Local class with a precise Type attached
to it. Thus, in Fig. 3.6 representing the Jimple IR, we have four local variables:
three doubles, namely x, z and $d0, and the $b0 byte, deﬁned in lines 0 and 1
respectively. Instances of the Trap class represent exception handler traps. The
most fundamental interface in the whole API is Unit, as it is employed to ex-
press instructions and statements. Units are used to represent both stack-based
instructions in Baf and three-address code statements in Jimple. For example,
Jimple provides the Stmt implementation of Unit, while Grimp provides the Inst
implementation, reﬂecting the fact that each IR has its own notion of statement.
In this way, each of the lines in the above mentioned method bodies is an instan-
tiation of the Unit interface in the corresponding Soot IR. The Value interface
is implemented by objects representing leaves in the grammar of the Soot IR,
which are not Units. Typical examples of implementations for the Value inter-
face are locals, constants, expressions, parameter references, and This references.
For instance, consider line 6 in Fig. 3.6, corresponding to the AssignStmt im-
plementation of the Unit interface: z = $d0 ∗ x. The left hand side is the z
local implementation of the Value interface. The right hand side is the DivExpr
expression implementation of the same Value interface, which in turn contains
the Value locals $d0 and x as its operands.
One very important concept in Soot is the Box. Whenever units, values or
other objects contain references to a value or unit, this is achieved indirectly
through a Box object of a suited type. In a nutshell, boxes oﬀer a dereferencing
mechanism for references to values (through the ValueBox) and units (through
the UnitBox). Boxes can be used to easily modify code or to perform simple
optimizations like constant folding for example.
To simplify development and use of the Soot API, it has been divided into
several packages and toolkits. Each IR has its own package, and furthermore,
the various optimizations and transformations for these IRs are deposited inside
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toolkits. The entire Soot API can be viewed online at the project’s website [95].
3.2.3 Bytecode optimizations and transformations
Code transformations and optimizations in the Soot framework can be under-
taken at two main levels. In order to transform an entire application, the Scene
must be modiﬁed, and this is achieved by extending the SceneTransformer class.
The SceneTransformer, as it’s name suggests, operates at the Scene level, by
adding, removing and modifying classes, ﬁelds and methods of the currently in-
vestigated application. Transformations taking place at the Scene level can be
viewed as inter-procedural. Accordingly, analyses and optimizations of individ-
ual methods are realized by transforming a Body through the extension of the
BodyTransformer class. The BodyTransformer operates at the Body level of
the class hierarchy, by adding, removing or modifying the individual statements
that make up a method’s body. Code manipulations operated at the Body level
can be regarded as intra-procedural. Thus, by extending the SceneTransformer
and BodyTransformer classes, inter- and intra-procedural transformations re-
spectively, can be obtained. This structure is graphically depicted in Fig. 3.10.
The two rectangles, represent the so-called transformers, shown over the structure
of the Soot API, as introduced in Fig. 3.9.
As mentioned in the previous section, code manipulation and optimization can
take place in each of the intermediate representations present in the framework,
through the respective implementation of the Body interface. Each of the Soot
intermediate representations is suited for certain kinds of analyses and that is
why transformations between these representations are necessary. Furthermore,
on top of each IR, traditional scalar intraprocedural optimizations [3, 4, 79] have
already been implemented. Among these optimizations are: constant folding
and propagation, conditional and unconditional branch elimination, copy prop-
agation, dead assignment and unreachable code elimination, and expression ag-
gregation. Further optimizations, such as loop invariant removal and common
sub-expression elimination are also under development. When it comes to inter-
procedural optimization in object oriented languages, one needs the call graph of
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Figure 3.10: Soot support for bytecode optimizations and transformations.
the whole application. At the present time, the only whole program optimization
based on the constructed call graph, implemented in the API, is method inlining.
Most of the optimizations provided by the Soot framework, inter- and in-
traprocedural alike, are implicitly employed on the transformed and AD-enhanced
code that the ADiJaC tool produces, thus contributing to the eﬃciency of the
derivative computations.
3.3 Visualization of control ﬂow graphs
For a better understanding and faster veriﬁcation of the transformations under-
taken on the target program by the ADiJaC tool, a graphical visualization of
the program control ﬂow graphs is beneﬁcial. To this end, the ADiJaCCFG class
was developed to provide an alternative representation of Jimple and Grimp IRs.
It generates a dot ﬁle format for a directed program control ﬂow graph, which
can be visualized with the Graphviz toolkit [48, 53] – a collection of software
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for viewing and manipulating abstract graphs. Thus, the Jimple IR of a short
program example like
public static double compute (double x){
double z;
if (x > 0){ z = x + x - (2.0/3.0)*x - x/3; }
else{ z = Math.sin(Math.asin(Math.acos(Math.cos(x)))); }
return z
}
taken from [63], can be visualized with Graphviz as the following directed graph:
x := @parameter0: double
$b0 = x cmpl 0.0
if $b0 <= 0 goto $d4 = staticinvoke <java.lang.Math: double cos(double)>(x)
$d0 = x + x
$d4 = staticinvoke <java.lang.Math: double cos(double)>(x)$d1 = 0.6666666666666666 * x
$d5 = staticinvoke <java.lang.Math: double acos(double)>($d4)$d2 = $d0 - $d1
$d3 = x / 3.0
z = $d2 - $d3
goto [?= return z]
return z
$d6 = staticinvoke <java.lang.Math: double asin(double)>($d5)
z = staticinvoke <java.lang.Math: double sin(double)>($d6)
Figure 3.11: Graphviz directed control ﬂow graph visualization of Jimple IR.
This graphical visualization can also be employed to verify the correctness of
the ADiJaC generated derivative-enhanced methods for small to medium sized
codes.
More precisely, the implemented ADiJaCCFG class uses the printCFG method
to generate the dot ﬁle format. This method receives a Body as an argument,
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iterates through all the nodes composing the given method Body, and then gen-
erates for each of these nodes it’s respective dot format representation, storing
it in an external ﬁle. This ﬁle will then be transformed using certain programs
from the Graphviz toolkit (e.g. dot), and various graphical outputs can thus be
obtained, such as eps, gif, jpeg, png, etc.
3.4 ADiJaC diﬀerentiation strategies
The forward and reverse mode implementations in the ADiJaC tool are designed
diﬀerently, and their main characteristics will be brieﬂy presented in the following
two sections.
3.4.1 Forward mode strategy
The ADiJaC forward mode implementation, which will be described in detail
in Chapter 4, uses a statement by statement transformation strategy for both
the scalar and vector modes of AD. The analysis consists of only one pass, where
each statement of a method is processed, and in compliance with the chain rule of
diﬀerential calculus, new statements for the computation of the desired derivatives
are generated. Consequently, for each method computing the original function, a
new method for the computation of derivatives will be generated. The whole Java
1.5 Math library is supported, with local optimizations for the derivative com-
putations (e.g. whenever constant arguments are encountered, simpliﬁed code
is being generated; for special cases where the derivatives may take exceptional
values, warnings and exceptions are generated through an ExceptionHandler
method which is part of the new DerivType class).
3.4.2 Reverse mode strategy
The reverse mode implementation employs a more complex scheme. A forward
and a reverse sweep are required for the correct and eﬃcient implementation of
the reverse mode, a sweep being a pass over the code. In short, the forward
sweep is used to run through the original function, and save in a local stack data
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structure the necessary intermediate values for overwritten variables, branches,
and loop boundaries, which will then be required by the reverse sweep to correctly
compute the desired reverse mode derivatives. Additional sweeps are performed
to identify and mark loop and conditional structures, as these require special
handling in the reverse mode implementation where the ﬂow of the program is
reversed. Particularly interesting is the case of nested loops, where the ADiJaC
tool needs to correctly identify and reverse the limits and contents of each loop
body. The reverse mode strategy will be explained in detail in Chapter 5.
Similar to the forward mode implementation, new methods for the computa-
tion of derivatives are added by ADiJaC to the source application classes. Unlike
the forward mode methods, which compute the original function together with
the derivative values, the new adjoint methods of the reverse mode AD will only
compute the gradients and not the original function. At present only the subset
of the Java 1.5 Math library necessary for processing a signiﬁcant subset from the
MINPACK-2 test problem collection is supported in the current ADiJaC reverse
mode implementation.
3.5 Modular implementation of AD transforma-
tions
Both the forward and reverse mode implementations are built modularly, to al-
low for easy development, expansion and eventual improvement of the currently
employed analyses and semantic transformations. The forward mode implementa-
tion extends the SceneTransformer into an ADiJaCForwardSceneInstrumenter,
and the BodyTransformer into an ADiJaCForwardBodyInstrumenter, as is shown
in Section 3.2.3. In both classes, the internalTransform method needs to
be overloaded, so that the desired functionality can be added to the ADiJaC
tool. In a similar way, the reverse mode ADiJaC implementation extends the
SceneTransformer into an ADiJaCReverseSceneInstrumenter, and the corre-
sponding BodyTransformer into an ADiJaCReverseBodyInstrumenter.
Apart from the elementary arithmetic operations being handled in both the
forward and reverse modes in the internalTransform methods
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Figure 3.12: Modular ADiJaC tool implementation.
protected void internalTransform(Body body, String phase, Map options);
various mathematical intrinsic functions, present in the Math class, are handled
by the ADiJaC tool. This is described in more detail in Appendix A.2. How-
ever, this fact is also interesting from an architectural point of view, as each of
these intrinsic functions is implemented as a separate method in their respec-
tive BodyTransformer’s. As an example, for the handling of the sqrt intrinsic
function in the forward mode, the SqrtHandler method is employed to generate
both the original function and the appropriate forward mode derivatives. The
SqrtHandler method handles both the scalar and vector cases of the forward
mode AD, its prototype being:
private void SqrtHandler(InvokeExpr expr, Stmt stmt, Body body,
Chain derivUnits, Local adiLocal, boolean vectorMode);
Thus, if the statement z = Math.sqrt(x) is found in a Java program, the
following Jimple representation will be found by ADiJaC:
z = staticinvoke <java.lang.Math: double sqrt(double)>(x);
Accordingly, the scalar forward mode implementation of the ADiJaC tool will
generate, using the SqrtHandler method, the following Jimple fragment
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if x.<DerivType: double value> <= 0.0 goto label0;
z.<DerivType: double grad> = 1.0 / (2.0 * staticinvoke
<java.lang.Math: double sqrt(double)>(x.<DerivType: double
value>)) * x.<DerivType: double grad>;
goto label1;
label0:
staticinvoke <DerivType: void ExceptionHandler(java.lang.String)>
("ADiJaC Exception: sqrt: (arg.value <= 0) -> derivative
undefined. Derivative defaults to 0.");
z.<DerivType: double grad> = 0.0;
label1:
z.<DerivType: double value> = staticinvoke <java.lang.Math:
double sqrt(double)>(x.<DerivType: double value>);
which will contribute in the computation of the desired Jacobian. Here DerivType
contains both value and grad entries for the value of a variable and its associated
derivative. A detailed description of the forward mode implementation in ADiJaC
is given in Chapter 4.
In the reverse mode the same sqrt intrinsic function is handled through two
diﬀerent methods, namely ForwardSqrtHandler and ReverseSqrtHandler, rep-
resenting the forward and reverse sweeps respectively, with the following proto-
types:
private void ForwardSqrtHandler(InvokeExpr expr, Stmt stmt, Body body,
Chain derivUnits, Local stackLocal, boolean useStack);
private void ReverseSqrtHandler(InvokeExpr expr, Stmt stmt, Body body,
Chain derivUnits, Local stackLocal, boolean useStack);
If the same z = Math.sqrt(x) statement is encountered in the original pro-
gram, the reverse mode implementation will generate the following fragment in
the forward sweep:
adStack.<Stack: void push(double)>(z.<DerivType: double value>);
z.<DerivType: double value> = staticinvoke <java.lang.Math: double
sqrt(double)>(x.<DerivType: double value>);
and the subsequent representation for the reverse sweep:
x.<DerivType: double grad> = z.<DerivType: double grad> / (2.0 *
staticinvoke <java.lang.Math: double sqrt(double)>(x.<DerivType:
double value>));
z.<DerivType: double value> = adStack.<Stack: double pop()>();
which will contribute to the computation of the required gradients. The particu-
lars of the reverse mode code transformations are detailed in Chapter 5. Details
on the handling of other potentially non-diﬀerentiable functions can be found
in Appendix A.
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This modular approach to handling the application code ensures that new ex-
tensions and new functionality – like second derivatives, for example – can be im-
plemented quite easily and the debugging of existing and new implementations of
analyses and semantic transformations alike is much more readily accomplished.
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Chapter 4
The Forward Mode
Implementation
4.1 Implementation strategy
The strategy used in the realization of the forward mode in the ADiJaC tool is
shown in Fig. 4.1. It is a single-pass strategy, in which to generate derivative
code, the method needing AD-augmentation is copied, and another new “deriva-
tive” method is created from this copy. In the new method, every ﬂoating point
variable is changed to the newly created DerivType object. At the moment,
every ﬂoating point variable is treated as active. The method signature and re-
turn types are also changed accordingly. Now, each statement of this method
is processed in turn, and together with the original function, new statements
for the computation of derivatives are generated in accordance with the chain
rule of diﬀerential calculus. That is, in a statement by statement fashion, for
each three-address code statement in the Jimple intermediate representation en-
countered by ADiJaC, one corresponding derivative-enhanced aggregated Grimp
statement is generated. As was already shown in Section 3.5, whenever intrinsic
method invocations containing an active data type variable (i.e. of double or
float type) are encountered in a Jimple statement (e.g. sin, cos, tan, etc), a
corresponding derivative-enhanced statement or block of statements is generated
for the computation of the required derivative. Furthermore, the handling of the
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new intrinsics introduced in the latest Math class – version 1.5, also known as
Java 2 – is also implemented, as will be shown in Appendix A.2. Local optimiza-
tions for derivative computations are also implemented – e.g. whenever constant
arguments are encountered, and simpliﬁed code is generated accordingly. Once
the analysis of these cases determines that the derivative may take exceptional
values due to the nature of the intrinsic or the value of the argument, warnings are
used during the code transformation process and calls to an ExceptionHandler
method, which is part of the new DerivType class, are explicitly inserted into
the newly created derivative enhanced method. At the end of the transformation
process, the newly created method is able to compute both the original function
and its corresponding derivatives.
Grimp IR
Statements: Identity, Return, If, GoTo, Nop, Breakpoint, Switch, Monitor
Generate Warnings and Exception Calls when necessary
for the computation of the desired derivatives
Process each statement in turn and generate statements
Change method signature and return type accordingly 
Change every  floating point variable to DerivType objects
Java Math Intrinsics v1.5
Process intrinsic invokes and generate derivative statements
Jimple IR of a Java Method
Create a new "Derivative Method"
Throw, Assignments (Math−, Logical−,  Array−, and Cast− Expressions)
FM ADiJaC
Figure 4.1: Forward mode implementation scheme of the ADiJaC tool.
It is also easy to see in Fig. 4.1 how additional features, such as the computa-
tion of the second derivative, can be added to the forward mode implementation
– one just needs to implement the desired functionality in each of the speciﬁed
steps.
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4.2 The scalar mode
In the scalar mode the computed derivative is composed of only one scalar value,
hence this mode is the easiest to implement.
4.2.1 The scalar derivative object
The new DerivType (or DT) object that will replace every ﬂoating point variable
in the program to be diﬀerentiated, being it ﬂoat or double, is shown in Fig. 4.2.
This is the scalar version of the object, employed only when one directional
derivative is required.
1 class DerivType implements Cloneable{
2 public double value;
3 public double grad;
4 public Object clone(){
5 DerivType o = null;
6 try {
7 o = (DerivType)super.clone();
8 }
9 catch (CloneNotSupportedException e){
10 System.err.println("DerivType can’t clone.");
11 }
12 return o;
13 }
14 public DerivType(){
15 super();
16 return;
17 }
18 public static void ExceptionHandler(java.lang.String r0){
19 java.io.PrintStream r1;
20 r1 = System.out;
21 r1.println(r0);
22 return;
23 }
24 }
Figure 4.2: The scalar version of the DerivType class.
The DerivType class needs to implement the Cloneable interface in order to
override the clone() method for producing local object copies for each original
variable. Also, the clone method of the Object parent class is overwritten.
As in the Java language everything is an object, and all objects are accessed
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through references, one needs to use the cloning mechanism for achieving a correct
behavior with local copies of DerivType objects instead of the original ﬂoat or
double type variables. The DerivType object contains the ﬁelds for holding the
original function and the scalar valued derivative: the value and grad doubles
respectively. In this case, the clone() method does not attempt to clone each
of the objects contained in the DerivType class but only these two double public
ﬁelds. This type of cloning is usually called a shallow copy or shallow cloning [47].
The method constructor simply calls the super() method and initializes a new
instance of the DerivType object. The cloning process takes place in a try-catch
block and a CloneNotSupportedException exception is thrown if the object
could not be cloned. It should be noted that the super.clone() call needs to be
recast to the DerivType object type.
4.2.2 Scalar forward mode example
For the illustration of the scalar forward mode implementation, let us consider
again the simple example program inspired from the example-suite of the ADOL-
C tool [63] from Section 3.3:
1 public static double compute (double x){
2 double z;
3 if (x < 5) {
4 z = x * x/x;
5 }
6 else {
7 z = x + x - (2.0/3.0)*x - x/3;
8 }
9 return z;
10 }
To better understand the transformation taking place inside the ADiJaC tool
consider the Jimple IR code that ADiJaC uses as it’s input:
1 public static double compute(double) {
2 double x, z, $d0, $d1, $d2, $d3, $d4;
3 byte $b0;
4 x := @parameter0: double;
5 $b0 = x cmpg 5.0;
6 if $b0 >= 0 goto label0;
7 $d0 = x * x;
8 z = $d0 / x;
9 goto label1;
10 label0:
11 $d1 = x + x;
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12 $d2 = 0.6666666666666666 * x;
13 $d3 = $d1 - $d2;
14 $d4 = x / 3.0;
15 z = $d3 - $d4;
16 label1:
17 return z;
18 }
On both branches, the program yields the same result, namely the identity.
By applying the ADiJaC tool in the scalar forward mode, the following derivative-
enhanced code will be generated, this time presented in the Grimp IR, containing
aggregated expressions:
1 public static DerivType g_compute(DerivType) {
2 DerivType x, z, $d0, $d1;
3 x := @parameter0: DerivType;
4 z = new DerivType();
5 $d0 = new DerivType();
6 $d1 = new DerivType();
7 if x.<DerivType: double value> cmpg 5.0 >= 0 goto label0;
8 $d0.<DerivType: double grad> = x.<DerivType: double grad> * x.<DerivType:
double value> + x.<DerivType: double value> * x.<DerivType: double grad>;
9 $d0.<DerivType: double value> = x.<DerivType: double value> * x.<DerivType:
double value>;
10 z.<DerivType: double grad> = ($d0.<DerivType: double grad> * x.<DerivType:
double value> - $d0.<DerivType: double value> * x.<DerivType: double grad>)
/ (x.<DerivType: double value> * x.<DerivType: double value>);
11 z.<DerivType: double value> = $d0.<DerivType: double value> /
x.<DerivType: double value>;
12 goto label1;
13 label0:
14 $d0.<DerivType: double grad> = x.<DerivType: double grad> +
x.<DerivType: double grad>;
15 $d0.<DerivType: double value> = x.<DerivType: double value> +
x.<DerivType: double value>;
16 $d1.<DerivType: double grad> = 0.6666666666666666 *
x.<DerivType: double grad>;
17 $d1.<DerivType: double value> = 0.6666666666666666 *
x.<DerivType: double value>;
18 $d0.<DerivType: double grad> = $d0.<DerivType: double grad> -
$d1.<DerivType: double grad>;
19 $d0.<DerivType: double value> = $d0.<DerivType: double value> -
$d1.<DerivType: double value>;
20 $d1.<DerivType: double grad> = x.<DerivType: double grad> *
3.0 / (3.0 * 3.0);
21 $d1.<DerivType: double value> = x.<DerivType: double value> / 3.0;
22 z.<DerivType: double grad> = $d0.<DerivType: double grad> -
$d1.<DerivType: double grad>;
23 z.<DerivType: double value> = $d0.<DerivType: double value> -
$d1.<DerivType: double value>;
24 label1:
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25 return z;
26 }
The ﬁrst line of the Grimp code contains the new method prototype, with a
DerivType return type and a DerivType parameter instead of the original double
types. All local variables are then deﬁned and initialized in lines 2 and 4 − 6.
Line 3 contains the assignment of the x variable to the ﬁrst method parameter.
The if statement can be found in line 7. Note that the condition is rewritten by
Soot to compare against 0 and that the branches are inverted when compared
to line 3 from the original Java code. Hence, when the condition from line 7
in the Grimp IR is met, a jump to label0 is completed, corresponding to the
execution of the original else-branch z = x + x - (2.0/3.0)*x - x/3 . Lines
8− 11 correspond to the computation of the original value of the function (lines
9 and 11) and the required derivatives (lines 8 and 10) of the if-branch statement
z = x * x/x. Line 12 then completes the if-branch by jumping before the end
of the method at label1. The body of the else-branch is treated in lines 14− 23.
Again, the original function is computed in lines 15, 17, 19, 21, and 23, while the
derivative computations are completed in lines 14, 16, 18, 20, and 22 respectively.
Finally, the DerivType return value z from line 25 contains the original function
value in ﬁeld z.value and the accumulated Jacobian in z.grad.
This Grimp IR representation of the derivative-enhanced code then maps to
the Java code shown below. However, we must reiterate that ADiJaC generates
by default Java classﬁles in the Java bytecode format and that the Java source
code shown in the following is used only for illustrative purposes.
1 public static DerivType g_compute(DerivType x){
2 DerivType z, $d0, $d1, $d2, $d3, $d4;
3 z = new DerivType(); $d0 = new DerivType(); $d1 = new DerivType();
4 $d2 = new DerivType(); $d3 = new DerivType(); $d4 = new DerivType();
5 if (x.value - 5.0 >= 0){
6 $d1.grad = x.grad + x.grad;
7 $d1.value = x.value + x.value;
8 $d2.grad = 0.6666666666666666 * x.grad;
9 $d2.value = 0.6666666666666666 * x.value;
10 $d3.grad = $d1.grad - $d2.grad;
11 $d3.value = $d1.value - $d2.value;
12 $d4.grad = x.grad * 3.0 / (3.0 * 3.0);
13 $d4.value = x.value / 3.0;
14 z.grad = $d3.grad - $d4.grad;
15 z.value = $d3.value - $d4.value;
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16 }
17 else{
18 $d0.grad = x.grad * x.value + x.value * x.grad;
19 $d0.value = x.value * x.value;
20 z.grad = ($d0.grad * x.value - $d0.value * x.grad) /
21 (x.value * x.value);
22 z.value = $d0.value / x.value;
23 }
24 return z;
25 }
4.3 The vector mode
In the vector mode, several derivatives can be computed at once. Except for the
case of Jacobian-vector products, this is the method of choice, as it amortizes the
eﬀect of the function evaluation over all derivative values computed.
4.3.1 The vector derivative object
In order to allow for the computation of several directional derivatives rather
than one single value several changes to the DerivType object had to be made,
as can be seen in Fig. 4.3. Similar to the scalar case shown in Fig. 4.2, the vector
version of the DerivType class needs to implement the Cloneable interface in
order to override the clone() method for producing local object copies for each
original variable.
The same motivation as in Section 4.2.1 applies here, with the notable dis-
tinction that in the vector case, the clone() method clones each of the objects
contained in the DerivType class, namely the original value of the variable, as
well as the grad[] vector, containing all the directional derivatives. This type
of cloning is also known as deep copy or deep cloning [39, 47]. This is neces-
sary as in Java the C++–like copy constructor which would solve this problem
by creating a local copy of the desired object (e.g. the grad vector) does not
work. The reason it doesn’t work is because in C++ you can pass an object by
value, whereas in Java you can only pass objects by reference. As in the pre-
vious scalar case, the cloning process takes place in a try-catch block and a
CloneNotSupportedException exception is thrown if the object could not be
cloned. The object super.clone() needs to be recast to the DerivType object
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1 class DerivType implements Cloneable{
2 public double value;
3 public static final int adGradMax;
4 public double[] grad;
5 public Object clone(){
6 DerivType o = null;
7 try {
8 o = (DerivType)super.clone();
9 o.grad = (double [])grad.clone();
10 }
11 catch (CloneNotSupportedException e){
12 System.err.println("DerivType can’t clone.");
13 }
14 return o;
15 }
16 public DerivType(){
17 super();
18 int i0;
19 i0 = adGradMax;
20 grad = new double[i0];
21 return;
22 }
23 public static void ExceptionHandler(java.lang.String r0){
24 java.io.PrintStream r1;
25 r1 = System.out;
26 r1.println(r0);
27 return;
28 }
29 static{
30 adGradMax = 11;
31 }
32 }
Figure 4.3: The vector version of the DerivType class.
type. Similarly, the o.grad ﬁeld needs to be recast to the double [] type.
Unlike in the scalar case, the DerivType class contains a static final int
ﬁeld named adGradMax which stores the dimension of the grad ﬁeld, that is, the
number of directional derivatives to be computed in the vector forward mode. In
the example given in Fig. 4.3, adGradMax is set to 11, but this is usually set by
the user according to his or her needs. The method constructor, DerivType(),
calls the super() method, allocates the grad vector and thus initializes a new
instance of the DerivType object. Finally, the ExceptionHandler method is also
supplied for handling special cases.
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4.3.2 Computation of directional derivatives
For each active statement (i.e. containing active variables) in the original code
a loop is now generated which iterates and computes all the required directional
derivatives. For z = x + y, for example, the vector forward mode of ADiJaC
generates the subsequent Java code:
adindex = 0;
while (adindex < DerivType.adGradMax){
z.grad[adindex] = x.grad[adindex] + y.grad[adindex];
adindex = adindex + 1;
}
z.value = x.value + y.value;
In this section, we will show the code examples in Java form because it is
easier to follow the arguments in this particular representation. Thus, the local
integer adindex is used as a loop index for all the new derivative loops, hence
it’s name. The loop dimension is given by the adGradMax constant from the
current DerivType object implementation. Note that for sparse Jacobians whose
structure is known, by an appropriate “seeding” the desired derivatives can be
obtained in loops of dimension smaller than adGradMax, thus reducing the runtime
of the derivative code [10].
Moving to a more complex case, let’s consider a program containing a state-
ment with an array reference, like vector[0]=x. In the corresponding diﬀer-
entiated code, vector is an array of DerivType objects, and x is a DerivType
variable. Thus, the vector[0]=x assignment in the original code will be con-
verted into the vector[0]=(DerivType)x.clone() statement by ADiJaC, in
the derivative-enhanced code. By employing this construct, both the original and
the derivative values are copied, at the same time, without an explicit loop for
the computation of the directional derivatives being necessary. This is achieved
through the use of the deep cloning technique, implemented in the vector mode
version of the DerivType object. This is a signiﬁcant optimization with respect to
the speed of the generated code, as it replaces a loop over statements with array
references with one single statement containing a call to the clone() method.
This also means that if vector[0] is already active, the old DerivType structures
are discarded.
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When dealing with array operations we may need additional temporary vari-
ables. Consider, for example, the Java code fragment:
vector[1] = vector[0];
z = vector[0] + vector[1];
where vector[0] is considered to be initialized. As vector[0] is a DerivType
object itself, a vector[1] =vector[0] statement with DerivType objects would
just make vector[1] point to the same reference location as vector[0]. This
however, is not the intended eﬀect of this statement, as vector[1] should contain
a copy of the contents of the vector[0] array component. Therefore, distinct
temporary DerivType variables are needed for creating the necessary copies. If
we were to use the scalar forward mode AD the code will simply become:
g_tmp_0 = vector[0];
vector[1] = (DerivType) ((DerivType) g_tmp_0.clone()).clone();
g_tmp_1 = vector[0];
$d1 = (DerivType) g_tmp_1.clone();
g_tmp_2 = vector[1];
$d2 = (DerivType) g_tmp_2.clone();
z.grad = $d1.grad + $d2.grad;
z.value = $d1.value + $d2.value;
Applying the vector forward mode ADiJaC implementation to the same code
leads to the subsequent derivative code in Java form:
g_tmp_0 = vector[0];
vector[1] = (DerivType) ((DerivType) g_tmp_0.clone()).clone();
g_tmp_1 = vector[0];
$d1 = (DerivType) g_tmp_1.clone();
g_tmp_2 = vector[1];
$d2 = (DerivType) g_tmp_2.clone();
adindex = 0;
while (adindex < DerivType.adGradMax){
z.grad[adindex] = $d1.grad[adindex] + $d2.grad[adindex];
adindex = adindex + 1;
}
z.value = $d1.value + $d2.value;
which is similar to it’s scalar counterpart, apart from the loop computing the
Jacobian of z. The g_tmp_0, g_tmp_1 and g_tmp_2 temporaries are used to save
the values of array element references. These temporaries are needed because
of the nature of the Jimple and Grimp IRs, which are three-address codes, not
allowing array references on both left-hand and right-hand sides of a statement.
The vector[1] array element thus gets a deep copy of all the contents of the
vector[0] array element. Subsequently, the $d1 and $d2 DerivType intermedi-
ate variables are used in the following statements like in the ﬁrst example given
in this section, without any array references whatsoever.
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4.3.3 Vector forward mode example
To better illustrate the implementation of the vector forward mode we will use
the same example program presented in the scalar case in Section 4.2.2, only now,
the vector mode will be switched on, allowing for the computation of directional
derivatives of adGradMax length. Thus, by processing the same Jimple IR as was
presented in Section 4.2.2, the following Grimp IR is generated by ADiJaC:
public static DerivType g_compute(DerivType){
DerivType x, z, $d0, $d1;
int adindex;
x := @parameter0: DerivType;
z = new DerivType();
$d0 = new DerivType();
$d1 = new DerivType();
if x.<DerivType: double value> cmpg 5.0 >= 0 goto label4;
adindex = 0;
label0:
if adindex >= <DerivType: int adGradMax> goto label1;
$d0.<DerivType: double[] grad>[adindex] = x.<DerivType: double[] grad>[adindex] *
x.<DerivType: double value> + x.<DerivType: double value> *
x.<DerivType: double[] grad>[adindex];
adindex = adindex + 1;
goto label0;
label1:
$d0.<DerivType: double value> = x.<DerivType: double value> *
x.<DerivType: double value>;
adindex = 0;
label2:
if adindex >= <DerivType: int adGradMax> goto label3;
z.<DerivType: double[] grad>[adindex] = ($d0.<DerivType: double[] grad>[adindex] *
x.<DerivType: double value> - $d0.<DerivType: double value> *
x.<DerivType: double[] grad>[adindex]) / (x.<DerivType: double value> *
x.<DerivType: double value>);
adindex = adindex + 1;
goto label2;
label3:
z.<DerivType: double value> = $d0.<DerivType: double value> /
x.<DerivType: double value>;
goto label15;
label4:
adindex = 0;
label5:
if adindex >= <DerivType: int adGradMax> goto label6;
$d0.<DerivType: double[] grad>[adindex] = x.<DerivType: double[] grad>[adindex] +
x.<DerivType: double[] grad>[adindex];
adindex = adindex + 1;
goto label5;
label6:
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$d0.<DerivType: double value> = x.<DerivType: double value> +
x.<DerivType: double value>;
adindex = 0;
label7:
if adindex >= <DerivType: int adGradMax> goto label8;
$d1.<DerivType: double[] grad>[adindex] = 0.6666666666666666 *
x.<DerivType: double[] grad>[adindex];
adindex = adindex + 1;
goto label7;
label8:
$d1.<DerivType: double value> = 0.6666666666666666 * x.<DerivType: double value>;
adindex = 0;
label9:
if adindex >= <DerivType: int adGradMax> goto label10;
$d0.<DerivType: double[] grad>[adindex] = $d0.<DerivType: double[] grad>[adindex] -
$d1.<DerivType: double[] grad>[adindex];
adindex = adindex + 1;
goto label9;
label10:
$d0.<DerivType: double value> = $d0.<DerivType: double value> -
$d1.<DerivType: double value>;
adindex = 0;
label11:
if adindex >= <DerivType: int adGradMax> goto label12;
$d1.<DerivType: double[] grad>[adindex] = 3.0 *
x.<DerivType: double[] grad>[adindex] / (3.0 * 3.0);
adindex = adindex + 1;
goto label11;
label12:
$d1.<DerivType: double value> = x.<DerivType: double value> / 3.0;
adindex = 0;
label13:
if adindex >= <DerivType: int adGradMax> goto label14;
z.<DerivType: double[] grad>[adindex] = $d0.<DerivType: double[] grad>[adindex] -
$d1.<DerivType: double[] grad>[adindex];
adindex = adindex + 1;
goto label13;
label14:
z.<DerivType: double value> = $d0.<DerivType: double value> -
$d1.<DerivType: double value>;
label15:
return z;
}
Although, as we have mentioned before, ADiJaC generates bytecode instruc-
tions, it is possible to see the Java source of the vector forward mode realization
of automatic diﬀerentiation, as can be observed in the following:
public static DerivType g_compute(DerivType x){
DerivType z, $d0, $d1, $d2, $d3, $d4;
int adindex;
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z = new DerivType();
$d0 = new DerivType();
$d1 = new DerivType();
$d2 = new DerivType();
$d3 = new DerivType();
$d4 = new DerivType();
if (x.value - 5.0 >= 0){
adindex = 0;
while (adindex < DerivType.adGradMax){
$d1.grad[adindex] = x.grad[adindex] + x.grad[adindex];
adindex = adindex + 1;
}
$d1.value = x.value + x.value;
adindex = 0;
while (adindex < DerivType.adGradMax){
$d2.grad[adindex] = 0.6666666666666666 * x.grad[adindex];
adindex = adindex + 1;
}
$d2.value = 0.6666666666666666 * x.value;
adindex = 0;
while (adindex < DerivType.adGradMax){
$d3.grad[adindex] = $d1.grad[adindex] - $d2.grad[adindex];
adindex = adindex + 1;
}
$d3.value = $d1.value - $d2.value;
adindex = 0;
while (adindex < DerivType.adGradMax){
$d4.grad[adindex] = 3.0 * x.grad[adindex] / (3.0 * 3.0);
adindex = adindex + 1;
}
$d4.value = x.value / 3.0;
adindex = 0;
while (adindex < DerivType.adGradMax){
z.grad[adindex] = $d3.grad[adindex] - $d4.grad[adindex];
adindex = adindex + 1;
}
z.value = $d3.value - $d4.value;
}
else{
adindex = 0;
while (adindex < DerivType.adGradMax){
$d0.grad[adindex] = x.grad[adindex] * x.value + x.value *
x.grad[adindex];
adindex = adindex + 1;
}
$d0.value = x.value * x.value;
adindex = 0;
while (adindex < DerivType.adGradMax){
z.grad[adindex] = ($d0.grad[adindex] * x.value - $d0.value *
x.grad[adindex]) / (x.value * x.value);
adindex = adindex + 1;
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}
z.value = $d0.value / x.value;
}
return z;
}
It should be observed that for the considered example, irrespective of the
chosen seeding for the input variable x (i.e. x.grad), at the end of the run of
the AD-enhanced code, the grad vector of the z variable will contain the same
values as x.grad.
4.4 ADiJaC generated warnings
Together with the runtime custom messages issued through the ExceptionHandler
method, the ADiJaC tool also generates warnings during the tool processing
phase. Warnings are being generated when the execution of the ADiJaC tool
encounters dangerous conversions (e.g. downcasting of variables, from the ac-
tive types: double or ﬂoat, to the arithmetic types: long or int). As already
discussed, only real typed variables can be active and therefore, such casts can
very easily result in loss of derivative information by falsely activating arithmetic
typed variables. This is the case for the round intrinsic function, whose output
is by default a long or an int:
ADiJaC Warning: round(x) is making a cast to int or long! ->
Derivative undefined.
Likewise, whenever explicit casts to int or long of the active types (repre-
sented by DeriveType or DT variables) are encountered, corresponding warnings
are issued:
ADiJaC Warning: CastExpr LHS = int; RHS = DT. Cast to int of a
DT variable, possible loss of derivative information.
Most warnings are simply duplicates of the calls to the ExceptionHandler
method meant to signal to the user that an exception will occur. Of course
these warnings can only be generated when the value of the intrinsic is known
at compile time. Consequently, a warning which is coupled with an exception
presented in Appendix A.1, namely for the acos intrinsic, has the following form:
ADiJaC Warning: acos(3) is undefined! -> Derivative undefined!
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The reporting of warnings at processing time can be turned oﬀ by setting the
verbose mode of the ADiJaC tool to a minimum. It must be stressed that excep-
tion handling and warnings are by no means trivial issues. They are extremely
important due to the fact that potential errors or inaccuracies in the derivative
computation are much more readily discovered with warnings and exceptions to
help the user. For big computer programs, of thousands or even hundreds of
thousands of lines of code, for which derivatives are required, it is very important
to be able to quickly establish the location of potential errors, or to verify the
correctness of the generated code.
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Chapter 5
The Reverse Mode
Implementation
5.1 Implementation strategy
The implementation of the reverse mode of automatic diﬀerentiation implies the
computation and accumulation of the intermediate derivatives in the reverse order
of the original program. The reverse mode is especially eﬃcient in terms of run-
time when diﬀerentiating scalar valued functions. That is why, at present, only
the scalar reverse mode is being implemented in the ADiJaC tool. As shown
in [56, 98], for each kind of statement, simple rules can be formulated for the
building of the corresponding adjoint statements. This fact allows the automatic
construction of the adjoint code from the application of these individual rules
and transformations on the original source code. The ADiJaC tool makes use
of these concepts in implementing the reverse mode of automatic diﬀerentiation.
Unlike the forward mode implementation, where together with the desired gra-
dients, the derivative code computes the original function as well, in the reverse
mode, ADiJaC will only generate code for the evaluation of the needed adjoints,
and not replicate the value of the original function in the process in a similar
fashion to the “pure” mode of the TAF automatic diﬀerentiation tool [57]. As
the adjoints are scalars, in our implementation the DerivType objects used in
conjunction with the reverse mode transformations are identical to the ones de-
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scribed in Section 4.2.1 for the scalar forward mode AD code manipulations.
Jimple IR of a Java Method
nopRemovePass − remove the introduced nops
Grimp IR
The Reverse Sweep − generate adjoint code for statements & intrinsics
Create a new "Derivative Method"
Change method signature and return type accordingly 
loopPass before the Forward Sweep identifying loop structures
ifPass before the Forward Sweep identifying if structures
Change every  floating point variable to DerivType objects
The Forward Sweep − computation & storage of intermediate values
loopPass before the Reverse Sweep processing nested loops
ifPass before the Reverse Sweep processing if structures
nopPass before the Reverse Sweep processing nested loops nops
Generate Warnings and Exception Calls when necessary
RM ADiJaC
Figure 5.1: Reverse mode implementation strategy of the ADiJaC tool.
The strategy employed by ADiJaC in the implementation of the reverse mode
of automatic diﬀerentiation is depicted in Fig. 5.1. First, a new adjoint method
is created by duplicating the original method and changing it’s signature and
return type accordingly. Two passes, namely the loopPass and ifPass, are then
applied to the new method in order to identify and tag loop and if structures
for later processing. All the ﬂoating point variables are considered at present to
be active and are consequently changed to DerivType objects. Since the reverse
mode [56] of automatic diﬀerentiation requires the availability of the function
evaluation and its intermediate results before the derivatives can be computed
(see Chapter 2), these values must be either saved or recomputed later. ADiJaC
stores each of these variables onto a local stack before they are overwritten, while
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at the same time evaluating the original function in the forward sweep. Another
loopPass and ifPass are then employed to process normal- and nested loops,
as well as conditional structures. A single nopPass is then applied to properly
mark dummy nop statements which were introduced in the previous passes for
nested loops processing. In a corresponding reverse sweep, the desired adjoints,
for normal statements as well as for Java Math intrinsics, are then computed with
the help of the necessary values taken from the local stack, upon request. This
“save all” approach is also employed by the Adifor [40] and Tapenade [83, 100]
AD tools and it requires a substantial amount of memory space, namely directly
proportional with the number of run-time instructions of the original function
evaluation. Storage consumption can be diminished by placing checkpoints from
which to recompute needed values. Finally, in a similar fashion to the forward
mode implementation, the reverse mode also generates warnings during the tool
processing phase and custom messages at runtime through explicit calls to the
ExceptionHandler method from the DerivType class, as shown in Section 4.4
and Appendix A.1.
Each of the steps enumerated in Fig. 5.1 are described in more detail in the
following sections and hence, this chapter is further organized as follows. Sec-
tion 5.2 details our implementation of the forward pass, in Section 5.3 we discuss
the reverse pass, Section 5.4 presents an example involving nested subroutines.
Section 5.5 elaborates in more detail on the algorithms and data structures used
in the reversal of loops and conditional structures by a set of illustrating exam-
ples. Section 5.6 shows how trace storage management is easily and eﬃciently
implemented in Java, and ﬁnally Section 5.7 discusses the important issue of
stack implementation.
5.2 The forward sweep
The forward sweep is a “clone” of the original program whose main task is to
save in each method’s local stack structure the intermediate values necessary for
the computation of the desired adjoints. To better understand the functions and
behavior of the forward sweep, we consider the following method, adapted from
the example-suite of the ADOL-C tool [63], as an example:
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1 public static double compute (double x){
2 double z = 0;
3 int i = 11, j = -11;
4 if (i >= 11){
5 z = x + x - (2.0/3.0)*x - x/3;
6 }
7 if (j < -11){
8 z = x * x/x;
9 }
10 return z;
11 }
The ADiJaCReverseSceneInstrumenter (see Section 3.5) creates a copy of
the original method, changes its name by adding the a_ preﬁx to the method’s
name to signify the presence of an adjoint method: a_compute and ﬁnally adapts
its signature and calling sequence if necessary. If an active variable is found as
a method’s return value – like z in our compute method – then this variable
will become a parameter for the a_compute method, because its adjoint will
most likely be used for seeding purposes. The signature and calling sequences of
a_compute are also changed throughout the program code, and the return type
is modiﬁed to void. Thus for the above example, the forward sweep code looks
like this:
1 public static void a_compute(DerivType x, DerivType z){
2 byte i, j;
3 DerivType $d0, $d1, $d2, $d3, $d4;
4 Stack adStack;
5 IntStack intAdStack;
6 int adCondOp1, adCondOp2;
7 adStack = new BlockLinkedStack(); intAdStack = new IntLinkedStack();
8 $d4 = new DerivType(); $d3 = new DerivType(); $d2 = new DerivType();
9 $d1 = new DerivType(); $d0 = new DerivType();
10 z.value = 0.0;
11 i = (byte) 11; j = (byte) -11;
12 if (i >= (byte) 11){
13 adStack.push($d0.value);
14 $d0.value = x.value + x.value;
15 adStack.push($d1.value);
16 $d1.value = 0.6666666666666666 * x.value;
17 adStack.push($d2.value);
18 $d2.value = $d0.value - $d1.value;
19 adStack.push($d3.value);
20 $d3.value = x.value / 3.0;
21 adStack.push(z.value);
22 z.value = $d2.value - $d3.value;
23 }
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24 intAdStack.push(i); intAdStack.push(11);
25 if (j < (byte) -11){
26 adStack.push($d4.value);
27 $d4.value = x.value * x.value;
28 adStack.push(z.value);
29 z.value = $d4.value / x.value;
30 }
31 intAdStack.push(j); intAdStack.push(-11);
The role of the intAdStack object in reversing conditional and repetitive
program structures will be discussed in Section 5.5 and the BlockedLinkedStack
and IntLinkedStack data structures described in more detail in Section 5.7.
As can be observed, each intermediate value of the program is saved or
“pushed” on the local adStack before it is computed, set or overwritten by the
current statement. For the handling of intrinsics from the Math Java library,
explicit handler methods are used for the forward sweep. Accordingly, the sin
intrinsic is processed by ForwardSinHandler in the forward sweep. A similar
method is used for the handling of the same sin intrinsic in the reverse sweep
implementation, as will be discussed in the next section.
As only values that are overwritten in the course of the program need to
be saved for later retrieval, explicit analyses, like the TBR [49, 80] employed
by Tapenade, have been devised to minimize stack size. Such analyses are also
planned for implementation into ADiJaC, but at the moment each intermediate
value that is computed in the forward sweep is saved onto the local stack.
5.3 The reverse sweep
If the forward sweep can be viewed as just another run of the original function
coupled with the storing of intermediate variable values on the local stack, the
reverse sweep will actually evaluate the adjoints for each statement from the
original function, in the reverse order of computation. Accordingly, after each
adjoint update, the values of the intermediate variables are “popped” back from
the local stack. Therefore, the values from the stack need to be accessed inde-
pendently and in the reverse order of computation as well – this being the main
reason why a stack structure is used, because of the natural inversion induced
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by this programming paradigm. Thus, the reverse sweep following the forward
sweep from the previous section has the following form:
32 adCondOp2 = intAdStack.pop(); adCondOp1 = intAdStack.pop();
33 if (adCondOp1 < adCondOp2){
34 $d4.grad = $d4.grad + z.grad / x.value;
35 x.grad = x.grad - z.grad * $d4.value / (x.value * x.value);
36 z.grad = 0.0;
37 z.value = adStack.pop();
38 x.grad = x.grad + $d4.grad * x.value;
39 x.grad = x.grad + $d4.grad * x.value;
40 $d4.grad = 0.0;
41 $d4.value = adStack.pop();
42 }
43 adCondOp2 = intAdStack.pop(); adCondOp1 = intAdStack.pop();
44 if (adCondOp1 >= adCondOp2){
45 $d2.grad = $d2.grad + z.grad;
46 $d3.grad = $d3.grad - z.grad;
47 z.grad = 0.0;
48 z.value = adStack.pop();
49 x.grad = x.grad + $d3.grad / 3.0;
50 $d3.grad = 0.0;
51 $d3.value = adStack.pop();
52 $d0.grad = $d0.grad + $d2.grad;
53 $d1.grad = $d1.grad - $d2.grad;
54 $d2.grad = 0.0;
55 $d2.value = adStack.pop();
56 x.grad = x.grad + $d1.grad * 0.6666666666666666;
57 $d1.grad = 0.0;
58 $d1.value = adStack.pop();
59 x.grad = x.grad + $d0.grad;
60 x.grad = x.grad + $d0.grad;
61 $d0.grad = 0.0;
62 $d0.value = adStack.pop();
63 }
64 z.grad = 0.0;
65 return;
66 }
The numbering of the program continues on from the last line of the forward
sweep, as there is no actual separations between the two sweeps in the generated
code – this kind of implementation for the reverse mode AD is also called “joint
reversal” [61]. As discussed, the return value z of the compute method, by being
the output of the original function, becomes the input of the adjoint method
a_compute. Thus the “seeding” for the reverse mode is achieved through z.grad.
Correspondingly, the x.value part of the x variable will remain an input, while
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the x.grad adjoint of x will become an output in a_compute and will be used
to extract the desired reverse mode derivatives. Note again that a_compute does
not return the same value for z as compute. It is only intended to compute the
derivatives.
5.4 Nested subroutines
To better understand the issues presented in the previous sections, we will con-
sider an example involving nested subroutines and will show how the transforma-
tions operated by the ADiJaC tool on the original code are represented in the
Jimple and Grimp Soot IRs. The following subset of Java methods was devised
for this purpose, with the method compute calling method nested_compute:
1 public static double compute(double x){
2 double v, u, w, y, z, v2;
3 v = x / 7.0;
4 u = 5.0 + v;
5 w = u * v;
6 y = Math.sin(w);
7 v2 = AppSource.nested_compute(y);
8 z = v2 * u;
9 return z;
10 }
11 public static double nested_compute(double a){
12 double b;
13 b = a * 11.0;
14 return b;
15 }
The corresponding Jimple IR representation, extracted from the Java byte-
code representing the code shown above, which constitutes the input of the ADi-
JaC tool, thus becomes:
1 public static double compute(double) {
2 double x, v, u, w, y, z, v2;
3 x := @parameter0: double;
4 v = x / 7.0;
5 u = 5.0 + v;
6 w = u * v;
7 y = staticinvoke <java.lang.Math: double sin(double)>(w);
8 v2 = staticinvoke <AppSource: double nested_compute(double)>(y);
9 z = v2 * u;
10 return z;
11 }
12 public static double nested_compute(double){
13 double a, b;
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14 a := @parameter0: double;
15 b = a * 11.0;
16 return b;
17 }
Running ADiJaC on the Jimple IR produces optimized Grimp IR, with deriva-
tive computations. After the AD transformations are operated on the Jimple
code, Soot optimizes the AD-enhanced Grimp, as explained in Section 3.2.3
(for example by removing the useless temporary variable v2), and generates the
following code:
1 public static void a_compute(DerivType, DerivType){
2 DerivType x, v, u, w, y, z;
3 Stack adStack;
4 x := @parameter0: DerivType;
5 z := @parameter1: DerivType;
6 adStack = new LinkedStack();
7 y = new DerivType(); w = new DerivType(); u = new DerivType();
8 v = new DerivType();
9 adStack.<Stack: void push(double)>(v.<DerivType: double value>);
10 v.<DerivType: double value> = x.<DerivType: double value> / 7.0;
11 adStack.<Stack: void push(double)>(u.<DerivType: double value>);
12 u.<DerivType: double value> = 5.0 + v.<DerivType: double value>;
13 adStack.<Stack: void push(double)>(w.<DerivType: double value>);
14 w.<DerivType: double value> = u.<DerivType: double value> *
v.<DerivType: double value>;
15 adStack.<Stack: void push(double)>(y.<DerivType: double value>);
16 y.<DerivType: double value> = staticinvoke <java.lang.Math: double sin(double)>
(w.<DerivType: double value>);
17 adStack.<Stack: void push(double)>(v.<DerivType: double value>);
18 v.<DerivType: double value> = staticinvoke <AppSource: double
nested_compute(double)>(y.<DerivType: double value>);
19 adStack.<Stack: void push(double)>(z.<DerivType: double value>);
20 z.<DerivType: double value> = v.<DerivType: double value> *
u.<DerivType: double value>;
21 v.<DerivType: double grad> = v.<DerivType: double grad> +
z.<DerivType: double grad> * u.<DerivType: double value>;
22 u.<DerivType: double grad> = u.<DerivType: double grad> +
z.<DerivType: double grad> * v.<DerivType: double value>;
23 z.<DerivType: double grad> = 0.0;
24 z.<DerivType: double value> = adStack.<Stack: double pop()>();
25 staticinvoke <AppSource: void a_nested_compute(DerivType,DerivType)>(y, v);
26 v.<DerivType: double value> = adStack.<Stack: double pop()>();
27 w.<DerivType: double grad> = w.<DerivType: double grad> +
staticinvoke <java.lang.Math: double cos(double)>(w.<DerivType:
double value>) * y.<DerivType: double grad>;
28 y.<DerivType: double grad> = 0.0;
29 y.<DerivType: double value> = adStack.<Stack: double pop()>();
30 u.<DerivType: double grad> = u.<DerivType: double grad> +
w.<DerivType: double grad> * v.<DerivType: double value>;
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31 v.<DerivType: double grad> = v.<DerivType: double grad> +
w.<DerivType: double grad> * u.<DerivType: double value>;
32 w.<DerivType: double grad> = 0.0;
33 w.<DerivType: double value> = adStack.<Stack: double pop()>();
34 v.<DerivType: double grad> = v.<DerivType: double grad> +
u.<DerivType: double grad>;
35 u.<DerivType: double grad> = 0.0;
36 u.<DerivType: double value> = adStack.<Stack: double pop()>();
37 x.<DerivType: double grad> = x.<DerivType: double grad> +
v.<DerivType: double grad> / 7.0;
38 v.<DerivType: double grad> = 0.0;
39 v.<DerivType: double value> = adStack.<Stack: double pop()>();
40 return;
41 }
42 public static void a_nested_compute(DerivType, DerivType){
43 DerivType a, b;
44 Stack adStack;
45 a := @parameter0: DerivType;
46 adStack = new LinkedStack();
47 b := @parameter1: DerivType;
48 adStack.<Stack: void push(double)>(b.<DerivType: double value>);
49 b.<DerivType: double value> = a.<DerivType: double value> * 11.0;
50 a.<DerivType: double grad> = a.<DerivType: double grad> +
b.<DerivType: double grad> * 11.0;
51 b.<DerivType: double grad> = 0.0;
52 b.<DerivType: double value> = adStack.<Stack: double pop()>();
53 return;
54 }
Notice the changed prototype of methods a_compute and a_nested_compute,
with two DerivType parameters instead of one double one, and a void return
type instead of a single double, as was explained in previous sections. The ﬁrst
is the original independent method parameter, and the second is the dependent
return value which is usually used for “seeding” purposes. In lines 2−3 and 4−8,
the local variables are declared and initialized, respectively. The forward sweep is
then carried out from line 9 to line 20. In the forward sweep, line 18 is especially
noticeable, as it involves the call to the nested_compute method. The value of v
is ﬁrst pushed in line 17 for later retrieval, then updated through the call on line
18, and this value is used in line 20 in the original function value computation as
well as in the adjoint computation in line 22. The reverse sweep carried out from
line 21 to line 40 to compute the desired adjoint values corresponding to the call
to nested_compute in the forward sweep, calls the a_nested_compute method
in line 25. In this statement, the adjoint y.grad is computed as a function of
the corresponding v.grad “seeding” for the a_nested_compute method. This
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concludes the handling of the nested subroutine call. What is then left of the
reverse sweep to the end of the method, as well as the implementation of the
a_nested_compute method in lines 42 − 54, is only the straightforward adjoint
reversal code, leading to the computation of the desired adjoint x = ∂z/∂x in
x.grad.
The handling of intrinsics from the Math Java library is done through explicit
handler methods in both the forward and reverse sweep. Hence, the sin intrin-
sic is handled by the ForwardSinHandler method in the forward sweep which
generates an output similar to that found in lines 15− 16 of the previous Grimp
IR representation. Line 15 thus saves the y.value onto the local stack, and
line 16 then computes the sin intrinsic. In the corresponding reverse sweep, the
ReverseSinHandler then adds the code for the adjoint update at line 27, the
initialization of the local adjoint in line 28, and the necessary pop call, as can be
seen in line 29.
5.5 Reversing loops and conditional structures
5.5.1 Saving control ﬂow context
The implementation of the reverse mode for straight-line-code (SLC) is not par-
ticularly complicated, as control ﬂow is static and hence easily inverted. This is
not true for conditional statements or loop structures where control ﬂow typically
depends on actual program inputs.
To reverse conditional statements, one needs to remember each branch taken
by the program in its execution. Therefore a special stack, of integer type (e.g.
the intAdStack from Section 5.2 and Section 5.3), is used to save and restore
the branch conditions. To illustrate, compare the corresponding push and pop
statements in lines 24 and 31 in Section 5.2 and 32 and 43 in Section 5.3.
The same principle can also be applied when dealing with loop boundaries.
The reversal of loops implies that they must be run in the reverse order from
the original code. This, in turn, suggests that an integer stack is required for
storing and retrieving the loop boundaries. As such a stack is already used for
remembering the branches taken by the program, it makes sense to use it again
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for recording the loop information as well.
Another instance which requires the use of an integer stack is the case of
array references or indexes. As has been explained, at the moment, ADiJaC em-
ploys a policy that saves each intermediate value that is about to be overwritten
in the forward sweep onto the local stack. This would imply that any access to an
array component, made in the forward sweep, would have to be replicated in the
reverse sweep, thus requiring that the array index be saved to intAdStack. Thus,
if the assignment vec[i] = x; is found in the original Java code, the following
forward sweep code will be generated:
intAdStack.push(i);
vec[i] = (DerivType) x.clone();
containing the saving of array index i on the local integer stack and the cloning
of x DerivType variable in the desired vec array location. ADiJaC also produces
the corresponding reverse sweep as follows:
adArrayIndex = intAdStack.pop();
x.grad = x.grad + vec[adArrayIndex].grad;
where adArrayIndex is the index restored from indAdStack to correctly address
the vec array in order to update the x.grad adjoint.
There are, however, some optimizations of this policy in the ADiJaC imple-
mentation. For instance, when the left hand side of an assignment statement is
an array reference, and the right hand side is a constant – being it double, ﬂoat or
otherwise (e.g. vec[i] = 11.0;) – then the array index will not be pushed onto
the stack, because no adjoint statement will be generated for a constant anyway.
The forward sweep thus generates:
a_tmp_0.value = 11.0;
vec[i] = (DerivType) a_tmp_0.clone();
where a_tmp_0 is a DerivType temporary variable introduced to store the 11.0
constant in the vec array. Unfortunately, the a_tmp_0 temporary is needed
because the vec[i].value = 11.0 statement one would naturally expect can
not actually be generated in either Jimple or Grimp IRs since it is not a valid
three-address code (i.e. because of the nature of the right hand side). The reverse
sweep does not generate corresponding statements, since 11.0 does not require an
adjoint update. In this way, two stack operations and the storage for the array
index are saved. The same applies in the scalar case, where the stack operations
are spared whenever the right hand side operands are constants.
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5.5.2 Rules for reversing branches and loops
The rules by which the ADiJaC tool reverses conditional and loop structures are
based on the principles presented in Chapter 2 and are detailed in [56]. Thus, for
conditional statements we provide the rule shown in Fig. 5.2 for obtaining the
adjoint code.
Original Code Adjoint Code
if (Cond){ if (Cond){
Statements_If; Adjoint_Statements_If;
} }
else{ else{
Statements_Else; Adjoint_Statements_Else;
} }
Figure 5.2: Rule for adjoining conditional statements
The constructs Statements_If and Statements_Else correspond to blocks
of statements which are meant to be executed when Cond is either fulﬁlled, or not.
In order to be able to re-evaluate the condition in the reverse sweep, the values
composing the if condition must be known and ADiJaC saves these values onto
the stack in the forward sweep, and retrieves them in the corresponding reverse
sweep, as described in the preceding subsection.
Original Code Adjoint Code
for (i = low; i <= high; i++){ for (i = high; i >= low; i--){
Statements_For; Adjoint_Statements_For;
} }
Figure 5.3: Rule for adjoining loop structures
In a similar way to the adjoining of the if statements, we implement for the
diﬀerentiation in reverse mode of loop structures the scheme shown in Fig. 5.3.
Here the Statements_For structure comprises the statements making up the
body of the loop. In order to properly diﬀerentiate the body of the loop, it is
important to establish if there is a dependency between the iterations of the loop.
The general case, implemented in ADiJaC, is that there is a dependency between
these iterations, and thus in the reverse sweep, the loop has to be executed in
the reverse order, with a negative step size. Note that Fig. 5.3 is just an example
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with the particular step size 1 – the most common case encountered in application
codes. Again the statements in the body of the loop have to be executed in reverse
order in the reverse mode derivative computation, and it may happen that certain
values are overwritten. In these cases, the intermediate values computed in the
body of the loop are saved onto a local stack in the forward sweep and restored
in the reverse sweep, in order to contribute to the correct adjoint computation.
Because the ADiJaC tool implements AD transformations on Java classﬁles,
it inherits some of the drawbacks of the bytecode format which are also found
in the Soot IRs. Thus, considering that loop structures are implemented with
a combination of if and goto statements, it becomes a necessity to properly
identify these structures. For instance, the Java loop:
for (i = 0; i <= iter; i++){
z *= x[i];
}
has the following bytecode representation:
12: iconst_0
13: istore 4
15: iload 4
17: iload 5
19: if_icmpgt 36
22: dload_2
23: aload 6
25: iload 4
27: daload
28: dmul
29: dstore_2
30: iinc 4, 1
33: goto 15
If we were to diﬀerentiate directly the Java bytecode, it would not be possible
to use the structure oﬀered by the Jimple and Grimp IRs. These IRs allow us
concentrate on the AD transformation and oﬀer additional optimizations imple-
mented in the Soot framework. Therefore, ADiJaC will implement its transfor-
mations on the following Jimple code, obtained through the Soot framework:
i = 0;
label0:
if i > iter goto label1;
$d0 = x[i];
z = z * $d0;
i = i + 1;
goto label0;
label1:
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For the correct identiﬁcation of loops or conditional structures, additional
analyses, or passes, similar to the ones that compilers employ, are implemented
before the forward and reverse sweeps respectively. As can be seen, the bytecode
representation is not particularly suitable for these analyses, since it lacks the
structure and information required. That is why Jimple was chosen as the IR on
which ADiJaC implements its analyses and code manipulations. We will call these
analyses the loopPass and ifPass for handling repetitive and conditional blocks
respectively. As loops also use if statements, the loopPass needs to distinguish
between the normal if’s and the if’s that constitute an actual loop. In order
to achieve this, both passes add particular “tags” to the relevant if and goto
statements in the code. These statements are then processed in the forward and
reverse sweep, and depending on the encountered “tags” the corresponding code
is being generated, thus leading to a correct implementation of the reverse mode
for loops and conditional statements. The Soot compiler framework oﬀers the
needed infrastructure by providing a mechanism for adding explicit user-deﬁned
tags to statements.
5.5.3 The loopPass, ifPass, forward and reverse sweeps
As explained in the preceding subsection, if statements in Jimple are also used in
the implementation of loop structures. It is therefore necessary that we ﬁrst check
if a given if is part of a loop or not. The reversal of branches is thus inherently
linked with that of loop structures, and in the forward sweep the loopPass shown
in Fig. 5.4 is run before the ifPass treating normal if statements.
In the loopPass the input Jimple code is scanned for goto statements, and if
such statements are found to point toward corresponding if statements, we con-
clude that both these statements form a pair as part of a loop, and hence mark
them accordingly with the “loopGotoTag” and “loopIfTag” tags. Additionally,
we save the loop increment in an array data structure, since in the reverse sweep
we will need to reverse the ﬂow of the program. A nop statement is also inserted
after the goto statement, and tagged appropriately with a “loopNopAfterLoop-
Tag” and an additional “loopCounterIndexTag” used when nested loops are en-
countered (see Section 5.5.7). This latest tag is a Soot KeyTag data structure
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If goto 
statement
If goto target is 
an If Statement
Yes
Process next StatementNo
No
- Get the previous statement ? it is the loop increment assignment
- Save this increment in a dedicated ADiJaC array 
Yes ?We have a loop
- Add the “loopGotoTag” to the goto statement
- Add the “loopIfTag” to the if statement
- Create and insert a nop statement after the goto statement
- Add the “loopNopAfterLoopTag” to the newly created nop
- For handling nested loops ? add additional “loopCounterIndexTag” 
with the nested loop level on the first component of the nop
- Set the target of the If Statement to this nop
Figure 5.4: loopPass before the forward sweep.
with three components (e.g. (0 0 0)). We use the ﬁrst of these components to
store the level of the current loop (i.e. 0 for the ﬁrst loop (0 0 0), 1 for the
second loop (0 0 1), etc.). The other components are unused at the time, but
as new functionality is developed in ADiJaC, they can be employed for similar
purposes.
The functionality implemented by the ifPass before the forward sweep is
shown in Fig. 5.5. It basically scans the Jimple code for if statements, and
if they are already marked as part of a loop structure it ignores them. Otherwise,
it creates a nop statement before the target of the current if, marks it accordingly
with the “ifTargetTag”, sets the if target to this nop and additionally creates
another nop, this time after the target of the if in order to provide a separation
among successive if statements. This latest nop is inserted for practical reasons,
and it should be noted that all nop statements introduced by ADiJaC through-
out its AD transformations, as well as the original program nop’s, are removed
at the end of processing (i.e. at the end of the reverse sweep), with a very simple
nopPass.
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If If statement
If If Statement 
has loopIfTag
Yes
Process next StatementNo
Yes ? this is a loop If
No ?We have a “normal” If
- Get the target of the If statement
- Create and insert a nop statement before the target statement
- Add the “ifTargetTag” to the newly created nop
- Set the new nop as the target for the If statement
- Create and insert another nop statement after the target statement
Figure 5.5: ifPass before the forward sweep.
After the loopPass and ifPass preparation steps have been completed, the
handling of loops and branches then continues in the forward sweep with the
processing of if and goto statements as is shown in Fig. 5.6 and Fig. 5.7, respec-
tively.
If if Statement 
has loopIfTag
- Save the current If statement in the
arrayLoopIfStmts vector
- Save the current If condition in the 
arrayRSExpr vector
Yes ? this is a loop if
- Save the current If statement in
the arrayIfStmts vector
No ?We have a “normal” if
Figure 5.6: If statement handling in the forward sweep.
As can be observed, both implementations are similar in treating normal and
loop if and goto statements, namely by saving them in ADiJaC local arrays to
be used in the reverse sweep. Additionally, the current if condition is saved in a
local array employed in handling loop ifs, and a “gotoTargetTag” is also added
to the target of the normal goto statements, so as to avoid confusions in the
loopPass before the reverse sweep analysis.
Another analysis which should not be overlooked is the processing of the newly
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If goto 
Statement has 
loopGotoTag
- Save the current goto statement 
in the arrayLoopGotoStmts vector
Yes ? this is a loop goto
- Save the current goto statement in 
the arrayGotoStmts vector
- Add the “gotoTargetTag” to the 
target of the current goto statement
No ?We have a “normal” goto
Figure 5.7: Goto statement handling in the forward sweep.
introduced nop statements. Hence, in the forward sweep, Fig. 5.8 sketches the
implementation details. There are three kinds of nop statements, namely if,
goto, and loop respectively. Accordingly, the if nop pushes the LHS and RHS
operands of the if statement which it obtains from the arrayIfStmts vector.
If nop has 
ifTargetTag
- Get the if statement pointing to this nop from 
arrayIfStmts
- Push the LHS and RHS if operands on the intAdStack
Yes ? if nop
- Save the target of the goto to arrayGotoStmtsYes ? goto nopIf nop has gotoTargetTag
No
- Close the loop in the forward sweep: set 
arrayLoopGotoStmts[i] target to arrayLoopIfStmts[i] 
and the arrayLoopIfStmts[i] to this nop
- Push the loop boundaries on the intAdStack
Yes ? loop nop
If nop has 
loopNopAfterL
oopTag
No
Figure 5.8: Nop statement handling in the forward sweep.
The handling of the goto nop is straightforward since it only comprises the
saving of the goto target in the arrayGotoStmts vector. Finally, the implementa-
tion for loop nops closes the forward sweep loops by properly setting goto targets
toward the appropriate if statements and of the latter toward the processed nop,
and then pushes the loop boundaries onto the local intAdStack.
Another set of loopPass and ifPass runs are required before the reverse sweep,
in order to properly tag and mark all the branch and loop related statements.
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The particulars of the loopPass before the reverse sweep are given in Fig. 5.9.
Here loop if and goto statements alike are processed. The if handling is par-
ticularly complex, with the creation of numerous tags to all the relevant loop
statements (e.g. loop counter initialization, loop if, loop counter incrementation,
loop goto, loop if target, and various nops). Additionally, the loop condition and
boundaries are inverted, together with the loop increment, to properly set-up the
program reversal process which will take place in the reverse sweep. Support for
nested loops is also oﬀered through the use of the “nestLevelLoop” tag, which
is initialized with the proper nesting level and then added to all the relevant
statements.
If If statement
Is this If a
loop If
Yes
Process next StatementNo
No
- Create a new “nestLevelLoop” Tag containing the current loop nest level
- Invert loop condition and boundaries
- Invert loop increment
- Add “loopCounterOpTag” and “nestLevelLoop” tags to the counter 
increment statement
- Add “loopGotoTag” and “nestLevelLoop” tags to the loop goto
- Add “loopInitAssignTag” and “nestLevelLoop” tags to the loop counter 
initialization statement
- Create and insert a new nop before the initialization statement and tag it 
with “loopNopBeforeInitAssignTag” and “nestLevelLoop”
- Add the “loopIfTag” and “nestLevelLoop” tags to the loop if
- Create and insert a new nop before the loop if target statement and tag it 
with “loopNopAfterLoopTag” and “nestLevelLoop”
- Increase the nested level for the next loop
Yes ?We have a loop
If goto Statement No
Yes
Is this goto
a loop goto
- Decrease the nest level 
for the next loop
Yes
No
Figure 5.9: loopPass before the reverse sweep.
The goto handling is much simpler in this pass, since it only consists of the
decreasing of the nested level variable, which will enable the correct processing
of the next non-nested loop.
The ifPass before the reverse sweep, shown in Fig. 5.10 is similar to the one
before the forward sweep. The only signiﬁcant diﬀerence is that the second nop
statement gets a tag as well, namely “newIfRSTargetTag”.
Since in the reverse sweep the Jimple IR of the original method is explored
in reverse order, we start by showing the handling in the reverse sweep of the
annotated/tagged nop statements, introduced in the previous passes in Fig. 5.11.
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If If statement
If If Statement 
has loopIfTag
Yes
Process next StatementNo
Yes ? this is a loop If
No ? normal If
- Get the target of the If statement
- Create and insert a nop statement before the target statement
- Add the “ifRSTargetTag” to the newly created nop
- Set the new nop as the target for the If statement
- Create and insert another “newIfRSTargetTag” tagged nop statement 
after the current statement
Figure 5.10: ifPass before the reverse sweep.
Two separate kinds of nop statements are treated here, namely the loop initializa-
tion “loopNopBeforeInitAssignTag” which speciﬁes the position where the reverse
loop initialization and if condition should be placed. The proper if statement
from the saved arrayLoopRSIfStmts is thus made to point to the location of the
current nop. Similarly, the normal if statements are made to point to this nop,
and the position is saved on the arrayRSInsertIfAfterStmts.
If nop has 
loopNopBeforeI
nitAssignTag
- Make the arrayLoopRSIfStmts[current] if statement 
point to this nop
- Save the position where the loop initialization and 
condition must be inserted
Yes ? loop init nop
- Set the target of the arrayNewIfRSTargetStmt[i] to 
this nop statement
- Save the target position after which the if statement 
should be inserted in arrayRSInsertIfAfterStmts[i]
Yes ? if nopIf nop has ifRSTargetTag
No
Figure 5.11: Nop statement handling in the reverse sweep.
The handling in the reverse sweep of the goto statements is shown in Fig. 5.12.
Normal goto’s are left unchanged while the loop goto statements are inserted
after the ﬁrst loop nop since the ﬂow of the program is reversed. The position of
the goto is also saved for later retrieval in the arrayLoopRSGotoStmts vector.
Finally, Fig. 5.13 shows the reverse sweep handling of the if statements.
Normal if statements are restored and inserted in the position obtained from
the arrayRSInsertAfterStmts vector. The handling of loop related if state-
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If goto 
Statement has 
loopGotoTag
- Insert the new goto statement after 
the first loop nop 
- Save the current goto statement of 
the current loop in the 
arrayLoopRSGotoStmts vector
Yes ? this is a loop goto
- Leave the goto intact
No ?We have a “normal” goto
Figure 5.12: Goto statement handling in the reverse sweep.
If Statement 
has loopIfTag
- Create the logically inverse condition to the 
original loop if
- Create the appropriate if statement and set its 
nested level accordingly
- Mark current If statement as target in the
arrayLoopRSGotoStmts[nestedLevel] component
- Save the current If statement in the 
arrayLoopRSIfStmts vector
Yes ? this is a loop if
- Pop the if condition operands 
from the indAdStack
- Create the appropriate if 
statement and insert it after 
arrayRSInsertIfAfterStmts[i]
No ?We have a “normal” if
Figure 5.13: If statement handling in the reverse sweep.
ments requires the elaboration of the logically inverse condition of the origi-
nal if statement. The correct nested level is also set accordingly, the reverse
sweep loop is closed similarly to Fig. 5.8: the current if statement is marked
as the target in arrayLoopRSGotoStmts, while the new if statement is saved in
arrayLoopRSIfStmt.
Since loop structures also contain assignment statements and arithmetic op-
erations, like additions for example, the handling of these types of statements in
both forward and reverse sweeps are also responsible for the correct reversal of
these structures. Appropriate handling is thus obtained by interpreting the code
annotation for other statement types, in a similar fashion to that shown in this
section for the if, goto and nop statements.
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5.5.4 Branch reversal example
To better understand the reversal of branches in ADiJaC, through the forward
and reverse sweeps, and how the passes described in the previous sections act on
code, we consider the simple conditional statement in Java:
if (i >= j) {
z = x;
}
whose Jimple IR has the subsequent form:
if i < j goto label0;
z = x;
label0:
This Jimple fragment is then annotated in turn by the loopPass and ifPass
before the forward sweep, as described in Fig. 5.4, and Fig. 5.5, to produce the
following code:
if i < j goto nop
z = x
nop [ifTargetTag]
In turn, the forward sweep is applied as described in Fig. 5.6, Fig. 5.7,
and Fig. 5.8 to generate the subsequent fragment:
if i < j goto nop
adStack.<Stack: void push(double)>(z.<DerivType: double value>)
z.<DerivType: double value> = x.<DerivType: double value>
nop
intAdStack.<IntStack: void push(int)>(i)
intAdStack.<IntStack: void push(int)>(j)
nop
nop [ifTargetTag]
which includes the reverse mode speciﬁc handling of the z = x; assignment, the
pushing of z.value on the local double stack as well as the pushing onto the
integer stack of the condition operands, as described in Fig. 5.8. Note also the
additional nop statements introduced by the previously described passes.
The loopPass and ifPass before the reverse sweep are then applied as shown
in Fig. 5.9 and Fig. 5.10, generating:
nop [newIfRSTargetTag]
if i < j goto nop
z = x tag: []
nop tag: [ifRSTargetTag]
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with the “ifRSTargetTag” replacing the “ifTargetTag” from the forward sweep
passes in the annotated original program code. Based on these tags, the reverse
sweep described in Fig. 5.11, Fig. 5.13, and Fig. 5.12 is thus able to generate the
following derivative enhanced code in Grimp form for the reverse sweep:
nop
adCondOp2 = intAdStack.<IntStack: int pop()>()
adCondOp1 = intAdStack.<IntStack: int pop()>()
if adCondOp1 < adCondOp2 goto nop
x.<DerivType: double grad> = x.<DerivType: double grad>
+ z.<DerivType: double grad>
z.<DerivType: double grad> = 0.0
z.<DerivType: double value> = adStack.<Stack: double pop()>()
nop
z.<DerivType: double grad> = 0.0
nop
5.5.5 Loop reversal example
To illustrate the reversal of loop structures through the forward and reverse sweep
implementations, coupled with the loopPass tagging of Soot IRs, we consider
the Java code introduced in Section 5.5.3:
for (i = 0; i <= iter; i++){
z *= x[i];
}
which in turn has the following Jimple form, including the annotations of the
ifPass Fig. 5.5 and loopPass Fig. 5.4 before the reverse sweep:
i = 0
if i > iter goto nop [loopIfTag]
$d0 = x[i]
z = z * $d0
i = i + 1
goto [?= (branch)] [loopGotoTag]
nop [loopNopAfterLoopTag, soot.tagkit.KeyTag]
The forward sweep is then applied on the Jimple IR as presented in Fig. 5.6,
Fig. 5.7, and Fig. 5.8 to produce the following Grimp code for the forward sweep:
i = 0
if i > iter goto nop [loopIfTag]
adStack.<Stack: void push(double)>($d0.<DerivType: double value>)
intAdStack.<IntStack: void push(int)>(i)
$d0.<DerivType: double value> = x[i].<DerivType: double value>
adStack.<Stack: void push(double)>(z.<DerivType: double value>)
z.<DerivType: double value> = z.<DerivType: double value>
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* $d0.<DerivType: double value>
i = i + 1
goto [?= (branch)] [loopGotoTag]
nop
intAdStack.<IntStack: void push(int)>(i - 1)
nop [loopNopAfterLoopTag, soot.tagkit.KeyTag]
Before the reverse sweep can reverse the loop, another run of the loopPass and
ifPass is required, as described in Fig. 5.9 and Fig. 5.10 leading to the following
Jimple code annotation:
nop [loopNopBeforeInitAssignTag, 0 0 0]
i = iter [loopInitAssignTag, 0 0 0]
if i <= 0 goto nop [loopIfTag, 0 0 0]
$d0 = x[i]
z = z * $d0
i = i + -1 [loopCounterOpTag, 0 0 0]
goto [?= (branch)] [loopGotoTag, 0 0 0]
nop [loopNopAfterLoopTag, 0 0 0]
Finally, the reverse sweep is applied for all statements, with emphasis on the
handling of loop-related constructs, as shown in Fig. 5.11, Fig. 5.13, and Fig. 5.12,
leading to the adjoint code computation in Grimp form:
nop
adLoop = intAdStack.<IntStack: int pop()>()
i = adLoop
if i < 0 goto nop
z.<DerivType: double grad> = z.<DerivType: double grad>
+ z.<DerivType: double grad> * $d0.<DerivType: double value>
$d0.<DerivType: double grad> = $d0.<DerivType: double grad>
+ z.<DerivType: double grad> * z.<DerivType: double value>
z.<DerivType: double grad> = 0.0
z.<DerivType: double value> = adStack.<Stack: double pop()>()
adArrayIndex = intAdStack.<IntStack: int pop()>()
x[adArrayIndex].<DerivType: double grad> =
x[adArrayIndex].<DerivType: double grad> + $d0.<DerivType: double grad>
$d0.<DerivType: double grad> = 0.0
$d0.<DerivType: double value> = adStack.<Stack: double pop()>()
i = i + -1
goto [?= (branch)]
nop
z.<DerivType: double grad> = 0.0
nop
5.5.6 A more complex reversal example
In order to show how the issues presented in the previous subsections interact, an
example containing a loop with an if statement inside it is considered. The Java
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code is similar to the examples used to explain the forward and reverse sweeps
and the reversal of simple conditional and loop structures:
1 public static double compute (double [] x, int iter, int j){
2 int i; double z = 1;
3 for (i = 0; i <= iter; i++){
4 if (i < j){
5 z *= x[i];
6 }
7 }
8 return z;
9 }
After the loopPass and ifPass we obtain the code from Fig. 5.14.
1 public static double compute(double [], int, int){
2 double x[], z, $d0;
3 int i, iter, j;
4 x := @parameter0: double;
5 iter:= @parameter1: int;
6 j:= @parameter2: int;
7 x = newarray (double)[iter]
8 z = 1.0;
9 i = 0;
10 label0:
11 if i > iter goto label2; [loopIfTag]
12 if i >= j goto label1;
13 $d0 = x[i];
14 z = z * $d0;
15 nop [ifTargetTag]
16 label1:
17 i = i + 1;
18 goto label0; [loopGotoTag]
19 label2:
20 nop; [loopNopAfterLoopTag]; [loopCounterIndexTag]
21 return z;
22 }
Figure 5.14: Jimple IR after the ﬁrst loopPass and ifPass.
The ADiJaC tool will then transform the annotated Jimple IR of Fig. 5.14
into the Grimp IR code shown in Fig. 5.15 for the forward sweep of the reverse
mode of automatic diﬀerentiation.
The intermediate variables are pushed onto the local double stack (i.e. adStack)
in lines 18 and 21. In lines 25 and 26, one recognizes the saving of the branch
information – pushing the values of the j and i variables onto the local integer
stack (i.e. intAdStack). Additionally, at line 32, the loop boundary is also saved
on intAdStack, for later retrieval and reversal of the loop body in the reverse
sweep.
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1 public static void a_compute(DerivType [], int, int, DerivType){
2 DerivType z, $d0; DerivType[] x;
3 int i, iter, j, adCondOp1, adCondOp2, adArrayIndex, adLoop;
4 Stack adStack; IntStack intAdStack;
5 x := @parameter0: DerivType;
6 iter:= @parameter1: int;
7 j:= @parameter2: int;
8 adStack = new LinkedStack(); intAdStack = new IntLinkedStack();
9 z := @parameter3: DerivType;
10 $d0 = new DerivType();
11 nop;
12 x = newarray (DerivType)[iter];
13 z.<DerivType: double value> = 1.0;
14 i = 0;
15 label0:
16 if i > iter goto label2;
17 if i >= j goto label1;
18 adStack.<Stack: void push(double)>($d0.<DerivType: double value>);
19 intAdStack.<IntStack: void push(int)>(i);
20 $d0.<DerivType: double value> = x[i].<DerivType: double value>;
21 adStack.<Stack: void push(double)>(z.<DerivType: double value>);
22 z.<DerivType: double value> = z.<DerivType: double value> *
$d0.<DerivType: double value>;
23 label1:
24 nop;
25 intAdStack.<IntStack: void push(int)>(i);
26 intAdStack.<IntStack: void push(int)>(j);
27 i = i + 1;
28 nop;
29 goto label0;
30 label2:
31 nop;
32 intAdStack.<IntStack: void push(int)>(i - 1);
33 nop;
Figure 5.15: Grimp IR after the forward sweep.
Following the transformations in Fig. 5.1, ADiJaC now employs again a loop-
Pass and an ifPass on the code of Fig. 5.14 before the reverse sweep, to further
annotate the input Jimple IR as is shown in Fig. 5.16 as was detailed in Sec-
tion 5.5.3.
Based on these latest annotations of the Jimple IR the corresponding Grimp
representation of the code produced by the reverse sweep for the studied example
by ADiJaC is then shown in Fig. 5.17. Note that the reverse sweep numbering
continues from the forward sweep from Fig. 5.15, with line 34 where the retrieval
of the loop boundary is undertaken. At lines 39 and 40 the restoration of the
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1 public static double compute(double [], int, int){
2 double x[], z, $d0;
3 int i, iter, j;
4 x := @parameter0: double;
5 iter:= @parameter1: int;
6 j:= @parameter2: int;
7 x = newarray (double)[iter]
8 z = 1.0;
9 nop; [loopNopBeforeInitAssignTag]
10 i = 0; [loopInitAssignTag]
11 label0:
12 if i > iter goto label2; [loopIfTag]
13 nop; [newIfRSTargetTag]
14 if i >= j goto label1;
15 $d0 = x[i];
16 z = z * $d0;
17 nop [ifTargetTag]
18 label1:
19 nop; [ifRSTargetTag]
20 i = i + 1; [loopCounterOpTag]
21 goto label0; [loopGotoTag]
22 label2:
23 nop; [loopNopAfterLoopTag];[loopCounterIndexTag]
24 return z;
25 }
Figure 5.16: Annotated loopPass and ifPass Jimple IR before the reverse sweep.
branch information from intAdStack is achieved with the help of two temporary
variables adCondOp1 and adCondOp2. These values will be recycled throughout
the program, as there are no composite if statements in the bytecode format.
For example, the if((i<10) && (j>3)) statement will be broken down in two
consecutive if statements, one for the (i<10) condition and another for the
(j>3) condition. Returning to the reverse sweep implementation, the main body
of the loop is then reversed, and the corresponding adjoints are computed. Again,
in the reverse sweep, the annotation with tags of the Jimple IR is used to uniquely
identify and transform all programming primitives to their corresponding adjoint
statements.
In order to use the generated adjoint method code for computing the desired
derivatives, one needs to properly seed the z.grad ﬁeld, and then the derivative
will be obtained in x[i].grad.
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34 adLoop = intAdStack.<IntStack: int pop()>();
35 i = adLoop;
36 label3:
37 if i < 0 goto label5;
38 nop;
39 adCondOp2 = intAdStack.<IntStack: int pop()>();
40 adCondOp1 = intAdStack.<IntStack: int pop()>();
41 if adCondOp1 >= adCondOp2 goto label4;
42 z.<DerivType: double grad> = z.<DerivType: double grad>
+ z.<DerivType: double grad> * $d0.<DerivType: double value>;
43 $d0.<DerivType: double grad> = $d0.<DerivType: double grad>
+ z.<DerivType: double grad> * z.<DerivType: double value>;
44 z.<DerivType: double grad> = 0.0;
45 z.<DerivType: double value> = adStack.<Stack: double pop()>();
46 adArrayIndex = intAdStack.<IntStack: int pop()>();
47 x[adArrayIndex].<DerivType: double grad> =
x[adArrayIndex].<DerivType: double grad> + $d0.<DerivType: double grad>;
48 $d0.<DerivType: double grad> = 0.0;
49 $d0.<DerivType: double value> = adStack.<Stack: double pop()>();
50 label4:
51 nop;
52 i = i + -1;
53 goto label3;
54 label5:
55 nop;
56 z.<DerivType: double grad> = 0.0;
57 nop;
58 nop;
59 nop;
60 return;
61 }
Figure 5.17: Final Grimp IR after the reverse sweep.
5.5.7 Nested loop reversal
A more diﬃcult, but nevertheless frequently encountered programming construct,
are nested loops. ADiJaC supports the case of reversing nested loops; their
handling, however, requires the introduction of additional nop statements in the
reverse mode code. These nop’s are introduced to separate the actual if / goto
implementation of each individual loop. A diﬀerent kind of tags is also employed
in conjunction with these nop’s whenever reversing nested loops structures.
We illustrate this case with the following Java program. Here we omitted
array references to simplify the reverse mode code and allow us to concentrate
on the loop handling:
1 public static double compute (double x){
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2 int i, j;
3 double z = 0;
4 for (i = 0; i <= 3; i++){
5 for (j = 0; j <= 3; j++){
6 if (j < i) {
7 z += x;
8 }
9 }
10 }
11 return z;
12 }
whose Jimple representation is then annotated with tags by ADiJaC in the loop-
Pass and ifPass before the forward sweep to produce, similar to the code shown
in Fig. 5.16, the subsequent Jimple form:
1 public static double compute(double){
2 double x, z;
3 int i, j;
4 x := @parameter0: double;
5 z = 0.0;
6 nop; [loopNopBeforeInitAssignTag 0 0 0]
7 i = 3; [loopInitAssignTag 0 0 0]
8 label0:
9 if i <= 0 goto label4; [loopIfTag 0 0 0]
10 nop; [loopNopBeforeInitAssignTag 0 0 1]
11 j = 3; [loopInitAssignTag 0 0 1]
12 label1:
13 if j <= 0 goto label3; [loopIfTag 0 0 1]
14 nop; [newIfRSTargetTag]
15 if j >= i goto label2;
16 z = z + x;
17 label2:
18 nop; [ifRSTargetTag]
19 j = j + -1; [loopCounterOpTag 0 0 1]
20 goto label1; [loopGotoTag 0 0 1]
21 label3:
22 nop; [loopNopAfterLoopTag 0 0 1]
23 i = i + -1; [loopCounterOpTag 0 0 0]
24 goto label0; [loopGotoTag 0 0 0]
25 label4:
26 nop; [loopNopAfterLoopTag 0 0 0]
27 return z;
28 }
For the handling of nested loops, additional information is stored into the
tags. Namely, each tag, apart from its name, is now identiﬁed with a unique
numerical sequence marking its level in the loop hierarchy. Hence, the j loop
tags have the identiﬁcation 001 whereas i loop tags are identiﬁed by 000. This
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annotated Jimple representation is employed by the forward sweep and reverse
sweep, in turn, to generate the Grimp body of the adjoint method shown below
to compute the desired ∂z/∂x derivatives:
1 public static void a_compute(DerivType, DerivType){
2 DerivType x, z;
3 int i, j, adCondOp1, adCondOp2, adLoop;
4 Stack adStack;
5 IntStack intAdStack;
6 x := @parameter0: DerivType;
7 adStack = new LinkedStack();
8 intAdStack = new IntLinkedStack();
9 z := @parameter1: DerivType;
10 z.<DerivType: double value> = 0.0;
11 i = 0;
12 label0:
13 if i > 3 goto label4;
14 j = 0;
15 label1:
16 if j > 3 goto label3;
17 if j >= i goto label2;
18 adStack.<Stack: void push(double)>(z.<DerivType: double value>);
19 z.<DerivType: double value> = z.<DerivType: double value> +
x.<DerivType: double value>;
20 label2:
21 intAdStack.<IntStack: void push(int)>(j);
22 intAdStack.<IntStack: void push(int)>(i);
23 j = j + 1;
24 goto label1;
25 label3:
26 intAdStack.<IntStack: void push(int)>(j - 1);
27 i = i + 1;
28 goto label0;
29 label4:
30 intAdStack.<IntStack: void push(int)>(i - 1);
31 adLoop = intAdStack.<IntStack: int pop()>();
32 i = adLoop;
33 label5:
34 if i < 0 goto label9;
35 adLoop = intAdStack.<IntStack: int pop()>();
36 j = adLoop;
37 label6:
38 if j < 0 goto label8;
39 adCondOp2 = intAdStack.<IntStack: int pop()>();
40 adCondOp1 = intAdStack.<IntStack: int pop()>();
41 if adCondOp1 >= adCondOp2 goto label7;
42 x.<DerivType: double grad> = x.<DerivType: double grad> +
z.<DerivType: double grad>;
43 z.<DerivType: double value> = adStack.<Stack: double pop()>();
44 label7:
45 j = j + -1;
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46 goto label6;
47 label8:
48 i = i + -1;
49 goto label5;
50 label9:
51 z.<DerivType: double grad> = 0.0;
52 return;
53 }
For a better understanding, we present the Grimp version without the ad-
ditional nop statements introduced by ADiJaC. Finally, the Java form of the
adjoint Grimp code is given below to better emphasize the AD transformations
implemented by ADiJaC on the original Java method:
public static void a_compute(DerivType x, DerivType z){
int i, j, adCondOp1, adCondOp2, adLoop;
Stack adStack; IntStack intAdStack;
adStack = new LinkedStack(); intAdStack = new IntLinkedStack();
z.value = 0.0;
i = 0;
while (i <= 3){
j = 0;
while (j <= 3){
if (j < i){
adStack.push(z.value);
z.value = z.value + x.value;
}
intAdStack.push(j);
intAdStack.push(i);
j = j + 1;
}
intAdStack.push(j - 1);
i = i + 1;
}
intAdStack.push(i - 1);
adLoop = intAdStack.pop();
i = adLoop;
while (i >= 0){
adLoop = intAdStack.pop();
j = adLoop;
while (j >= 0){
adCondOp2 = intAdStack.pop();
adCondOp1 = intAdStack.pop();
if (adCondOp1 < adCondOp2){
x.grad = x.grad + z.grad;
z.value = adStack.pop();
}
j = j + -1;
}
i = i + -1;
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}
z.grad = 0.0;
return;
}
5.6 Trace storage management
There are two fundamentally diﬀerent ways for adjoining a code, as detailed
in [61], the joint reversal strategy and the split reversal strategy. In the joint
reversal strategy, the adjoint code immediately follows the forward code with
tracing of required variables. In the split reversal strategy, a trace is generated
and put aside, to be used at a later stage when the adjoining of the corresponding
code is needed.
To better understand the ADiJaC implementation of the joint reversal let us
consider the simple example of a program implemented in a class P . Class P
in turn is composed of one main method, two computationally and memory in-
tensive methods f and g, and various other smaller methods. The main method
invokes ﬁrst the f and then the g methods in order to produce the desired results.
Program P will be diﬀerentiated in the reverse mode by ADiJaC and the corre-
sponding a_f and a_g “adjoint” methods will be generated for the computation
of the required derivatives.
ADiJaC implements all stacks used for tracing as local variables, and so, in
the new a_f and a_g methods, the memory trace used by the program P will only
grow with the dimension of the stack used by a_f or that used by a_g, in turn. In
the joint reversal approach the stack variables in the adjoint methods only occupy
memory for as long as these adjoint methods are in scope, the garbage collector
automatically freeing the unused memory of out-of-scope objects. Conversely, if
in a split reversal strategy the AD-stacks would have been declared as member
or instance variables, visible to the whole of the P class, containing the f, g, a_f,
and a_g methods, the memory trace of the program P would have grown to be as
big as the sum of the traces for all these methods. The memory eﬃciency of the
joint reversal approach comes at a cost though, namely functions are recomputed
as often as their depth in the call tree. In this case, f and g both get calculated
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twice, once in the adjoint code for P and once in a_f and a_g, respectively.
The reason why we chose the joint reversal strategy is the fact that it proﬁts
greatly from Java’s built-in garbage collection feature and thus can be imple-
mented easily and eﬃciently. This is unlike the implementations of AD tools for
Fortran, C or C++, where global stacks are used, whose management is much
more elaborate.
We have not implemented a checkpointing technique yet [60], which delays the
need to generate traces at the expense of taking program snapshopts and later
recomputing needed values from those snapshots. Properly chosen, logarithmic
growth in time and memory suﬃces for reverse mode implementation [10, 11, 64,
69, 96, 105].
5.7 The stack implementation
The performance of the stack greatly impacts reverse mode performance. Three
diﬀerent versions have been considered, namely ArrayStack, LinkedStack, and
BlockLinkedStack, each implementing the Stack interface, in standard push,
pop, top, and isEmpty methods. In the ArrayStack implementation, the stack
has a predetermined size, which will be speciﬁed through it’s constructor. This
can cause problems if a method’s storage requirements are greater than the size
of the stack – a careful estimation of the stack’s dimension is required. On the
other hand, the LinkedStack implementation has no problems with the stack’s
size, as it is created using a linked list of DoubleCell’s, and therefore having no
limit other than the size of the system’s memory. The BlockLinkedStack is a
compromise between the previous two versions, meant to exploit the advantages
that each of the other approaches has to oﬀer by employing a linked list of static
Array structures instead of simple DoubleCell’s, in the BlockLinkedStack.
The ArrayStack implementation is faster than the LinkedStack approach be-
cause it does not involve working with references. The LinkedStack implies the
creation of a new object for each new element pushed onto the stack, and the de-
struction of the same object whenever an element is popped from the stack – both
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extremely time-consuming processes. Conversely, the ArrayStack realization can
lead to a full stack, thus blocking the program it serves. This must be prevented
by proper dimensioning of the stack. Therefore, the BlockLinkedStack is chosen
as the default Stack implementation in ADiJaC because it solves the “stack full”
problem of the static array approach and also provides a more eﬃcient solution,
in terms of execution time, than the pure linked list implementation. A simi-
lar strategy was also used successfully in the implementation of the SparsLinC
library for support of sparse vectors in AD [29].
In order to optimize the performance of the BlockLinkedStack implementa-
tion on a particular machine, it is advisable to adjust the size of its ﬁxed-length
arrays to match the cache size of that machine in order to minimize cache misses
due to misaligned data. It turned out that this realization of BlockLinkedStack
was about as eﬀective as using an ArrayStack implementation whose size was
chosen to ﬁt, but of course it is more general as it does not require any a-priori
program knowledge from the user. As a result, this optimized BlockLinkedStack
implementation was employed in the experimental results reported in the next
section.
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Chapter 6
Serial and Parallel Performance
While it is crucial that the derivatives are accurate, it is equally important that
they are computed eﬀectively. The correctness of the ADiJaC AD-enhanced
programs is shown by comparison with analytically derived derivative codes for
some examples for the forward mode transformations in Section 6.1.1, and for
the reverse mode code manipulations in Section 6.1.2. A study of the serial
performance and memory footprint of both the forward and reverse mode codes
is presented in Section 6.2 and Section 6.3 respectively. In all instances, we use
problems from the MINPACK-2 test set collection [9].
Because we also wanted to put into perspective the relative performance of the
ADiJaC derivative code when compared with AD-codes from other languages, we
considered the freely available Tapenade Fortran AD-tool [83, 100], from INRIA,
as reference. As the MINPACK-2 problems were originally formulated in Fortran,
this posed no problem. We therefore report on the relative performances of the
Java and Fortran AD-codes in forward and reverse mode as well.
Although the serial performance of an application is always a crucial aspect,
the parallelization of computer codes becomes more and more important as the
computational requirements of those codes increases, and parallel computing be-
comes commonplace [6, 18]. In this work we employ a thread-based parallelization
of independent loops in derivative-enhanced codes, thus leading to an even greater
increase in the actual performance of these applications on multi-core chips or
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shared-memory multiprocessors. An analysis of the speedup and scalability ob-
tained by this approach on the “Solid Fuel Ignition” forward mode MINPACK-2
example is presented in Section 6.4.1.
Three diﬀerent platforms were used for testing purposes. The ﬁrst system
was a Sun Fire X4600 AMD Opteron 885 machine with eight dual-core with 1Mb
of cache per core running at 2, 6GHz and a total of 32Gb of main memory. The
operating system installed on this system was the 64 bit version of Scientiﬁc Linux
4.4. The second platform was a Sun Fire E6900 system with 24 dualcore Ultra
Sparc IV 1, 2GHz processors, each equipped with 8Mb of cache, and a total of
96Gb of main memory, running Solaris 10. The third system, used mainly for the
speedup and parallel eﬃciency studies was the Sun Fire V40z system with four
AMD Opteron 848 2.2GHz processors, with 8Gb of main memory and running
Scientiﬁc Linux 4.4. On the AMD Opteron systems, the PGI Compiler Suite was
used for building the Fortran codes, with the following platform speciﬁc options:
pgf90 -g -O2 -fastsse -tp k8-64 -Minline -Mpreprocess -Mvect=prefetch
In turn, on the Ultra Sparc system, the Sun Forte Studio 12 Compilers were
used when building the Fortran code, and the options were the following:
f90 -fast -xarch=v9b -dalign -O5
For compiling the original programs and the ADiJaC generated Java codes, on
both the Sun Fire V40z and the Sun Ultra Sparc platforms we employed the latest
Java 5 releases available in the Sun compiler suite for each system. More precisely,
the JVM version 1.6 was available on the Sun Fire V40z and JVM version 1.5
was available on the Sun Ultra Sparc. Only the “javac -O” optimization option,
providing method inlining, was used, because at the moment this is the only
optimization supplied with the oﬃcial Java release.
6.1 MINPACK-2 test problems
In order to prove the numerical reliability and performance of the ADiJaC tool,
a set of examples from the MINPACK-2 test problem collection [9, 10] were
translated into object-oriented Java, then diﬀerentiated and compared with the
analytical solutions provided by the MINPACK-2 package. Other studies that
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show the reliability and eﬃciency of AD-enhanced Fortran code for MINPACK-2
test problems can be found in [19, 28, 29].
6.1.1 Forward mode test problems
For testing the accuracy and performance of the ADiJaC forward mode imple-
mentation, the following MINPACK-2 problems were considered: “Analysis of an
Enzyme Reaction” (AER), “Analysis of Thermistor Resistance” (ATR), “Flow
in a Driven Cavity” (FDC), “Minimal Surface Area” (MSA), and “Solid Fuel
Ignition” (SFI). These problems are considered to be representative for a class
of problems covering systems of nonlinear equations, least squares problems and
minimization problems and are often used as standard AD test-cases [19, 29]. For
all of these, a Jacobian needs to be computed.
The ﬁrst two problems, namely AER and ATR have relatively small Jacobians
of 4× 11 and 3× 16 respectively, and were considered mainly as proof-of-concept
examples. FDC, MSA, and SFI, on the other hand are based on ﬁnite diﬀerence
discretization and have Jacobians that scale with a given value n and are therefore
suitable for performance evaluation purposes. More details on the forward mode
MINPACK-2 problem speciﬁcations are given in Appendix B.1.
We tested Jacobians up to size 16, 000, and whatever the chosen dimen-
sion of the system was, the ∂f/∂x derivatives computed with the ADiJaC code
were in agreement with the Jacobians computed with the analytic version of the
MINPACK-2 test problem collection up to machine precision.
6.1.2 Reverse mode test problems
To asses the correctness and study the eﬃciency of the reverse mode ADiJaC
implementation, the following MINPACK-2 [9] problems were considered: the
“Elastic Plastic Torsion” (EPT), the “Pressure Distribution in a Journal Bearing”
(PJB), and the “Steady State Combustion” (SSC) problem. These problems
are characteristic for the class of problems concerned with general minimization
applications, where the objective function is a single scalar valued function. In
all the studied cases, comparison with analytic gradient routines showed that
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the required derivatives were correctly computed up to roundoﬀ by the ADiJaC
gradient-enhanced code for gradients of size up to 6, 250, 000. A more detailed
description of the reverse mode MINPACK-2 problem speciﬁcations are given
in Appendix B.2.
Note also that the proposed examples can be considered as being represen-
tative for the Java language in its entirety, as they make use of all the major
language constructs, like, for example, method invocations, arithmetical opera-
tions with scalars, vectors and matrices, normal and nested loop structures and
conditional statements. At the moment, only the subset of the Math class of Java
2 relevant to the considered MINPACK-2 examples are supported in the reverse
mode implementation, namely the min, sin, cos, exp, and sqrt intrinsics.
6.2 Forward mode performance
For testing purposes, a series of problem sizes were tried for the MINPACK-
2 FDC, MSA, and SFI problems, with the Jacobian size n ranging from 100 to
10, 000. The series is composed of 10 experiments, with the following values for n:
100, 400, 900, 1600, 2500, 3600, 4900, 6400, 8100, 10000. Runtime performance
and memory requirements alike were recorded on both the Sun Fire V40z and
Sun Ultra Sparc platforms.
6.2.1 Memory requirements
We start by ﬁrst showing in Table 6.1 the memory requirements on the Sun Fire
V40z system. Memory is a critical issue in the computation of large derivative
objects, and in the case of computing Jacobians using the forward mode of au-
tomatic diﬀerentiation, the requirements are expected to grow linearly with the
number of independent variables, or the problem size. Hence, Table 6.1 ﬁrst
speciﬁes the dimension of the problem, followed by the name of the problem, the
requirements in MBytes for the original function computation and the ADiJaC
generated derivatives respectively, and concludes with the ratio of the Jacobian
memory requirement to that of correlated original function.
It must be stressed that the considered Jacobians are stored as dense matrices
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Dimension Problem F (MB) ADiJaC AD (MB) Factor AD/F
100
FDC 2 2 1
MSA 2 2 1
SFI 2 2 1
400
FDC 2 19 9
MSA 2 22 11
SFI 2 12 6
900
FDC 2 94 47
MSA 2 104 52
SFI 2 62 31
1600
FDC 2 86 43
MSA 2 106 53
SFI 2 108 54
2500
FDC 2 186 93
MSA 2 110 55
SFI 2 303 151
3600
FDC 2 275 137
MSA 2 217 108
SFI 2 499 249
4900
FDC 2 420 210
MSA 2 309 154
SFI 2 405 202
6400
FDC 2 695 347
MSA 2 557 278
SFI 2 398 199
8100
FDC 2 1288 644
MSA 2 976 488
SFI 2 1259 630
10000
FDC 2 1627 813
MSA 2 1097 548
SFI 2 1819 910
Table 6.1: Memory requirements for Jacobians – Sun Fire V40z.
– thus leading to a signiﬁcant increase in the memory footprints of the considered
test problems as we want to test scaling with a growing number of derivatives.
The exploitation of Jacobian sparsity patterns for AD-enhanced MINPACK-2
program codes is described in [19, 28, 29].
Note that, irrespective of the problem being computed, the original function
requires the same amount of memory, namely 2MBytes. For the smallest con-
sidered problem, with n = 100, this is also true for the AD-enhanced codes.
However, once the problem dimension starts to increase, the requirements rise
accordingly. It should be mentioned that precise measurements of the mem-
ory requirements of Java programs are not a trivial task, since the Java Virtual
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Dimension Problem F (Mb) ADiJaC AD (Mb) Factor AD/F
100
FDC 5 5 1
MSA 2 5 2.5
SFI 5 5 1
400
FDC 5 20 4
MSA 2 20 10
SFI 5 15 3
900
FDC 5 92 18
MSA 2 103 51
SFI 5 61 12
1600
FDC 5 74 15
MSA 2 93 46
SFI 5 196 39
2500
FDC 5 280 56
MSA 2 75 37
SFI 5 294 59
3600
FDC 5 377 75
MSA 2 276 138
SFI 5 519 104
4900
FDC 5 464 93
MSA 2 344 172
SFI 5 580 116
6400
FDC 5 767 153
MSA 2 388 194
SFI 5 397 80
8100
FDC 5 1500 300
MSA 2 803 401
SFI 5 1561 312
10000
FDC 5 1586 317
MSA 2 1255 627
SFI 5 1659 332
Table 6.2: Memory requirements for Jacobians – Sun Ultra Sparc.
Machine (JVM) uses the heap mechanism to allocate all its objects, and the
incorporated garbage-collection mechanism can be invocated by the JVM when-
ever it runs low on memory space. This is, most likely, the explanation for the
better than usual behavior in terms of memory requirements for the SFI code for
n = 4, 900 and n = 6, 400, and the MSA code for n = 10, 000.
A similar picture emerges from Table 6.2 which presents the performance of
the same forward mode codes on the Sun Ultra Sparc system. Here however, given
the fact that the FDC and SFI problems require 5MBytes for the computation
of the original function, the factors AD/F are correspondingly smaller than for
the MSA problem and the values observed on the Sun Fire V40z platform. There
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are at least two reasons for this fact. The ﬁrst is that the MSA problem needs
less memory than the FDC and SFI problems because of its internal structure
(e.g. smaller and fewer data structures and temporary variables). The second,
and determining factor, is that on the Ultra Sparc system, the JVM version 1.5
is installed, while on the Sun Fire V40z platform, the latest JVM version 1.6 is
found, providing slightly better memory management.
6.2.2 Runtime
For each of the FDC, MSA and SFI problems, the runtimes were recorded for
problem sizes ranging from n = 100 to n = 10, 000. When generating the timing
versions of the FDC, MSA and SFI forward mode codes the ExceptionHandler
error reporting was turned oﬀ in order to avoid unnecessary performance penalties
due to method invocations and I/O traﬃc. Fig. 6.1 shows the ratio of Jacobian to
function compute time for each of the three forward mode test cases on the Sun
Fire V40z platform. Note that both axes are logarithmic in scale. One can easily
observe the relative linear behavior with respect to the original function compu-
tation over the considered problem sizes. However, even if all problem exhibit
a linear behavior, they vary signiﬁcantly in absolute runtimes. This is equally
due to the diﬀerent nature of the problems (e.g. the FDC problem containing
numerous conditional statements inside of the main computational loop) as well
as a considerable nonlinear computational core (e.g. many multiplications and
divisions). Because of these facts, and despite of the fact that it does not incor-
porate intrinsics calls, the FDC test problem fares the worst, exhibiting a linear
coeﬃcient over 1 (i.e. over the theoretical line “Linear Behavior” from Fig. 6.1).
On the other hand, both MSA and SFI problems exhibit the typical linear
behavior of dense Jacobian computer codes in terms of ratio to original function
computation. The measurements on the Sun Ultra Sparc system produced the
results displayed in Fig. 6.2.
In terms of absolute runtime, the Sun Ultra Sparc tests were signiﬁcantly
slower than the Sun Fire V40z tests, mainly because of the diﬀerence in absolute
performance of the individual processors. However, the general behavior of all the
considered problems is virtually the same, with a slight decrease in performance
on the Ultra Sparc machines for big problem sizes.
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Figure 6.1: Forward Mode Jacobian-to-Function Ratio - Sun Fire V40z.
6.2.3 Java and Fortran performance
In order to evaluate the performance of the code being generated by the ADiJaC
tool, we compare it with an AD-enhanced version of a Fortran code solving the
same MINPACK-2 problem. For this purpose we considered the SFI test case.
Table 6.3 presents the factors obtained on the Sun Fire V40z platform with
code being generated by the ADiJaC and Tapenade AD-tools, respectively. We
observe that the original Fortran version of the code is considerably faster than
the author’s Java version, namely by a factor of 21.56. However, the derivative-
enhanced code for Java proved to behave considerably better than the Fortran
AD-code, the factors – relative to the original function – being 4, 553 and 11, 258
for 10, 000 gradients, as can be seen from Table 6.3. Hence, it is no surprise that
for the derivative computations, the factor between the Java and Fortran versions
drops to 8.72. It must be stressed that one of the reasons for the “poor” ratio
obtained by the Tapenade code is the fact that the original function beneﬁts from
cache eﬀects (i.e. it ﬁts into the cache), whereas its derivative counterpart does
not.
The same comparison was undertaken on the Sun Ultra Sparc system, and
the results are shown in Table 6.4. Here the Fortran code being generated by
the Tapenade tool requires the equivalent of 5, 575 original function evaluations,
whereas the Java ADiJaC AD-enhanced code only necessitates 5, 082 original
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Figure 6.2: Forward Mode Jacobian-to-Function Ratio - Sun Ultra Sparc.
Java fc. ADiJaC Factor Java Fortran fc. Tapenade Factor Fortran
8 36425 4553 0.371 4177 11258
Table 6.3: Sun Fire V40z forward mode performance for ADiJaC and Tapenade
Jacobians - timings in ms.
function evaluations. The results on both platforms show a very good behavior
of the ADiJaC derivative programs, proving the eﬃciency of the current imple-
mentation.
Java fc. ADiJaC Factor Java Fortran fc. Tapenade Factor Fortran
29 147389 5082 1.45 8085 5575
Table 6.4: Sun Ultra Sparc forward mode performance for ADiJaC and Tapenade
Jacobians - timings in ms.
Although a comparison in terms of absolute performance between the Java
and Fortran programming languages is not an issue in this work, it should be
stressed that on the Sun platform the original Fortran code was 20 times faster
than it’s Java counterpart. The factor is reduced to 18.22 for the derivative
computations. However, another important reason is the reduced inﬂuence of the
signiﬁcant initialization and destruction overhead encountered in Java programs,
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due to the overall increase in execution time in the derivative codes. Thus, in
the original function evaluation, the initialization and destruction overhead of
Java has a considerable impact on the performance of the computation, leading
to a substantially reduced performance. On the other hand, in the derivative
computation this overhead is rather small, therefore leading to a much improved
performance factor.
6.3 Reverse mode performance
For the reverse mode realization of ADiJaC we tested the PJB, EPT and SSC
problems shown in Section 6.1.2 on problem sizes varying from 10, 000 to 6, 250, 000.
More precisely, we computed gradients of size: 10000, 40000, 90000, 160000,
250000, 360000, 490000, 640000, 810000, 1000000, 1562500, 2250000, 3062500,
4000000, and 6250000. Again, the generation of ExceptionHandler calls is in-
hibited when generating the timing versions for the reverse mode MINPACK-2
problems to avoid performance degradations. As explained in Section 2.3, the
reverse mode adjoints should be computed within a small multiple of the time
required for the original function evaluation, independent of the gradient’s length.
6.3.1 Memory requirements
Table 6.5 shows the requirements in MBytes for the SSC problem on the Sun
Fire V40z platform. The other reverse mode problems have virtually the same
memory footprint and are not shown here.
The amount of memory required by the ADiJaC reverse mode implementation
increases by a constant factor from 6− 7.5 over the original function evaluation.
The same factor 6 can also be seen in the measurements taken on the Sun
Ultra Sparc system and presented in Table 6.6. The fact that this factor is
independent of the problem dimension and computer system on which the tests
were carried out shows that it is a characteristic of the computed problems and
of the reverse mode ADiJaC realization.
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Dimension F (Mb) ADiJaC AD (Mb) Factor AD/F
10000 2 15 7.5
40000 5 30 6.0
90000 7 46 6.6
160000 13 81 6.2
250000 19 122 6.4
360000 29 184 6.3
490000 39 245 6.3
640000 51 307 6.0
810000 62 384 6.2
1000000 76 476 6.3
1562500 119 749 6.3
2250000 156 1062 6.8
3062500 203 1378 6.7
4000000 284 1821 6.4
6250000 476 2918 6.1
Table 6.5: Memory requirements for Gradient problems – Sun Fire V40z.
6.3.2 Runtime
The runtimes of the EPT, PJB and SSC problems were measured for problem
dimensions varying between 10, 000 and 6, 250, 000. For the Sun Fire V40z plat-
form, Fig. 6.3 contains the ratios of Gradient-to-Function runtime for these test
cases.
It must be noted that both axes are logarithmic in scale. As for the memory
requirements, each problem exhibits in turn a characteristic Gradient-to-Function
runtime ratio, typical for that particular problem. The ratios obtained on the
Sun Ultra Sparc system are given in Fig. 6.4.
From ﬁgures Fig. 6.3 and Fig. 6.4 we can extract the following typical Gradient-
to-Function runtime ratios for each of the considered MINPACK-2 problems: PJB
≈ 45, EPT ≈ 12.5, and SSC ≈ 7. The diﬀerences among these factors is mainly
due to the diﬀerence in linearity of the studied problems. Even if all three prob-
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Dimension F (Mb) ADiJaC AD (Mb) Factor AD/F
10000 5 15 3.0
40000 5 30 6.0
90000 7 46 6.6
160000 12 76 6.3
250000 20 122 6.1
360000 29 184 6.3
490000 38 245 6.4
640000 49 307 6.3
810000 66 384 5.8
1000000 81 476 5.9
1562500 124 745 6.0
2250000 172 1073 6.2
3062500 233 1443 6.2
4000000 292 1895 6.5
6250000 468 2946 6.3
Table 6.6: Memory requirements for Gradient problems – Sun Ultra Sparc.
lems have the same basic structure, the PJB problem has intrinsic calls to sqrt,
min, sin and cos, while the EPT and SSC problems have only a min and exp
call respectively.
6.3.3 Java and Fortran performance
Turning to the actual performance obtained by the three reverse mode ADiJaC
codes in comparison to Fortran code, in Table 6.7 one can observe the factors
obtained on the Sun Fire V40z platform for a problem size n of 10, 000. The same
compiler ﬂags as for the forward mode example are also applied to the EPT, PJB,
and SSC codes.
For the EPT and PJB problems, the factors by which the derivative com-
putations are slower than the original function are around 11 for the Tapenade
AD-codes, the factors for the ADiJaC adjoint programs range between 18 and
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Figure 6.3: Reverse Mode Gradient-to-Function Ratio - Sun Fire V40z.
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Figure 6.4: Reverse Mode Gradient-to-Function Ratio - Sun Ultra Sparc.
19.8. On the other hand, the derivative-enhanced versions of the SSC problem
behave much better for both Fortran and Java variants, with factors of 3.5 and
5.6, respectively. This latest problem is signiﬁcantly more labor intensive than
the other two examples, for the same length of the computed gradient – i.e.
10, 000 – as can be seen from timings of the original function.
Table 6.8 presents the results of the same performance analysis on the Sun
Ultra Sparc platform. The same behavior as on the Sun Fire V40z platform is
observed here for the EPT and PJB problems, with slight changes in the range
of the factors: between 16 and 19 for the ADiJaC adjoint programs, and around
11 for the Tapenade reverse mode codes. The SSC derivative-enhanced codes
also show signiﬁcant improvements in the corresponding factors, with 4.52 for
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Experiment Java fc. ADiJaC Factor Java Fortran fc. Tapenade Factor Fortran
EPT 1.26 22.71 18.02 0.2 2.33 11.65
PJB 1.6 31.55 19.72 0.26 2.81 10.8
SSC 7.42 41.61 5.6 1.67 5.88 3.52
Table 6.7: Sun Fire V40z reverse mode performance for ADiJaC and Tapenade
Adjoints - timings in ms.
Experiment Java fc. ADiJaC Factor Java Fortran fc. Tapenade Factor Fortran
EPT 4.18 79.29 18.97 0.82 9.27 11.3
PJB 5.95 96.0 16.13 0.99 10.19 10.29
SSC 39.06 176.62 4.52 4.21 19.35 4.6
Table 6.8: Sun Ultra Sparc reverse mode performance for ADiJaC and Tapenade
Adjoints - timings in ms.
the Java, and 4.6 for the Fortran AD-codes – the only case where ADiJaC was
better than Tapenade.
By looking at the entire reverse mode performance, the Tapenade tool per-
formed better in all but one of the considered examples, mainly due to its ad-
ditional methods and techniques being implemented, especially the activity and
TBR analyses, which signiﬁcantly reduces the number of values saved onto the
stack. However, for the ﬁrst implementation of the reverse mode automatic dif-
ferentiation semantic transformations for Java classﬁles, we can safely say that
ADiJaC fared quite well against the robust, well-established and reliable Tape-
nade AD-tool.
6.4 Derivative strip-mining of Jacobian compu-
tations
In Java, threads are normal objects – part of the language and not an exter-
nal library to be linked at compile time – thus facilitating the use of constructs
employing threads. This very fact makes the implementation of thread-based par-
allelism a much easier task than in other languages by allowing for parallelization
strategies to be directly implemented into the generated code. We exploit this fact
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in implementing a technique called derivative strip-mining [16, 19] to compute
diﬀerent parts of the Jacobian in parallel.
To illustrate the principle, suppose we want to compute a Jacobian of size
n = 160, 000 of the SFI function from the MINPACK-2 package, as described
in Appendix C. The serial “seeding” and computation of these derivatives is
shown in the following code fragment:
DerivType [] x, f, [] z;
// derivative seeding
for (int i = 0; i < n; i++)
x[i].grad[i] = 1.0;
// original function and derivative computation
AppSource.g_sfi(x, z);
where x is the initialization vector of dimension n, z is the n-dimensional result
vector, and g_sfi is the ADiJaC generated method computing the original func-
tion as well as the forward mode derivatives. Here, it is implicitly assumed that
adGradMax is at least n.
In order to potentially reduce the memory requirements, and to decrease the
computation time, we will now compute the Jacobian in 100 “strips” of dimension
stripSize = 1, 600. This process requires a small infrastructure, contained in
the LoopHandler class. This class oﬀers functionality for dealing with the thread
pool, its dimension, starting and joining the pool of threads, a loop scheduler –
loopGetRange, and a loopDoRange method meant to be overwritten. The outline
of this method is given in the following:
public class LoopHandler implements Runnable {
protected class LoopRange {
public int start, end;
}
protected Thread lookupThreads[];
protected int startLoop, endLoop, curLoop, numThreads;
public LoopHandler(int start, int end, int threads) {
startLoop = curLoop = start;
endLoop = end;
numThreads = threads;
lookupThreads = new Thread[numThreads];
}
protected synchronized LoopRange loopGetRange() {
}
public void loopDoRange(int start, int end) {
}
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public void loopProcess() {
for (int i = 0; i < numThreads; i++) {
lookupThreads[i] = new Thread(this);
lookupThreads[i].start();
}
for (int i = 0; i < numThreads; i++) {
try {
lookupThreads[i].join();
} catch (InterruptedException iex) {}
}
}
public void run() {
LoopRange str;
while ((str = loopGetRange()) != null) {
System.out.println("Limits: "+str.start+" / "+str.end);
loopDoRange(str.start, str.end);
}
}
}
In this context, since there are 100 strips, we will have startLoop = 0 and
endLoop = 99, and the corresponding loopDoRange method implementation for
the strip-mining technique has the following form:
public void loopDoRange(int start, int end) {
DerivType [] z = new DerivType();
DerivType [] x = new DerivType();
DerivType f = new DerivType();
// derivative storage - AppSource.n = 160000
double [][] sfiDerivatives = new double [AppSource.n][AppSource.n];
for (int i = start; i < end; i++) {
// seeding derivative - AppSource.stripSize = 1600;
for (int ad = 0; ad < DerivType.adGradMax; ad++)
x[i*AppSource.stripSize+ad].grad[ad] = 1.0D;
AppSource.g_sfi(x, z); // original function and derivative computation
// saving derivatives
for (int j = 0; j < AppSource.n; j++)
for (ad = 0; ad < DerivType.adGradMax; ad++)
sfiDerivatives[j][i*AppSource.stripSize+ad] = z[j].grad[ad];
}
}
with each thread in the pool handling the iterations between its own start and
end limits, each computing derivatives of length stripSize = 1, 600. The mem-
ory requirements of the strip-mining version depends on the chosen number of
threads and the dimension of each strip. Note the dimension of the strip in the
global variable AppSource.stripSize and the problem dimension in AppSource.n.
Variable sfiDerivatives should also be accessible globally by all threads, with no
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two threads being able to access the same matrix location due to the addressing
pattern which is employed.
The idea is to distribute the work among the threads as evenly as possible and
with a minimum overhead in communication. To this end, three distinct solu-
tions are proposed for the scheduler implementation, namely the static, dynamic,
and guided, similar to the OpenMP [42] library implementation. The method
from the LoopHandler (LH) class which actually implements the scheduler is
loopGetRange. In the case of the static (or simple) scheduler, this method is
called only once, and each thread receives an equal amount of iterations. Hence,
the loopGetRange method has the following form:
protected synchronized LoopRange loopGetRange(){
if (curLoop >= endLoop)
return null;
LoopRange ret = new LoopRange();
ret.start = curLoop;
curLoop += (endLoop-startLoop)/numThreads+1;
ret.end = (curLoop<endLoop)?curLoop:endLoop;
return ret;
}
Alternatively, the dynamic scheduler distributes to each thread groupSize it-
erations for processing. After the thread has ﬁnished them, it receives another
groupSize iterations, and so on, until all the iterations in the original loop are
executed. In this implementation, the loopGetRange method is called repeat-
edly, and curLoop updated between calls until all strips are computed. The
implementation thus becomes:
protected synchronized LoopRange loopGetRange(){
if (curLoop >= endLoop)
return null;
LoopRange ret = new LoopRange();
ret.start = curLoop;
curLoop += groupSize;
ret.end = (curLoop<endLoop)?curLoop:endLoop;
return ret;
}
It must be noted that, for this scheduler to be eﬀective, a proper balance
between the groupSize variable and the dimension of each iteration needs to be
struck. Lastly, the guided scheduler tries to ﬁnd a balance between the previous
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two approaches. At ﬁrst, each thread receives chunks of considerable size from the
total number of iterations, and after their execution, each thread receives smaller
and smaller chunks until all iterations are exhausted. The implementation of
loopGetRange is
protected synchronized LoopRange loopGetRange(){
if (curLoop >= endLoop)
return null;
LoopRange ret = new LoopRange();
ret.start = curLoop;
int sizeLoop = (endLoop-curLoop)/numThreads;
curLoop += (sizeLoop>minSize)?sizeLoop:minSize;
ret.end = (curLoop<endLoop)?curLoop:endLoop;
return ret;
}
with minSize being the minimal number of iterations that a thread is allowed
to take. Again, this method is called by every thread repeatedly to get its next
work package, and curLoop updated at every call.
6.4.1 Speedup and eﬃciency
The MINPACK-2 SFI code was used to compute a Jacobian of length 160, 000
with 100 strips, each of dimension 1, 600. The speedup obtained on the Sun Fire
V40z system with four AMD Opteron 848 2.2GHz processors is shown for each
of the three considered schedulers, with up to 5 threads, in Fig. 6.5.
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Figure 6.5: Forward mode speedup achieved - Sun Fire V40z
In all the subsequent ﬁgures, the schedulers are presented as either simple,
dynamic, or guided, followed by LH (i.e. LoopHandler) and certain numbers
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corresponding to speciﬁc scheduler conﬁgurations. The reference timing for the
serial run of the 160, 000 Jacobian problem is 45.695 seconds. It can be observed
that, when the number of threads becomes greater than that of the available
processors (e.g. ﬁve threads on four processors), the speedup is actually decreas-
ing – as can be expected for compute-bound tasks. The scheduler that behaves
‘best’ in this conﬁguration is the guided version, with a minSize of 5, closely
followed by the same approach with a minSize of 10. We also note that, for
more than two threads, the dynamic approach with groupSize’s of 10 and 25
behaves signiﬁcantly worse than the simple method.
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Figure 6.6: Forward mode eﬃciency - Sun Fire V40z
Fig. 6.6 shows the corresponding eﬃciency graphs. The ‘best’ eﬃciency,
namely 0.85, is realized for two threads representing a speedup of 1.7. For three
threads, the eﬃciency drops to 0.67, while the obtained speedup is only 2.03.
A similar analysis is conducted on the Sun Ultra Sparc system and speedup
is shown in Fig. 6.7 for up to 14 threads, as thereafter, speedup ﬂattens. Values
of 10 and 5 were considered for groupSize and minSize for both dynamic and
guided schedulers, but the results diﬀered little, so only the results for the value
5 are shown. As the guided scheduler oﬀers the best ﬂexibility and with shifting
workloads that oﬀer most beneﬁts, we only show this scheduler in the speedup
plot presented in Fig. 6.7.
The reference timing for the serial run of this problem on the Sun Ultra Sparc
is 270.659 seconds. The simple and guided (with minSize = 5) schedulers reach
speedups of around 5 for conﬁgurations with 10 to 14 threads.
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Figure 6.7: Forward mode speedup achieved on Sun Ultra Sparc
The eﬃciency obtained on the Sun machine is shown in Fig. 6.8. Unlike the
Sun Fire V40z system where an eﬃciency of around 0.7 is observed for 3 threads,
here we can observe the same eﬃciency for 5 or even 6 threads. For the ‘best’
obtained speedup of 5.43 with 11 threads, one quickly computes an eﬃciency of
0.49, which is a respectable result.
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Figure 6.8: Forward mode eﬃciency - Sun Ultra Sparc
From the presented speedup and eﬃciency plots, we conclude that the “strip-
mining” of the derivatives for forward mode ADiJaC generated Jacobians scales
quite well on both platforms. We also note that, in addition to strip-mining, an
OpenMP style of parallelization of derivative loops [33, 37] could be employed as
well.
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Chapter 7
Conclusions and Outlook
Derivatives are a crucial component in many areas of science and engineering, and
their accurate evaluation is often required in various scientiﬁc applications. The
fact that to date no useable AD tool implementation exists for Java motivated
the development of an AD tool for the Java language. Because of the portability
and simplicity in terms of standardization provided by the Java bytecode, our
ADiJaC (Automatic Diﬀerentiation for Java Class ﬁles) tool implements AD
transformations on Java classﬁles. However, to eﬀectively implement AD, a more
abstract internal representation than the unstructured bytecode for performing
AD transformations is required.
One of the main goals of this work has been the identiﬁcation of a level of in-
termediate representations suitable for automatic diﬀerentiation transformations
and their subsequent implementation for Java bytecode programs. The need for a
uniﬁed intermediate representation to be used as the basis for all kinds of program
transformations, has lead to the development of IRs such as Jimple or Grimp in
the Soot framework. At this level, enough information about the program code
is available, while maintaining a useful level of abstraction. As we constructively
show in our work, this level of abstraction also enables eﬃcient implementation
of AD speciﬁc transformations.
The ADiJaC tool implements these AD transformations in the forward mode,
for the scalar and vector modes alike, with support for the entire Java 2 Math
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library. Moreover, ADiJaC deals with the new issues appearing in the semantics
of automatic diﬀerentiation transformations due to problems such as the need
to “deep-clone” certain objects in order to obtain local copies of these objects,
instead of simple references to them.
The reverse mode implementation consists of two main sweeps: the forward
and reverse. The former is used to save the necessary intermediate variables
while the latter computes the required adjoints. ADiJaC saves context variables
on a local stack, rather than recompute them, implementing a so-called “joint”
reversal strategy. The fact that the stack objects are local to each new adjoint
method, coupled with the ability to use on-demand garbage collection, leads to
a particularly eﬃcient implementation of this approach.
Considering that loop structures are represented by a combination of if and
goto statements, and that they can be confused with the traditional conditional
statements in the Soot IRs, it becomes a necessity to properly identify these
structures. We implement transformations called loopPass and ifPass that cap-
ture this structure and eﬀectively deal with it in implementing forward and reverse
mode AD transformations. Using tags, internal data-structures and speciﬁc algo-
rithms, ADiJaC extracts loop information from the unstructured Java bytecode,
thus enabling the implementation of eﬃcient AD transformations. Exception
handling and warning reporting are also supported for both AD modes.
The accuracy and correctness of both forward and reverse mode ADiJaC
transformations were successfully tested on codes from the MINPACK-2 test
problem collection – often used as standard AD test-cases. The runtime and
memory requirements for these problems showed that a correct and eﬃcient code
is being generated by ADiJaC. ADiJaC-generated derivative code was also com-
pared to Tapenade-generated code for equivalent Fortran codes, and ADiJaC
fared quite well against the robust, well-established and reliable Tapenade AD-
tool in performance comparisons. The speedup and eﬃciency obtained for a
“derivative strip-mining” technique through thread-based parallelization of the
forward implementation was also shown. The results demonstrate that most
AD-enhanced codes scale quite well on shared-memory platforms.
The SUIF compiler [66], developed at Stanford University, uses an extensi-
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ble IR as basis for its analyses, transformations and optimizations. It is able to
transform Fortran, C, C++ and Java source code to this IR and then generate
optimized binaries. More recently, in the forthcoming Version 4 of the GNU
Compiler Collection, GIMPLE is an intermediate representation of a program
which is very similar to the Soot IRs used by ADiJaC as it is based on the SIM-
PLE representation proposed in the McCAT compiler by Hendren for simplifying
the analysis and optimization of programs [68]. Hendren is also the leader of
the developer group that maintains the Soot framework. Overall, one goal of
the entire AD community is the ability to implement and integrate their tools
and algorithms at the compiler-level, transparent to the user. The goal is also
pursued in the OpenAD source transformation tool [81, 101]. In this context,
note that ADiJaC is implemented on a level of intermediate representations that
is rapidly becoming a quasi-standard in open-source tool development. Coupling
ADiJaC and OpenAD infrastructure through XML ﬁles also seems quite feasi-
ble. Attempts are also on the way for doing AD at the assembler level [1], but
assembler is not portable across architectures and, like bytecode, represents com-
putations at a very low level, so we do not think it to be the appropriate level of
abstractions for programs for which a higher level description is still available.
The development of the ADiJaC tool is a continuing process. Future opti-
mizations include loop fusion for the derivative computation in the vector forward
mode to join together iterations over the derivative vectors coming from diﬀerent
statements, whenever the dependencies in the original code allow for it, and the
parallelization of the loops for the derivative vectors in an OpenMP style. In the
reverse mode approach to automatic diﬀerentiation of real applications, a sub-
stantial amount of the total execution time is spent with the stack operations –
for saving and retrieving the intermediate values. Accordingly, these operations
should be minimized by using analyses similar to Tapenade’s TBR, meant to
reduce the number of values being stored.
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Appendix A
Exception handling and Java
math library support
A.1 Exception handling
Consider the case of a call of the acos intrinsic function. If, by analyzing this call,
ADiJaC-generated code establishes at runtime that |abs(arg.value)| > 1 (where
arg.value is the intrinsic’s argument), then the following exception is generated:
ADiJaC Exception: acos: |abs(arg.value)|> 1 -> derivative undefined.
A similar exception is produced if arg.value is a constant argument with an
absolute value greater than one. In the instance of the ceil intrinsic function, if
the argument itself proves to have the same value as ceil(arg.value), then the
default of the derivative value is set to 0, because the function eﬀectively returns
the smallest double value that is greater than or equal to the argument and is
equal to a mathematical integer, thus leading to the following exception:
ADiJaC Exception: ceil: arg.value=ceil(arg.value).
Derivative defaults to 0.
Likewise, for the max intrinsic the exception looks like this if the two argu-
ments have equal values:
ADiJaC Exception: max(arg1,arg2): arg1.value == arg2.value.
Derivative defaults to 0.5*arg1.grad + 0.5**arg2.grad.
The pow function has the subsequent exception associated with it, in the case
of a negative value for the ﬁrst argument, or arg1.value < 0, coupled with a
non-integer exponent or second argument arg2:
ADiJaC Exception: pow(arg1,arg2): arg1.value < 0. Function &
Derivative undefined for non-integer exponents.
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Correspondingly the sqrt intrinsic generates the following exception if the
value of the argument is negative:
ADiJaC Exception: sqrt: (arg.value <= 0) -> derivative undefined.
Derivative defaults to 0.
The examples given here are by no means exhaustive. They are merely a
signiﬁcant subset meant to show the various situations that can arise when dealing
with intrinsic functions.
By default, ADiJaC produces code that incorporates calls to the ExceptionHandler
method and also generates all tests for which these messages are generated. To
illustrate this, if z = Math.abs(x) is part of the original program: ADiJaC will
generate the following derivative-enhanced code associated with it:
if (x.value >= 0.0) {
if (x.value <= 0.0) {
z.grad = 0.0;
DerivType.ExceptionHandler("ExceptionHandler: abs(value) = 0 ->
derivative default = 0.");
}
else {
z.grad = 1.0;
}
}
else {
z.grad = -1.0;
}
To increase speed, the error generation can be switched oﬀ through the use
of an appropriate ﬂag that will be passed to the ADiJaC tool. Given the fact
that method calls are extremely time consuming, an that Exception Handlers
usually produce I/O traﬃc in a “traditionally” CPU-bound region of the code,
the speed-up obtained by switching oﬀ error generation can be signiﬁcant. This
however, depends on the nature of the original code. Thus, when error reporting
is switched oﬀ, the following code will be generated for z = Math.abs(x):
if (x.value >= 0.0) {
if (x.value <= 0.0) {
z.grad = 0.0;
}
else {
z.grad = 1.0;
}
}
else {
z.grad = -1.0;
}
The DerivType ExceptionHandler method is invoked in situations when the
derivative computations would lead to undeﬁned or inﬁnite values. Thus, at
runtime, custom messages are issued, notifying the user that an exceptional case
has just been encountered and, if appropriate, also specifying the default value
chosen for the derivative in that special case.
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A.2 Java 2 Math library support
Together with the standard intrinsic functions, present in the mathematical li-
braries of most programming languages, the new Math class of Java 2 also pos-
sesses several new mathematical functions. In the ADiJaC tool, these functions
are also being handled, and their corresponding derivative values are generated
in the grad ﬁeld. In the following, the new functions are given with a short
description.
The cube root of a double value is given by cbrt(x) = 3
√
x. In expm1(x) =
ex − 1, for values of x near 0, the exact sum of expm1(x) + 1 is much closer to
the true result of ex than exp(x). The hypot(x, y) method computes
√
x2 + y2
without intermediate overﬂow or underﬂow. The log1p(x) method returns the
natural logarithm of the sum of the argument and 1, or ln(x + 1). Note that for
small values x, the result of log1p(x) is much closer to the true result of ln(1+x)
than the ﬂoating-point evaluation of log(1 + x). The IEEERemainder(x, y)
method computes the remainder operation on two arguments as prescribed by
the IEEE 754 standard. This value is mathematically equal to x − yn, where n
is the integer closest to the exact mathematical value of the quotient x/y, and
if two mathematical integers are equally close to x/y, then n is the integer that
is even. If the remainder is zero, its sign is the same as the sign of the ﬁrst
argument. The toRadians(x) method converts an angle measured in degrees to
an approximately equivalent angle measured in radians. Similarly, toDegrees(x)
converts an angle measured in radians to an approximately equivalent angle mea-
sured in degrees. The conversion from radians to degrees is generally inexact, and
therefore users should not expect cos(toRadians(90.0)) to exactly equal 0.0.
However, the conversion from degrees to radians is generally inexact. Last but
not least, ulp(x) returns the positive distance to the next ﬂoating point value in
magnitude.
For most of the Math class intrinsic functions, the ADiJaC tool tries to opti-
mize the generation of the derivative values. These optimizations consist mainly
of the detection of constant arguments for the intrinsics and functions, thus allow-
ing the generation of improved derivative code through the replacement of use-
less mathematical operations with simple assignments with constants. Whenever
constants leading to exceptional cases in the derivative computation are encoun-
tered, special warnings are issued and the code being generated will contain calls
to the ExceptionHandler method as described in Appendix A.1. For a better un-
derstanding of these issues, consider the following statement: z = hypot(x, y)
which is actual the same as z =
√
x2 + y2. We will illustrate the various pos-
sible cases with the diﬀerent codes being generated, depending on the type and
value of the x and y arguments. The simplest case is that when both arguments
are constants, namely z = hypot(3.0, 4.0). The derivative-enhanced ADiJaC
code being generated is:
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z.grad = 0.0;
z.value = Math.hypot(3.0, 4.0);
Whenever the function value is a constant, the derivative value is zero. On the
other hand, when both x and y arguments are doubles (i.e. z = hypot(x, y)),
the most complex – and usually the most often encountered – case is generated
by the ADiJaC tool, leading to the following code:
if (x.value != 0.0){
z.grad = (x.value * x.grad + y.value * y.grad)
/ Math.hypot(x.value, y.value);
}
else{
if (y.value == 0.0){
DerivType.ExceptionHandler("ADiJaC Exception: hypot: arg1 & arg2
values = 0 -> Derivative undefined, default = 0.");
z.grad = 0.0;
}
else{
z.grad = Math.signum(y.value) * y.grad;
}
}
z.value = Math.hypot(x.value, y.value);
When the values of both arguments are zero, an exception call is produced,
thus leading to an undeﬁned value for the derivative. However, together with
the generated exception, the default value of 0 for this derivative seems to be
the best solution. When only the value of the ﬁrst argument is zero, a simpliﬁed
expression for the derivative is being created
Now let’s consider the case when the second argument of the hypot intrinsic
is a constant, namely zero. We choose zero for the constant argument, as this is
an exceptional case when an exception should be generated if the non constant
argument of the function is also zero, because the derivative is undeﬁned, in
the same way as speciﬁed above. Otherwise, the derivative value is computed
normally:
if (x.value != 0.0){
z.grad = Math.signum(x.value) * x.grad;
}
else{
DerivType.ExceptionHandler("ADiJaC Exception: hypot: arg1 & arg2
values = 0 -> Derivative undefined, default = 0.");
z.grad = 0.0;
}
z.value = Math.abs(x.value);
Finally, when the ﬁrst argument of the hypot intrinsic is a nonzero constant
(e.g. 3), and the second non constant argument is zero, no exception is generated,
only that the derivative is set to 0. This is not an exceptional case anymore, only
the true value of the derivative for this case, as the function itself is a constant.
The appropriate code for this case thus becomes:
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if (y.value != 0.0){
z.grad = y.value * y.grad / Math.hypot(3.0, y.value);
}
else{
z.grad = 0.0;
}
z.value = Math.hypot(3.0, y.value);
It must be noted that exception calls are only introduced in the derivative code
when they are absolutely necessary. Accordingly, whenever constant arguments
are observed in the original source code of the program to be transformed, local
optimized code is generated, containing only the variables and terms which are
signiﬁcant (i.e. non zero) for the computation of the required derivatives.
All the intrinsics throughout the new Java 2 Math class are handled in a
similar way by ADiJaC. When constants are identiﬁed, warnings and exception
calls are only generated whenever this is mandatory. Hence, according to the
tool runtime analysis of the values of the constant arguments, the code being
generated is locally optimized to include a minimum of mathematical operations
and exception calls, thus leading to an improved derivative code.
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Appendix B
MINPACK-2 Problem
Description
B.1 Forward mode test problems
The “Analysis of an Enzyme Reaction” and “Analysis of Thermistor Resistance”
have relatively small Jacobians of 4× 11 and 3× 16 respectively. Both problems
are least squares problems where f : Rn → Rm deﬁnes the residual of the problem.
The solutions to a nonlinear least squares problem are local minimizers of the
min{||f(x)||22 : cl ≤ c(x) ≤ cu} problem, with c : Rn → Rp being a constraint
function, cl and cu its respective lower and upper bounds. In this context, the
AER problem can be expressed in the form
fi(x) = yi − x1(u
2
i + uix2)
u2i + uix3 + x4
, (B.1)
with data yi and ui for i = 1, ..., 11. The dimensions of this problem are m = 11
and n = 4, leading to a 4 × 11 Jacobian. Similarly, the ATR problem can be
formulated as
fi(x) = x1 exp(
x2
(ti + x3)
)− yi, (B.2)
with data yi at the points ti = 5 + 45i for i = 1, ...,m, where m = 16 and n = 3,
thus leading to a 3× 16 Jacobian.
The remaining three test cases considered for diﬀerentiation with the forward
mode ADiJaC tool, “Flow in a Driven Cavity”, “Minimal Surface Area”, and
“Solid Fuel Ignition” respectively, are based on ﬁnite diﬀerence discretization
and have Jacobians that scale with a given value n and are therefore suitable for
performance evaluation purposes.
The FDC problem is a system of nonlinear equations. The steady ﬂow of
viscous incompressible ﬂuid in a planar region D is described in terms of a stream
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function by the following boundary value problem
Δ2ψ −R[(∂yψ)(∂xΔψ)− (∂xψ)(∂yΔψ)] = 0 (B.3)
with the boundary conditions
ψ(ξ1, ξ2) = ∂xψ(ξ1, ξ2) = 0, ∂yψ(ξ1, ξ2) =
{
1 if ξ2 = 1,
0 if 0 ≤ ξ2 < 1.
(B.4)
The discretization of this problem by ﬁnite diﬀerences on the unit square cre-
ates an nx×ny system of nonlinear equations, with nx and ny interior gridpoints
in each coordinate direction. More details on the speciﬁcs of this problem can be
found in [9].
The “Minimal Surface Area” (MSA) problem determining the surface with
minimal area and given boundary values in a convex domain D is an inﬁnite-
dimensional optimization problem of the form min{f(v) : v ∈ K}, where f :
K → R is the functional
f(v) =
∫
D
(1 + ||∇v(x)||2) 12dx, (B.5)
and the set K is deﬁned by K = {v ∈ H1(D) : v(x) = vD(x), x ∈ D} for the
boundary data function vD : ∂D → R that speciﬁes the minimal surface.
The last of the forward mode examples considered in this chapter, is a system
of nonlinear equations, namely the “Solid Fuel Ignition” (SFI) problem. The
steady state model of the “Solid Fuel Ignition” problem can be expressed in the
form of the solution uλ of the boundary value problem
−Δu(x) = λexp[u(x)], x ∈ D, u(x) = 0, x ∈ ∂D, (B.6)
with Δ the Laplace operator, D a domain in R2 with the ∂D boundary, and
λ ∈ R. Similar to the FDC problem, a ﬁnite diﬀerences discretization of this
problem on the unit square creates an nx × ny system of nonlinear equations,
with nx and ny interior gridpoints in each coordinate direction.
As an illustration to the chosen MINPACK-2 forward mode problems we
will show the derivative computations for the SFI problem. Thus we consider
an initialization of the x variable from the D domain, with n = 400 – where
n = nx×ny = 20×20. The corresponding function value f for an x initialization,
also has a dimension n = 400. Thus, for 400 inputs and 400 outputs, a Jacobian
of 400 × 400 = 16, 000 will be computed for this problem. This Jacobian is
depicted in Fig. B.1. The dimension of the system can be adjusted by changing
the value of n, thus leading to a bigger or smaller system of nonlinear equations.
B.2 Reverse mode test problems
In the context of minimization problems, the “Elastic Plastic Torsion” problem,
or EPT, emerges from the determination of the stress ﬁeld on an inﬁnitely long
cylindrical bar to which a ﬁxed angle of twist per unit has been applied. The
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Figure B.1: SFI derivative ∂f/∂x
∣∣
X=X0
.
“Elastic Plastic Torsion” problem proposed in the MINPACK-2 test collection is
a ﬁnite element approximation of the torsion problem of the form
f(v) =
1
2
∫
D
wq(x)||∇v(x)||2dx− c
∫
D
wl(x)v(x)dx, (B.7)
with wq : D → R and wl : D → R being functions deﬁned on the D domain. In
the speciﬁc case of the torsion problem, wq ≡ 1 and wl ≡ c. This approximation
creates the ﬁnite-dimensional unconstrained minimization problem implemented
in MINPACK-2, which is then translated into Java and diﬀerentiated with the
ADiJaC tool. The dimension of the x vector will be denoted by n, and thus
the initialization of the x variable, for n = 1000 leads to a nx × ny = 31 × 32
discretization matrix for D
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Figure B.2: EPT derivative ∂f/∂x
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Considering an initialization of the vector x, c = 10 and D = (0, 1)×(0, 1), one
obtains in Fig. B.2 the representation of the ∂f/∂x gradient over the D domain,
by using the reverse mode derivative-enhanced ADiJaC code. The size of this
gradient is thus nx×ny = 31×32, as the adjoint code computes the ∂f/∂x value
for each point in x. The ADiJaC generated derivatives agree with the analytic
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derivatives, thus proving the correctness of the AD transformations employed on
the original bytecode program.
The “Pressure in the Journal Bearing” problem, or PJB, appears in the de-
termination of the pressure distribution in a thin ﬁlm of lubricant between two
circular cylinders. The inﬁnite-dimensional version of the pressure problem has
the same form as that of the torsion problem, namely min{f(v) : v ∈ K},
where f : K → R is the quadratic described in Equation (B.7) only that
wq(ξ1, ξ2) = (1 + cosξ1)
3 and wl(ξ1, ξ2) = cosξ1, for some constant  in (0, 1),
and D = (0, 2π)× (0, 2b) for some constant b > 0. Appropriately, the convex set
K is given by K = {v ∈ H10 (D) : v(x) ≥ 0 on D}.
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A ﬁnite element approximation of the journal bearing problem is constructed
in the MINPACK-2 test collection, in a similar way as for the torsion problem.
The x vector of n = 1000 dimension (with n = nx × ny), the constants b = 10,
and  = 0.1 are initialized. The adjoint code generated with the reverse mode of
the ADiJaC tool, thus produces the gradient ∂f/∂x of dimension 31× 32, and is
shown in Fig. B.3.
Again, the ADiJaC reverse mode derivatives, collected from the adjoints
x, were found to be identical with the analytical derivatives computed by the
MINPACK-2 supplied, hand-coded function, thus ascertaining the correctness of
the semantic transformations operated by the ADiJaC tool.
The “Steady State Combustion” problem analyzes of the steady-state in solid
fuel ignition models, thus leading to the inﬁnite dimensional optimization problem
min{fλ(v) : v ∈ H10 (D)}, with f : H10 (D) → R deﬁned by Equation (B.8) and
with λ ≥ 0 as a parameter.
fλ(v) =
∫
D
{1
2
||∇v(x)||2dx− λexp[v(x)]}dx (B.8)
This is the same as the variational formulation of the boundary value prob-
lem −Δu(x) = λexp[u(x)], x ∈ D, u(x) = 0, x ∈ ∂D where Δ is the Laplacian
operator. A local minimizer of the variational formulation is a solution of the
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boundary value problem, and, as is the case in Section 6.1.1, this is also a Bratu
problem [9].
The ﬁnite element approximation of this problem is built by minimizing f over
the space of piecewise linear functions v. The x variable, of dimension n = 1000,
with n = nx×ny = 31× 32, is ﬁrst initialized. This initialization is then used by
the AD-enhanced bytecode to produce the gradient ∂f/∂x of size 31× 32, which
can be visualized in Fig. B.4.
All the studied examples from the MINPACK-2 test problem collection, both
in the forward and reverse mode ADiJaC implementations of automatic diﬀerenti-
ation were found to generate accurate derivatives, when compared to the analytic
hand-coded solutions.
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Appendix C
MINPACK-2 Forward Mode
Example
Here follows the Java translation of the MINPACK-2 “Solid Fuel Ignition” test
problem for an arbitrary hardcoded problem dimension of 100 × 100 (i.e. nx =
ny = 100):
public static double sfi(double xin){
double lambda, ul, hx, hy, hydhx, hxdhy, hxhy, f, temp1;
double temp, d_1, ut, ub, ur, u, uxx, uyy, z, ul2;
int nx, ny, n, j, i, k, j2, i2, k2, k3;
double[] x, fvec;
lambda = 5.0;
nx = 100;
ny = 100;
ul = 0.0;
n = nx * ny;
hx = 1.0 / (double) (nx + 1);
hy = 1.0 / (double) (ny + 1);
hydhx = hy / hx;
hxdhy = hx / hy;
hxhy = hx * hy;
x = new double[n];
fvec = new double[n];
f = 0.0;
temp1 = lambda / (lambda + 1.0);
j = 0;
while (j < ny){
temp = (double) Math.min(ny - j, j + 1) * hy;
i = 0;
while (i < nx){
k = nx * j + i;
d_1 = (double) Math.min(nx - i, i + 1) * hx;
x[k] = temp1 * Math.sqrt(Math.min(temp, d_1));
i = i + 1;
}
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j = j + 1;
}
x[4] = xin + x[4];
j2 = 0;
while (j2 < ny){
i2 = 0;
while (i2 < nx){
k2 = nx * j2 + i2;
ut = 0.0;
ub = 0.0;
ur = 0.0;
ul2 = 0.0;
u = x[k2];
if (i2 != 0){
ul2 = x[k2 - 1];
}
if (i2 != nx - 1){
ur = x[k2 + 1];
}
if (j2 != 0){
ub = x[k2 - nx];
}
if (j2 != ny - 1){
ut = x[k2 + nx];
}
uxx = ((- (ur)) + 2.0 * u - ul2) * hydhx;
uyy = ((- (ut)) + 2.0 * u - ub) * hxdhy;
fvec[k2] = uxx + uyy - hxhy * lambda * Math.exp(x[k2]);
i2 = i2 + 1;
}
j2 = j2 + 1;
}
k3 = 0;
while (k3 < nx*ny){
f = f + fvec[k3];
k3 = k3 + 1;
}
z = f;
return z;
}
By using a normal Java compiler on the code presented above, a classﬁle
containing the sfi method is obtained. This classﬁle is then read using the
Soot framework, and the following Jimple intermediate representation is thus
generated:
public static double sfi(double){
double xin, lambda, ul, hx, hy, hydhx, hxdhy, hxhy, f, temp1, temp,
d_1, ut, ub, ur, u, uxx, uyy, z, $d0, $d1, $d2, $d3, $d4, $d5, $d6,
$d7, $d8, $d9, ul2, $d10, $d11, $d12, $d13, $d14, $d15, $d16, $d17,
$d18, $d19, $d20, $d21, $d22, $d23, $d24;
int nx, ny, n, j, i, k, $i0, $i1, $i2, $i3, $i4, $i5, $i6, $i7, $i8,
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j2, i2, $i9, k2, $i10, $i11, $i12, $i13, $i14, $i15, k3, $i16;
double[] x, fvec;
xin := @parameter0: double;
lambda = 5.0;
nx = 100;
ny = 100;
ul = 0.0;
n = nx * ny;
$i0 = nx + 1;
$d0 = (double) $i0;
hx = 1.0 / $d0;
$i1 = ny + 1;
$d1 = (double) $i1;
hy = 1.0 / $d1;
hydhx = hy / hx;
hxdhy = hx / hy;
hxhy = hx * hy;
x = newarray (double)[n];
fvec = newarray (double)[n];
f = 0.0;
$d2 = lambda + 1.0;
temp1 = lambda / $d2;
j = 0;
label0:
if j >= ny goto label3;
$i2 = ny - j;
$i3 = j + 1;
$i4 = staticinvoke <java.lang.Math: int min(int,int)>($i2, $i3);
$d3 = (double) $i4;
temp = $d3 * hy;
i = 0;
label1:
if i >= nx goto label2;
$i5 = nx * j;
k = $i5 + i;
$i6 = nx - i;
$i7 = i + 1;
$i8 = staticinvoke <java.lang.Math: int min(int,int)>($i6, $i7);
$d4 = (double) $i8;
d_1 = $d4 * hx;
$d5 = staticinvoke <java.lang.Math: double min(double,double)>(temp, d_1);
$d6 = staticinvoke <java.lang.Math: double sqrt(double)>($d5);
$d7 = temp1 * $d6;
x[k] = $d7;
i = i + 1;
goto label1;
label2:
j = j + 1;
goto label0;
label3:
$d8 = x[4];
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$d9 = xin + $d8;
x[4] = $d9;
j2 = 0;
label4:
if j2 >= ny goto label11;
i2 = 0;
label5:
if i2 >= nx goto label10;
$i9 = nx * j2;
k2 = $i9 + i2;
ut = 0.0;
ub = 0.0;
ur = 0.0;
ul2 = 0.0;
u = x[k2];
if i2 == 0 goto label6;
$i10 = k2 - 1;
ul2 = x[$i10];
label6:
$i11 = nx - 1;
if i2 == $i11 goto label7;
$i12 = k2 + 1;
ur = x[$i12];
label7:
if j2 == 0 goto label8;
$i13 = k2 - nx;
ub = x[$i13];
label8:
$i14 = ny - 1;
if j2 == $i14 goto label9;
$i15 = k2 + nx;
ut = x[$i15];
label9:
$d10 = neg ur;
$d11 = 2.0 * u;
$d12 = $d10 + $d11;
$d13 = $d12 - ul2;
uxx = $d13 * hydhx;
$d14 = neg ut;
$d15 = 2.0 * u;
$d16 = $d14 + $d15;
$d17 = $d16 - ub;
uyy = $d17 * hxdhy;
$d18 = uxx + uyy;
$d19 = hxhy * lambda;
$d20 = x[k2];
$d21 = staticinvoke <java.lang.Math: double exp(double)>($d20);
$d22 = $d19 * $d21;
$d23 = $d18 - $d22;
fvec[k2] = $d23;
i2 = i2 + 1;
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goto label5;
label10:
j2 = j2 + 1;
goto label4;
label11:
k3 = 0;
label12:
$i16 = nx * ny;
if k3 >= $i16 goto label13;
$d24 = fvec[k3];
f = f + $d24;
k3 = k3 + 1;
goto label12;
label13:
z = f;
return z;
The Jimple code is the input for the ADiJaC tool, which needs to annotate
the code so as to generate statements for the correct computation of the desired
Jacobian, namely ∂z/∂x[4]. It must be noted that the vector mode of the for-
ward mode implementation is used in the generation process. The scalar version
is signiﬁcantly easier to follow as it does not contain all the loops computing
directional derivatives. Thus, the output of the ADiJaC tool, in the Grimp in-
termediate representation of Soot is presented in the following:
public static DerivType g_sfi(DerivType){
DerivType xin, lambda, ul, hx, hy, hydhx, hxdhy, hxhy, f, temp1,
temp, d_1, ut, ub, ur, u, uxx, uyy, z, $d0, $d1, $d2, $d3,
g_tmp_1, g_tmp_2, g_tmp_3, g_tmp_4, g_tmp_5, g_tmp_6,
g_tmp_7, g_tmp_8;
int nx, ny, n, j, i, k, $i0, $i1, adindex;
DerivType[] x, fvec;
double[] g_tmp_0;
xin := @parameter0: DerivType;
lambda = new DerivType(); ul = new DerivType(); hx = new DerivType();
hy = new DerivType(); hydhx = new DerivType(); hxdhy = new DerivType();
hxhy = new DerivType(); f = new DerivType(); temp1 = new DerivType();
temp = new DerivType(); d_1 = new DerivType(); ut = new DerivType();
ub = new DerivType(); ur = new DerivType(); u = new DerivType();
uxx = new DerivType(); uyy = new DerivType(); z = new DerivType();
$d0 = new DerivType(); $d1 = new DerivType(); $d2 = new DerivType();
$d3 = new DerivType(); g_tmp_8 = new DerivType(); g_tmp_7 = new DerivType();
g_tmp_6 = new DerivType(); g_tmp_5 = new DerivType(); g_tmp_4 = new DerivType();
g_tmp_3 = new DerivType(); g_tmp_2 = new DerivType(); g_tmp_1 = new DerivType();
adindex = 0;
label0:
if adindex >= <DerivType: int adGradMax> goto label1;
lambda.<DerivType: double[] grad>[adindex] = 0.0;
adindex = adindex + 1;
goto label0;
label1:
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lambda.<DerivType: double value> = 5.0;
nx = 100;
ny = 100;
adindex = 0;
label2:
if adindex >= <DerivType: int adGradMax> goto label3;
ul.<DerivType: double[] grad>[adindex] = 0.0;
adindex = adindex + 1;
goto label2;
label3:
ul.<DerivType: double value> = 0.0;
n = nx * ny;
$i0 = nx + 1;
adindex = 0;
label4:
if adindex >= <DerivType: int adGradMax> goto label5;
$d0.<DerivType: double[] grad>[adindex] = 0.0;
adindex = adindex + 1;
goto label4;
label5:
$d0.<DerivType: double value> = (double) $i0;
adindex = 0;
label6:
if adindex >= <DerivType: int adGradMax> goto label7;
hx.<DerivType: double[] grad>[adindex] = neg 1.0 * $d0.<DerivType:
double[] grad>[adindex] / ($d0.<DerivType: double value> *
$d0.<DerivType: double value>);
adindex = adindex + 1;
goto label6;
label7:
hx.<DerivType: double value> = 1.0 / $d0.<DerivType: double value>;
$i0 = ny + 1;
adindex = 0;
label8:
if adindex >= <DerivType: int adGradMax> goto label9;
$d0.<DerivType: double[] grad>[adindex] = 0.0;
adindex = adindex + 1;
goto label8;
label9:
$d0.<DerivType: double value> = (double) $i0;
adindex = 0;
label10:
if adindex >= <DerivType: int adGradMax> goto label11;
hy.<DerivType: double[] grad>[adindex] = neg 1.0 * $d0.<DerivType:
double[] grad>[adindex] / ($d0.<DerivType: double value> *
$d0.<DerivType: double value>);
adindex = adindex + 1;
goto label10;
label11:
hy.<DerivType: double value> = 1.0 / $d0.<DerivType: double value>;
adindex = 0;
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label12:
if adindex >= <DerivType: int adGradMax> goto label13;
hydhx.<DerivType: double[] grad>[adindex] = (hy.<DerivType:
double[] grad>[adindex] * hx.<DerivType: double value> - hy.<DerivType:
double value> * hx.<DerivType: double[] grad>[adindex]) /
(hx.<DerivType: double value> * hx.<DerivType: double value>);
adindex = adindex + 1;
goto label12;
label13:
hydhx.<DerivType: double value> = hy.<DerivType: double value> /
hx.<DerivType: double value>;
adindex = 0;
label14:
if adindex >= <DerivType: int adGradMax> goto label15;
hxdhy.<DerivType: double[] grad>[adindex] = (hx.<DerivType:
double[] grad>[adindex] * hy.<DerivType: double value> -
hx.<DerivType: double value> * hy.<DerivType: double[]
grad>[adindex]) / (hy.<DerivType: double value> *
hy.<DerivType: double value>);
adindex = adindex + 1;
goto label14;
label15:
hxdhy.<DerivType: double value> = hx.<DerivType: double value> /
hy.<DerivType: double value>;
adindex = 0;
label16:
if adindex >= <DerivType: int adGradMax> goto label17;
hxhy.<DerivType: double[] grad>[adindex] = hx.<DerivType:
double[] grad>[adindex] * hy.<DerivType: double value> +
hx.<DerivType: double value> * hy.<DerivType: double[] grad>[adindex];
adindex = adindex + 1;
goto label16;
label17:
hxhy.<DerivType: double value> = hx.<DerivType: double value> *
hy.<DerivType: double value>;
x = newarray (DerivType)[n];
fvec = newarray (DerivType)[n];
adindex = 0;
label18:
if adindex >= <DerivType: int adGradMax> goto label19;
f.<DerivType: double[] grad>[adindex] = 0.0;
adindex = adindex + 1;
goto label18;
label19:
f.<DerivType: double value> = 0.0;
g_tmp_0 = lambda.<DerivType: double[] grad>;
$d0.<DerivType: double[] grad> = (double[])
g_tmp_0.<java.lang.Object: java.lang.Object clone()>();
$d0.<DerivType: double value> = lambda.<DerivType: double value> + 1.0;
adindex = 0;
label20:
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if adindex >= <DerivType: int adGradMax> goto label21;
temp1.<DerivType: double[] grad>[adindex] = (lambda.<DerivType:
double[] grad>[adindex] * $d0.<DerivType: double value> -
lambda.<DerivType: double value> * $d0.<DerivType: double[]
grad>[adindex]) / ($d0.<DerivType: double value> *
$d0.<DerivType: double value>);
adindex = adindex + 1;
goto label20;
label21:
temp1.<DerivType: double value> = lambda.<DerivType: double value> /
$d0.<DerivType: double value>;
j = 0;
label22:
if j >= ny goto label44;
$i1 = staticinvoke <java.lang.Math: int min(int,int)>(ny - j, j + 1);
adindex = 0;
label23:
if adindex >= <DerivType: int adGradMax> goto label24;
$d1.<DerivType: double[] grad>[adindex] = 0.0;
adindex = adindex + 1;
goto label23;
label24:
$d1.<DerivType: double value> = (double) $i1;
adindex = 0;
label25:
if adindex >= <DerivType: int adGradMax> goto label26;
temp.<DerivType: double[] grad>[adindex] = $d1.<DerivType:
double[] grad>[adindex] * hy.<DerivType: double value> +
$d1.<DerivType: double value> * hy.<DerivType: double[] grad>[adindex];
adindex = adindex + 1;
goto label25;
label26:
temp.<DerivType: double value> = $d1.<DerivType: double value> *
hy.<DerivType: double value>;
i = 0;
label27:
if i >= nx goto label43;
k = nx * j + i;
$i1 = staticinvoke <java.lang.Math: int min(int,int)>(nx - i, i + 1);
adindex = 0;
label28:
if adindex >= <DerivType: int adGradMax> goto label29;
$d1.<DerivType: double[] grad>[adindex] = 0.0;
adindex = adindex + 1;
goto label28;
label29:
$d1.<DerivType: double value> = (double) $i1;
adindex = 0;
label30:
if adindex >= <DerivType: int adGradMax> goto label31;
d_1.<DerivType: double[] grad>[adindex] = $d1.<DerivType: double[]
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grad>[adindex] * hx.<DerivType: double value> + $d1.<DerivType:
double value> * hx.<DerivType: double[] grad>[adindex];
adindex = adindex + 1;
goto label30;
label31:
d_1.<DerivType: double value> = $d1.<DerivType:
double value> * hx.<DerivType: double value>;
if temp.<DerivType: double value> <= d_1.<DerivType:
double value> goto label32;
$d2.<DerivType: double[] grad> = d_1.<DerivType: double[] grad>;
goto label35;
label32:
if temp.<DerivType: double value> >= d_1.<DerivType:
double value> goto label33;
$d2.<DerivType: double[] grad> = temp.<DerivType: double[] grad>;
goto label35;
label33:
staticinvoke <DerivType: void ExceptionHandler(java.lang.String)>
("ADiJaC Exception: min(arg1,arg2): arg1.value == arg2.value.
Derivative defaults to 0.5*arg1.grad + 0.5**arg2.grad.");
adindex = 0;
label34:
if adindex >= <DerivType: int adGradMax> goto label35;
$d2.<DerivType: double[] grad>[adindex] = 0.5 * temp.<DerivType:
double[] grad>[adindex] + 0.5 * d_1.<DerivType: double[] grad>[adindex];
adindex = adindex + 1;
goto label34;
label35:
$d2.<DerivType: double value> = staticinvoke <java.lang.Math:
double min(double,double)>(temp.<DerivType: double value>,
d_1.<DerivType: double value>);
if $d2.<DerivType: double value> <= 0.0 goto label38;
adindex = 0;
label36:
if adindex >= <DerivType: int adGradMax> goto label37;
$d2.<DerivType: double[] grad>[adindex] = 1.0 / (2.0 *
staticinvoke <java.lang.Math: double sqrt(double)>(
$d2.<DerivType: double value>)) * $d2.<DerivType: double[] grad>[adindex];
adindex = adindex + 1;
goto label36;
label37:
goto label40;
label38:
staticinvoke <DerivType: void ExceptionHandler(java.lang.String)>
("ADiJaC Exception: sqrt: (arg.value <= 0) -> derivative undefined.
Derivative defaults to 0.");
adindex = 0;
label39:
if adindex >= <DerivType: int adGradMax> goto label40;
$d2.<DerivType: double[] grad>[adindex] = 0.0;
adindex = adindex + 1;
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goto label39;
label40:
$d2.<DerivType: double value> = staticinvoke <java.lang.Math:
double sqrt(double)>($d2.<DerivType: double value>);
adindex = 0;
label41:
if adindex >= <DerivType: int adGradMax> goto label42;
$d0.<DerivType: double[] grad>[adindex] = temp1.<DerivType:
double[] grad>[adindex] * $d2.<DerivType: double value> +
temp1.<DerivType: double value> * $d2.<DerivType: double[] grad>[adindex];
adindex = adindex + 1;
goto label41;
label42:
$d0.<DerivType: double value> = temp1.<DerivType: double value> *
$d2.<DerivType: double value>;
x[k] = (DerivType) $d0.<java.lang.Object: java.lang.Object clone()>();
i = i + 1;
goto label27;
label43:
j = j + 1;
goto label22;
label44:
g_tmp_1 = x[4];
$d2 = (DerivType) g_tmp_1.<java.lang.Object: java.lang.Object clone()>();
adindex = 0;
label45:
if adindex >= <DerivType: int adGradMax> goto label46;
$d0.<DerivType: double[] grad>[adindex] = xin.<DerivType:
double[] grad>[adindex] + $d2.<DerivType: double[] grad>[adindex];
adindex = adindex + 1;
goto label45;
label46:
$d0.<DerivType: double value> = xin.<DerivType:
double value> + $d2.<DerivType: double value>;
x[4] = (DerivType) $d0.<java.lang.Object: java.lang.Object clone()>();
j = 0;
label47:
if j >= ny goto label92;
i = 0;
label48:
if i >= nx goto label91;
k = nx * j + i;
adindex = 0;
label49:
if adindex >= <DerivType: int adGradMax> goto label50;
ut.<DerivType: double[] grad>[adindex] = 0.0;
adindex = adindex + 1;
goto label49;
label50:
ut.<DerivType: double value> = 0.0;
adindex = 0;
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label51:
if adindex >= <DerivType: int adGradMax> goto label52;
ub.<DerivType: double[] grad>[adindex] = 0.0;
adindex = adindex + 1;
goto label51;
label52:
ub.<DerivType: double value> = 0.0;
adindex = 0;
label53:
if adindex >= <DerivType: int adGradMax> goto label54;
ur.<DerivType: double[] grad>[adindex] = 0.0;
adindex = adindex + 1;
goto label53;
label54:
ur.<DerivType: double value> = 0.0;
adindex = 0;
label55:
if adindex >= <DerivType: int adGradMax> goto label56;
ul.<DerivType: double[] grad>[adindex] = 0.0;
adindex = adindex + 1;
goto label55;
label56:
ul.<DerivType: double value> = 0.0;
g_tmp_2 = x[k];
u = (DerivType) g_tmp_2.<java.lang.Object: java.lang.Object clone()>();
if i == 0 goto label57;
g_tmp_3 = x[k - 1];
ul = (DerivType) g_tmp_3.<java.lang.Object: java.lang.Object clone()>();
label57:
if i == nx - 1 goto label58;
g_tmp_4 = x[k + 1];
ur = (DerivType) g_tmp_4.<java.lang.Object: java.lang.Object clone()>();
label58:
if j == 0 goto label59;
g_tmp_5 = x[k - nx];
ub = (DerivType) g_tmp_5.<java.lang.Object: java.lang.Object clone()>();
label59:
if j == ny - 1 goto label60;
g_tmp_6 = x[k + nx];
ut = (DerivType) g_tmp_6.<java.lang.Object: java.lang.Object clone()>();
label60:
adindex = 0;
label61:
if adindex >= <DerivType: int adGradMax> goto label62;
$d1.<DerivType: double[] grad>[adindex] =
neg ur.<DerivType: double[] grad>[adindex];
adindex = adindex + 1;
goto label61;
label62:
$d1.<DerivType: double value> = neg ur.<DerivType: double value>;
adindex = 0;
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label63:
if adindex >= <DerivType: int adGradMax> goto label64;
$d0.<DerivType: double[] grad>[adindex] = 2.0 *
u.<DerivType: double[] grad>[adindex];
adindex = adindex + 1;
goto label63;
label64:
$d0.<DerivType: double value> = 2.0 * u.<DerivType: double value>;
adindex = 0;
label65:
if adindex >= <DerivType: int adGradMax> goto label66;
$d1.<DerivType: double[] grad>[adindex] = $d1.<DerivType:
double[] grad>[adindex] + $d0.<DerivType: double[] grad>[adindex];
adindex = adindex + 1;
goto label65;
label66:
$d1.<DerivType: double value> = $d1.<DerivType: double value> +
$d0.<DerivType: double value>;
adindex = 0;
label67:
if adindex >= <DerivType: int adGradMax> goto label68;
$d1.<DerivType: double[] grad>[adindex] = $d1.<DerivType:
double[] grad>[adindex] - ul.<DerivType: double[] grad>[adindex];
adindex = adindex + 1;
goto label67;
label68:
$d1.<DerivType: double value> = $d1.<DerivType: double value> -
ul.<DerivType: double value>;
adindex = 0;
label69:
if adindex >= <DerivType: int adGradMax> goto label70;
uxx.<DerivType: double[] grad>[adindex] = $d1.<DerivType:
double[] grad>[adindex] * hydhx.<DerivType: double value> +
$d1.<DerivType: double value> * hydhx.<DerivType: double[] grad>[adindex];
adindex = adindex + 1;
goto label69;
label70:
uxx.<DerivType: double value> = $d1.<DerivType: double value> *
hydhx.<DerivType: double value>;
adindex = 0;
label71:
if adindex >= <DerivType: int adGradMax> goto label72;
$d1.<DerivType: double[] grad>[adindex] = neg ut.<DerivType: double[] grad>[adindex];
adindex = adindex + 1;
goto label71;
label72:
$d1.<DerivType: double value> = neg ut.<DerivType: double value>;
adindex = 0;
label73:
if adindex >= <DerivType: int adGradMax> goto label74;
$d0.<DerivType: double[] grad>[adindex] = 2.0 * u.<DerivType:
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double[] grad>[adindex];
adindex = adindex + 1;
goto label73;
label74:
$d0.<DerivType: double value> = 2.0 * u.<DerivType: double value>;
adindex = 0;
label75:
if adindex >= <DerivType: int adGradMax> goto label76;
$d1.<DerivType: double[] grad>[adindex] = $d1.<DerivType:
double[] grad>[adindex] + $d0.<DerivType: double[] grad>[adindex];
adindex = adindex + 1;
goto label75;
label76:
$d1.<DerivType: double value> = $d1.<DerivType: double value> +
$d0.<DerivType: double value>;
adindex = 0;
label77:
if adindex >= <DerivType: int adGradMax> goto label78;
$d1.<DerivType: double[] grad>[adindex] = $d1.<DerivType:
double[] grad>[adindex] - ub.<DerivType: double[] grad>[adindex];
adindex = adindex + 1;
goto label77;
label78:
$d1.<DerivType: double value> = $d1.<DerivType: double value> -
ub.<DerivType: double value>;
adindex = 0;
label79:
if adindex >= <DerivType: int adGradMax> goto label80;
uyy.<DerivType: double[] grad>[adindex] = $d1.<DerivType:
double[] grad>[adindex] * hxdhy.<DerivType: double value> +
$d1.<DerivType: double value> * hxdhy.<DerivType: double[] grad>[adindex];
adindex = adindex + 1;
goto label79;
label80:
uyy.<DerivType: double value> = $d1.<DerivType: double value> *
hxdhy.<DerivType: double value>;
adindex = 0;
label81:
if adindex >= <DerivType: int adGradMax> goto label82;
$d0.<DerivType: double[] grad>[adindex] = uxx.<DerivType:
double[] grad>[adindex] + uyy.<DerivType: double[] grad>[adindex];
adindex = adindex + 1;
goto label81;
label82:
$d0.<DerivType: double value> = uxx.<DerivType: double value> +
uyy.<DerivType: double value>;
adindex = 0;
label83:
if adindex >= <DerivType: int adGradMax> goto label84;
$d2.<DerivType: double[] grad>[adindex] = hxhy.<DerivType:
double[] grad>[adindex] * lambda.<DerivType: double value> +
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hxhy.<DerivType: double value> * lambda.<DerivType: double[] grad>[adindex];
adindex = adindex + 1;
goto label83;
label84:
$d2.<DerivType: double value> = hxhy.<DerivType: double value> *
lambda.<DerivType: double value>;
g_tmp_7 = x[k];
$d3 = (DerivType) g_tmp_7.<java.lang.Object: java.lang.Object clone()>();
$d3.<DerivType: double value> = staticinvoke <java.lang.Math:
double exp(double)>($d3.<DerivType: double value>);
adindex = 0;
label85:
if adindex >= <DerivType: int adGradMax> goto label86;
$d3.<DerivType: double[] grad>[adindex] = $d3.<DerivType:
double value> * $d3.<DerivType: double[] grad>[adindex];
adindex = adindex + 1;
goto label85;
label86:
adindex = 0;
label87:
if adindex >= <DerivType: int adGradMax> goto label88;
$d2.<DerivType: double[] grad>[adindex] = $d2.<DerivType:
double[] grad>[adindex] * $d3.<DerivType: double value> +
$d2.<DerivType: double value> * $d3.<DerivType: double[] grad>[adindex];
adindex = adindex + 1;
goto label87;
label88:
$d2.<DerivType: double value> = $d2.<DerivType: double value> *
$d3.<DerivType: double value>;
adindex = 0;
label89:
if adindex >= <DerivType: int adGradMax> goto label90;
$d0.<DerivType: double[] grad>[adindex] = $d0.<DerivType:
double[] grad>[adindex] - $d2.<DerivType: double[] grad>[adindex];
adindex = adindex + 1;
goto label89;
label90:
$d0.<DerivType: double value> = $d0.<DerivType: double value> -
$d2.<DerivType: double value>;
fvec[k] = (DerivType) $d0.<java.lang.Object: java.lang.Object clone()>();
i = i + 1;
goto label48;
label91:
j = j + 1;
goto label47;
label92:
k = 0;
label93:
if k >= nx * ny goto label96;
g_tmp_8 = fvec[k];
$d0 = (DerivType) g_tmp_8.<java.lang.Object: java.lang.Object clone()>();
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adindex = 0;
label94:
if adindex >= <DerivType: int adGradMax> goto label95;
f.<DerivType: double[] grad>[adindex] =
f.<DerivType: double[] grad>[adindex] + $d0.<DerivType: double[] grad>[adindex];
adindex = adindex + 1;
goto label94;
label95:
f.<DerivType: double value> = f.<DerivType: double value> +
$d0.<DerivType: double value>;
k = k + 1;
goto label93;
label96:
z = (DerivType) f.<java.lang.Object: java.lang.Object clone()>();
return z;
}
It must be stressed that from the above Grimp representation, Java bytecode
is again being generated. However, if one desires, a Java form of the corresponding
classﬁle can also be obtained. This representation of the derivative enhanced
method g_sfi is shown in the following:
public static DerivType g_sfi(DerivType xin){
DerivType lambda, ul, hx, hy, hydhx, hxdhy, hxhy, f, temp1, temp, d_1,
ut, ub, ur, u, uxx, uyy, z, $d0, $d1, $d2, $d3, $d4, $d5, $d6, $d7, $d8,
$d9, ul2, $d10, $d11, $d12, $d13, $d14, $d15, $d16, $d17, $d18, $d19,
$d20, $d21, $d22, $d23, $d24, g_tmp_1, g_tmp_2, g_tmp_3, g_tmp_4,
g_tmp_5, g_tmp_6, g_tmp_7, g_tmp_8;
int nx, ny, n, j, i, k, $i0, $i1, $i4, $i8, j2, i2, k2, k3, adindex;
DerivType[] x, fvec;
double[] g_tmp_0;
lambda = new DerivType(); ul = new DerivType(); hx = new DerivType();
hy = new DerivType(); hydhx = new DerivType(); hxdhy = new DerivType();
hxhy = new DerivType(); f = new DerivType(); temp1 = new DerivType();
temp = new DerivType(); d_1 = new DerivType(); ut = new DerivType();
ub = new DerivType(); ur = new DerivType(); u = new DerivType();
uxx = new DerivType(); uyy = new DerivType(); z = new DerivType();
$d0 = new DerivType(); $d1 = new DerivType(); $d2 = new DerivType();
$d3 = new DerivType(); $d4 = new DerivType(); $d5 = new DerivType();
$d6 = new DerivType(); $d7 = new DerivType(); $d8 = new DerivType();
$d9 = new DerivType(); ul2 = new DerivType(); $d10 = new DerivType();
$d11 = new DerivType(); $d12 = new DerivType(); $d13 = new DerivType();
$d14 = new DerivType(); $d15 = new DerivType(); $d16 = new DerivType();
$d17 = new DerivType(); $d18 = new DerivType(); $d19 = new DerivType();
$d20 = new DerivType(); $d21 = new DerivType(); $d22 = new DerivType();
$d23 = new DerivType(); $d24 = new DerivType(); g_tmp_8 = new DerivType();
g_tmp_7 = new DerivType(); g_tmp_6 = new DerivType(); g_tmp_5 = new DerivType();
g_tmp_4 = new DerivType(); g_tmp_3 = new DerivType(); g_tmp_2 = new DerivType();
g_tmp_1 = new DerivType();
adindex = 0;
while (adindex < DerivType.adGradMax){
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lambda.grad[adindex] = 0.0;
adindex = adindex + 1;
}
lambda.value = 5.0;
nx = 100;
ny = 100;
adindex = 0;
while (adindex < DerivType.adGradMax){
ul.grad[adindex] = 0.0;
adindex = adindex + 1;
}
ul.value = 0.0;
n = nx * ny;
$i0 = nx + 1;
adindex = 0;
while (adindex < DerivType.adGradMax){
$d0.grad[adindex] = 0.0;
adindex = adindex + 1;
}
$d0.value = (double) $i0;
adindex = 0;
while (adindex < DerivType.adGradMax){
hx.grad[adindex] = (- (1.0 * $d0.grad[adindex]))
/ ($d0.value * $d0.value);
adindex = adindex + 1;
}
hx.value = 1.0 / $d0.value;
$i1 = ny + 1;
adindex = 0;
while (adindex < DerivType.adGradMax){
$d1.grad[adindex] = 0.0;
adindex = adindex + 1;
}
$d1.value = (double) $i1;
adindex = 0;
while (adindex < DerivType.adGradMax){
hy.grad[adindex] = (- (1.0 * $d1.grad[adindex]))
/ ($d1.value * $d1.value);
adindex = adindex + 1;
}
hy.value = 1.0 / $d1.value;
adindex = 0;
while (adindex < DerivType.adGradMax){
hydhx.grad[adindex] = (hy.grad[adindex] * hx.value -
hy.value * hx.grad[adindex]) / (hx.value * hx.value);
adindex = adindex + 1;
}
hydhx.value = hy.value / hx.value;
adindex = 0;
while (adindex < DerivType.adGradMax){
hxdhy.grad[adindex] = (hx.grad[adindex] * hy.value -
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hx.value * hy.grad[adindex]) / (hy.value * hy.value);
adindex = adindex + 1;
}
hxdhy.value = hx.value / hy.value;
adindex = 0;
while (adindex < DerivType.adGradMax){
hxhy.grad[adindex] = hx.grad[adindex] * hy.value +
hx.value * hy.grad[adindex];
adindex = adindex + 1;
}
hxhy.value = hx.value * hy.value;
x = new DerivType[n];
fvec = new DerivType[n];
adindex = 0;
while (adindex < DerivType.adGradMax){
f.grad[adindex] = 0.0;
adindex = adindex + 1;
}
f.value = 0.0;
g_tmp_0 = lambda.grad;
$d2.grad = (double[]) g_tmp_0.clone();
$d2.value = lambda.value + 1.0;
adindex = 0;
while (adindex < DerivType.adGradMax){
temp1.grad[adindex] = (lambda.grad[adindex] *
$d2.value - lambda.value * $d2.grad[adindex]) /
($d2.value * $d2.value);
adindex = adindex + 1;
}
temp1.value = lambda.value / $d2.value;
j = 0;
while (j < ny){
$i4 = Math.min(ny - j, j + 1);
adindex = 0;
while (adindex < DerivType.adGradMax){
$d3.grad[adindex] = 0.0;
adindex = adindex + 1;
}
$d3.value = (double) $i4;
adindex = 0;
while (adindex < DerivType.adGradMax){
temp.grad[adindex] = $d3.grad[adindex] *
hy.value + $d3.value * hy.grad[adindex];
adindex = adindex + 1;
}
temp.value = $d3.value * hy.value;
i = 0;
while (i < nx){
k = nx * j + i;
$i8 = Math.min(nx - i, i + 1);
adindex = 0;
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while (adindex < DerivType.adGradMax){
$d4.grad[adindex] = 0.0;
adindex = adindex + 1;
}
$d4.value = (double) $i8;
adindex = 0;
while (adindex < DerivType.adGradMax){
d_1.grad[adindex] = $d4.grad[adindex] *
hx.value + $d4.value * hx.grad[adindex];
adindex = adindex + 1;
}
d_1.value = $d4.value * hx.value;
if (temp.value <= d_1.value){
if (temp.value >= d_1.value){
DerivType.ExceptionHandler("ADiJaC Exception:
min(arg1,arg2): arg1.value == arg2.value.
Derivative defaults to 0.5*arg1.grad +
0.5**arg2.grad.");
adindex = 0;
while (adindex < DerivType.adGradMax){
$d5.grad[adindex] = 0.5 * temp.grad[adindex] +
0.5 * d_1.grad[adindex];
adindex = adindex + 1;
}
}
else{
$d5.grad = temp.grad;
}
}
else{
$d5.grad = d_1.grad;
}
$d5.value = Math.min(temp.value, d_1.value);
if ($d5.value <= 0.0){
DerivType.ExceptionHandler("ADiJaC Exception:
sqrt: (arg.value <= 0) -> derivative undefined.
Derivative defaults to 0.");
adindex = 0;
while (adindex < DerivType.adGradMax){
$d6.grad[adindex] = 0.0;
adindex = adindex + 1;
}
}
else{
adindex = 0;
while (adindex < DerivType.adGradMax){
$d6.grad[adindex] = 1.0 / (2.0 * Math.sqrt($d5.value))
* $d5.grad[adindex];
adindex = adindex + 1;
}
}
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$d6.value = Math.sqrt($d5.value);
adindex = 0;
while (adindex < DerivType.adGradMax){
$d7.grad[adindex] = temp1.grad[adindex] * $d6.value +
temp1.value * $d6.grad[adindex];
adindex = adindex + 1;
}
$d7.value = temp1.value * $d6.value;
x[k] = (DerivType) $d7.clone();
i = i + 1;
}
j = j + 1;
}
g_tmp_1 = x[4];
$d8 = (DerivType) g_tmp_1.clone();
adindex = 0;
while (adindex < DerivType.adGradMax){
$d9.grad[adindex] = xin.grad[adindex] + $d8.grad[adindex];
adindex = adindex + 1;
}
$d9.value = xin.value + $d8.value;
x[4] = (DerivType) $d9.clone();
j2 = 0;
while (j2 < ny){
i2 = 0;
while (i2 < nx){
k2 = nx * j2 + i2;
adindex = 0;
while (adindex < DerivType.adGradMax){
ut.grad[adindex] = 0.0;
adindex = adindex + 1;
}
ut.value = 0.0;
adindex = 0;
while (adindex < DerivType.adGradMax){
ub.grad[adindex] = 0.0;
adindex = adindex + 1;
}
ub.value = 0.0;
adindex = 0;
while (adindex < DerivType.adGradMax){
ur.grad[adindex] = 0.0;
adindex = adindex + 1;
}
ur.value = 0.0;
adindex = 0;
while (adindex < DerivType.adGradMax){
ul2.grad[adindex] = 0.0;
adindex = adindex + 1;
}
ul2.value = 0.0;
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g_tmp_2 = x[k2];
u = (DerivType) g_tmp_2.clone();
if (i2 != 0){
g_tmp_3 = x[k2 - 1];
ul2 = (DerivType) g_tmp_3.clone();
}
if (i2 != nx - 1){
g_tmp_4 = x[k2 + 1];
ur = (DerivType) g_tmp_4.clone();
}
if (j2 != 0){
g_tmp_5 = x[k2 - nx];
ub = (DerivType) g_tmp_5.clone();
}
if (j2 != ny - 1){
g_tmp_6 = x[k2 + nx];
ut = (DerivType) g_tmp_6.clone();
}
adindex = 0;
while (adindex < DerivType.adGradMax){
$d10.grad[adindex] = (- (ur.grad[adindex]));
adindex = adindex + 1;
}
$d10.value = (- (ur.value));
adindex = 0;
while (adindex < DerivType.adGradMax){
$d11.grad[adindex] = 2.0 * u.grad[adindex];
adindex = adindex + 1;
}
$d11.value = 2.0 * u.value;
adindex = 0;
while (adindex < DerivType.adGradMax){
$d12.grad[adindex] = $d10.grad[adindex] + $d11.grad[adindex];
adindex = adindex + 1;
}
$d12.value = $d10.value + $d11.value;
adindex = 0;
while (adindex < DerivType.adGradMax){
$d13.grad[adindex] = $d12.grad[adindex] - ul2.grad[adindex];
adindex = adindex + 1;
}
$d13.value = $d12.value - ul2.value;
adindex = 0;
while (adindex < DerivType.adGradMax){
uxx.grad[adindex] = $d13.grad[adindex] *
hydhx.value + $d13.value * hydhx.grad[adindex];
adindex = adindex + 1;
}
uxx.value = $d13.value * hydhx.value;
adindex = 0;
while (adindex < DerivType.adGradMax){
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$d14.grad[adindex] = (- (ut.grad[adindex]));
adindex = adindex + 1;
}
$d14.value = (- (ut.value));
adindex = 0;
while (adindex < DerivType.adGradMax){
$d15.grad[adindex] = 2.0 * u.grad[adindex];
adindex = adindex + 1;
}
$d15.value = 2.0 * u.value;
adindex = 0;
while (adindex < DerivType.adGradMax){
$d16.grad[adindex] = $d14.grad[adindex] + $d15.grad[adindex];
adindex = adindex + 1;
}
$d16.value = $d14.value + $d15.value;
adindex = 0;
while (adindex < DerivType.adGradMax){
$d17.grad[adindex] = $d16.grad[adindex] - ub.grad[adindex];
adindex = adindex + 1;
}
$d17.value = $d16.value - ub.value;
adindex = 0;
while (adindex < DerivType.adGradMax){
uyy.grad[adindex] = $d17.grad[adindex] * hxdhy.value +
$d17.value * hxdhy.grad[adindex];
adindex = adindex + 1;
}
uyy.value = $d17.value * hxdhy.value;
adindex = 0;
while (adindex < DerivType.adGradMax){
$d18.grad[adindex] = uxx.grad[adindex] + uyy.grad[adindex];
adindex = adindex + 1;
}
$d18.value = uxx.value + uyy.value;
adindex = 0;
while (adindex < DerivType.adGradMax){
$d19.grad[adindex] = hxhy.grad[adindex] * lambda.value +
hxhy.value * lambda.grad[adindex];
adindex = adindex + 1;
}
$d19.value = hxhy.value * lambda.value;
g_tmp_7 = x[k2];
$d20 = (DerivType) g_tmp_7.clone();
$d21.value = Math.exp($d20.value);
adindex = 0;
while (adindex < DerivType.adGradMax){
$d21.grad[adindex] = $d21.value * $d20.grad[adindex];
adindex = adindex + 1;
}
adindex = 0;
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while (adindex < DerivType.adGradMax){
$d22.grad[adindex] = $d19.grad[adindex] * $d21.value +
$d19.value * $d21.grad[adindex];
adindex = adindex + 1;
}
$d22.value = $d19.value * $d21.value;
adindex = 0;
while (adindex < DerivType.adGradMax){
$d23.grad[adindex] = $d18.grad[adindex] - $d22.grad[adindex];
adindex = adindex + 1;
}
$d23.value = $d18.value - $d22.value;
fvec[k2] = (DerivType) $d23.clone();
i2 = i2 + 1;
}
j2 = j2 + 1;
}
k3 = 0;
while (k3 < nx*ny){
g_tmp_8 = fvec[k3];
$d24 = (DerivType) g_tmp_8.clone();
adindex = 0;
while (adindex < DerivType.adGradMax){
f.grad[adindex] = f.grad[adindex] + $d24.grad[adindex];
adindex = adindex + 1;
}
f.value = f.value + $d24.value;
k3 = k3 + 1;
}
z = f;
return z;
}
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Appendix D
MINPACK-2 Reverse Mode
Example
This appendix begins with the Java translation of the MINPACK-2 “Steady
State Combustion” test problem for an arbitrary hardcoded problem dimension
of n = 10, 000 = 100× 100 (i.e. nx = ny = 100):
public static double ssc (double xin){
int n;
double x[];
int nx, ny;
double lambda;
// double lambda = 5.0;
// System generated locals
int i_1, i_2, i_3, i_4;
double d_1, d_2;
// Local variables and initializations
double area, fexp, dvdx, dvdy, expv, temp, temp1;
int i, j, k, l, m;
double v;
double f, fquad, expvb, expvl, expvr, expvt, vb, hx, hy, vl, vr, vt;
n = 10000;
x = new double[n];
fquad = 0;
fexp = 0;
f = 0;
nx = 100; // int nx = (int) Math.sqrt((double) n);
ny = 100; // int ny = n/nx;
lambda = 5.0D;
hx = 0.0099D; // hx = 1. / (double) (nx + 1);
hy = 0.0099D; // hy = 1. / (double) (ny + 1);
area = 0.000049D; // area = hx * .5 * hy;
k = 0;
// The XStandard initialization of dssfg (nx*ny = 10000 in this
// case) - it goes together with the seeding
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int dim = nx *ny;
for (i_1 = 1; i_1 <= dim; i_1++) {
x[i_1] = xin;
}
// Computation of the function over the lower
// triangular elements. The trapezoidal rule is used to
// estimate the integral of the exponential term.
i_1 = ny;
for (j = 0; j <= i_1; ++j) {
i_2 = nx;
for (i = 0; i <= i_2; ++i) {
k = nx * (j - 1) + i;
v = 0.0D;
vr = 0.0D;
vt = 0.0D;
if (i != 0 && j != 0) {
v = x[k];
}
if (i != nx && j != 0) {
vr = x[k + 1];
}
if (i != 0 && j != ny) {
vt = x[k + nx];
}
dvdx = (vr - v) / hx;
dvdy = (vt - v) / hy;
expv = Math.exp(v);
expvr = Math.exp(vr);
expvt = Math.exp(vt);
// Computing 2nd power
d_1 = dvdx;
// Computing 2nd power
d_2 = dvdy;
fquad = fquad + d_1 * d_1 + d_2 * d_2;
fexp -= lambda * (expv + expvr + expvt) / 3.0;
}
}
// Computation of the function over the upper
// triangular elements. The trapezoidal rule is used to estimate
// the integral of the exponential term.
i_3 = ny + 1;
for (l = 1; l <= i_3; ++l) {
i_4 = nx + 1;
for (m = 1; m <= i_4; ++m) {
k = nx * (l - 1) + m;
vb = 0.;
vl = 0.;
v = 0.;
if (m != nx + 1 && l != 1) {
vb = x[k - nx];
}
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if (m != 1 && l != ny + 1) {
vl = x[k - 1];
}
if (m != nx + 1 && l != ny + 1) {
v = x[k];
}
dvdx = (v - vl) / hx;
dvdy = (v - vb) / hy;
expvb = Math.exp(vb);
expvl = Math.exp(vl);
expv = Math.exp(v);
// Computing 2nd power
d_1 = dvdx;
// Computing 2nd power
d_2 = dvdy;
fquad = fquad + d_1 * d_1 + d_2 * d_2;
fexp -= lambda * (expvb + expvl + expv) / 3.0;
}
}
// Scale the result
f = area * (fquad * 0.5 + fexp);
z = f;
return z;
}
By employing a Java compiler on the code above, a classﬁle containing the ssc
method is generated. This classﬁle is then read using the Soot framework, and
the following Jimple intermediate representation is thus obtained. The following
Jimple representation however, has a notable addition to the Jimple code being
read by ADiJaC, namely that it contains various Tags that were added by ADiJaC
passes in both the forward sweep and reverse sweep in order to facilitate correct
reverse mode automatic diﬀerentiation code transformations:
public static double ssc(double) {
double xin, fquad, fexp, f, lambda, hx, hy, area, v, vr, vt,
dvdx, dvdy, expv, expvr, expvt, d_1, d_2, vb, vl, expvb,
expvl, z, $d0, $d1, $d2, $d3, $d4, $d5, $d6, $d7, $d8, v2,
$d9, dvdx2, $d10, dvdy2, expv2, d_12, d_22, $d11, $d12,
$d13, $d14, $d15, $d16, $d17, $d18, $d19, f2;
int n, nx, ny, dim, i_1, j, i_2, i, i_3, l, i_4, m, i_12, $i0,
$i1, k2, $i2, $i3, $i4, $i5, k3, $i6, $i7, $i8, $i9,
$i10, $i11;
double[] x;
boolean k;
xin := @parameter0: double;
n = 10000;
x = newarray (double)[n];
fquad = 0.0;
fexp = 0.0;
f = 0.0;
nx = 100;
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ny = 100;
lambda = 5.0;
hx = 0.0099;
hy = 0.0099;
area = 4.9E-5;
k = 0;
dim = nx * ny;
nop;
loopNopBeforeInitAssignTag 0 0 0
i_1 = dim;
loopInitAssignTag 0 0 0
label0:
if i_1 <= 1 goto label1;
loopIfTag 0 0 0
x[i_1] = xin;
i_1 = i_1 + -1;
loopCounterOpTag 0 0 0
goto label0;
loopGotoTag 0 0 0
label1:
nop;
loopNopAfterLoopTag 0 0 0
i_12 = ny;
nop;
loopNopBeforeInitAssignTag 0 0 0
j = i_12;
loopInitAssignTag 0 0 0
label2:
if j <= 0 goto label8;
loopIfTag 0 0 0
i_2 = nx;
nop;
loopNopBeforeInitAssignTag 0 0 1
i = i_2;
loopInitAssignTag 0 0 1
label3:
if i <= 0 goto label7;
loopIfTag 0 0 1
$i0 = j - 1;
$i1 = nx * $i0;
k2 = $i1 + i;
v = 0.0;
vr = 0.0;
vt = 0.0;
nop;
newIfRSTargetTag
if i == 0 goto label4;
nop;
newIfRSTargetTag
if j == 0 goto label4;
v = x[k2];
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nop;
label4:
nop;
ifRSTargetTag
nop;
ifRSTargetTag newIfRSTargetTag
if i == nx goto label5;
nop;
newIfRSTargetTag
if j == 0 goto label5;
$i2 = k2 + 1;
vr = x[$i2];
nop;
label5:
nop;
ifRSTargetTag
nop;
ifRSTargetTag newIfRSTargetTag
if i == 0 goto label6;
nop;
newIfRSTargetTag
if j == ny goto label6;
$i3 = k2 + nx;
vt = x[$i3];
label6:
nop;
ifRSTargetTag
nop;
ifRSTargetTag
$d0 = vr - v;
dvdx = $d0 / hx;
$d1 = vt - v;
dvdy = $d1 / hy;
expv = staticinvoke <java.lang.Math: double exp(double)>(v);
expvr = staticinvoke <java.lang.Math: double exp(double)>(vr);
expvt = staticinvoke <java.lang.Math: double exp(double)>(vt);
d_1 = dvdx;
d_2 = dvdy;
$d2 = d_1 * d_1;
$d3 = fquad + $d2;
$d4 = d_2 * d_2;
fquad = $d3 + $d4;
$d5 = expv + expvr;
$d6 = $d5 + expvt;
$d7 = lambda * $d6;
$d8 = $d7 / 3.0;
fexp = fexp - $d8;
i = i + -1;
loopCounterOpTag 0 0 1
goto label3;
loopGotoTag 0 0 1
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label7:
nop;
loopNopAfterLoopTag 0 0 1
j = j + -1;
loopCounterOpTag 0 0 0
goto label2;
loopGotoTag 0 0 0
label8:
nop;
loopNopAfterLoopTag 0 0 0
i_3 = ny + 1;
nop;
loopNopBeforeInitAssignTag 0 0 0
l = i_3;
loopInitAssignTag 0 0 0
label9:
if l <= 1 goto label15;
loopIfTag 0 0 0
i_4 = nx + 1;
nop;
loopNopBeforeInitAssignTag 0 0 1
m = i_4;
loopInitAssignTag 0 0 1
label10:
if m <= 1 goto label14;
loopIfTag 0 0 1
$i4 = l - 1;
$i5 = nx * $i4;
k3 = $i5 + m;
vb = 0.0;
vl = 0.0;
v2 = 0.0;
$i6 = nx + 1;
nop;
newIfRSTargetTag
if m == $i6 goto label11;
nop;
newIfRSTargetTag
if l == 1 goto label11;
$i7 = k3 - nx;
vb = x[$i7];
nop;
label11:
nop;
ifRSTargetTag
nop;
ifRSTargetTag newIfRSTargetTag
if m == 1 goto label12;
$i8 = ny + 1;
nop;
newIfRSTargetTag
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if l == $i8 goto label12;
$i9 = k3 - 1;
vl = x[$i9];
label12:
nop;
ifRSTargetTag
nop;
ifRSTargetTag
$i10 = nx + 1;
nop;
newIfRSTargetTag
if m == $i10 goto label13;
$i11 = ny + 1;
nop;
newIfRSTargetTag
if l == $i11 goto label13;
v2 = x[k3];
label13:
nop;
ifRSTargetTag
nop;
ifRSTargetTag
$d9 = v2 - vl;
dvdx2 = $d9 / hx;
$d10 = v2 - vb;
dvdy2 = $d10 / hy;
expvb = staticinvoke <java.lang.Math: double exp(double)>(vb);
expvl = staticinvoke <java.lang.Math: double exp(double)>(vl);
expv2 = staticinvoke <java.lang.Math: double exp(double)>(v2);
d_12 = dvdx2;
d_22 = dvdy2;
$d11 = d_12 * d_12;
$d12 = fquad + $d11;
$d13 = d_22 * d_22;
fquad = $d12 + $d13;
$d14 = expvb + expvl;
$d15 = $d14 + expv2;
$d16 = lambda * $d15;
$d17 = $d16 / 3.0;
fexp = fexp - $d17;
m = m + -1;
loopCounterOpTag 0 0 1
goto label10;
loopGotoTag 0 0 1
label14:
nop;
loopNopAfterLoopTag 0 0 1
l = l + -1;
loopCounterOpTag 0 0 0
goto label9;
loopGotoTag 0 0 0
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label15:
nop;
loopNopAfterLoopTag 0 0 0
$d18 = fquad * 0.5;
$d19 = $d18 + fexp;
f2 = area * $d19;
z = f2;
return z;
}
By reading Jimple code, ADiJaC ﬁrst annotates this IR with tags, and then
generates statements for the correct computation of the desired gradient in the
Grimp IR. The gradient being computed in this particular instance is ∂z/∂x[n]
where n = 10, 000. Therefore, the output of the ADiJaC tool, in the Grimp
intermediate representation of Soot is shown here:
public static void a_ssc(DerivType, DerivType) {
DerivType xin, fquad, fexp, f, lambda, hx, hy, area, v, vr, vt, dvdx,
dvdy, expv, expvr, expvt, d_1, d_2, vb, vl, expvb, expvl, z,
$d0, $d1, $d2;
int n, nx, ny, dim, i_1, j, i_2, i, i_3, l, i_4, m, $i0, k,
adCondOp1, adCondOp2, adArrayIndex, adLoop;
DerivType[] x;
boolean k;
Stack adStack;
IntStack intAdStack;
xin := @parameter0: DerivType;
adStack = new LinkedStack();
intAdStack = new IntLinkedStack();
z := @parameter1: DerivType;
$d2 = new DerivType();
$d1 = new DerivType();
$d0 = new DerivType();
expvl = new DerivType();
expvb = new DerivType();
vl = new DerivType();
vb = new DerivType();
d_2 = new DerivType();
d_1 = new DerivType();
expvt = new DerivType();
expvr = new DerivType();
expv = new DerivType();
dvdy = new DerivType();
dvdx = new DerivType();
vt = new DerivType();
vr = new DerivType();
v = new DerivType();
area = new DerivType();
hy = new DerivType();
hx = new DerivType();
lambda = new DerivType();
f = new DerivType();
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fexp = new DerivType();
fquad = new DerivType();
n = 10000;
x = newarray (DerivType)[n];
fquad.<DerivType: double value> = 0.0;
fexp.<DerivType: double value> = 0.0;
f.<DerivType: double value> = 0.0;
nx = 100;
ny = 100;
lambda.<DerivType: double value> = 5.0;
hx.<DerivType: double value> = 0.0099;
hy.<DerivType: double value> = 0.0099;
area.<DerivType: double value> = 4.9E-5;
k = 0;
dim = nx * ny;
i_1 = 1;
label0:
if i_1 > dim goto label1;
intAdStack.<IntStack: void push(int)>(i_1);
x[i_1] = (DerivType) xin.<java.lang.Object: java.lang.Object clone()>();
i_1 = i_1 + 1;
goto label0;
label1:
intAdStack.<IntStack: void push(int)>(dim);
i_1 = ny;
j = 0;
label2:
if j > i_1 goto label11;
i_2 = nx;
i = 0;
label3:
if i > i_2 goto label10;
k = nx * (j - 1) + i;
v.<DerivType: double value> = 0.0;
vr.<DerivType: double value> = 0.0;
vt.<DerivType: double value> = 0.0;
if i == 0 goto label5;
if j == 0 goto label4;
adStack.<Stack: void push(double)>(v.<DerivType: double value>);
intAdStack.<IntStack: void push(int)>(k);
v.<DerivType: double value> = x[k].<DerivType: double value>;
label4:
intAdStack.<IntStack: void push(int)>(j);
intAdStack.<IntStack: void push(int)>(0);
label5:
intAdStack.<IntStack: void push(int)>(i);
intAdStack.<IntStack: void push(int)>(0);
if i == nx goto label7;
if j == 0 goto label6;
$i0 = k + 1;
adStack.<Stack: void push(double)>(vr.<DerivType: double value>);
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intAdStack.<IntStack: void push(int)>($i0);
vr.<DerivType: double value> = x[$i0].<DerivType: double value>;
label6:
intAdStack.<IntStack: void push(int)>(j);
intAdStack.<IntStack: void push(int)>(0);
label7:
intAdStack.<IntStack: void push(int)>(i);
intAdStack.<IntStack: void push(int)>(nx);
if i == 0 goto label9;
if j == ny goto label8;
$i0 = k + nx;
adStack.<Stack: void push(double)>(vt.<DerivType: double value>);
intAdStack.<IntStack: void push(int)>($i0);
vt.<DerivType: double value> = x[$i0].<DerivType: double value>;
label8:
intAdStack.<IntStack: void push(int)>(j);
intAdStack.<IntStack: void push(int)>(ny);
label9:
intAdStack.<IntStack: void push(int)>(i);
intAdStack.<IntStack: void push(int)>(0);
adStack.<Stack: void push(double)>($d0.<DerivType: double value>);
$d0.<DerivType: double value> = vr.<DerivType: double value> -
v.<DerivType: double value>;
adStack.<Stack: void push(double)>(dvdx.<DerivType: double value>);
dvdx.<DerivType: double value> = $d0.<DerivType: double value> /
hx.<DerivType: double value>;
adStack.<Stack: void push(double)>($d0.<DerivType: double value>);
$d0.<DerivType: double value> = vt.<DerivType: double value> -
v.<DerivType: double value>;
adStack.<Stack: void push(double)>(dvdy.<DerivType: double value>);
dvdy.<DerivType: double value> = $d0.<DerivType: double value> /
hy.<DerivType: double value>;
adStack.<Stack: void push(double)>(expv.<DerivType: double value>);
expv.<DerivType: double value> = staticinvoke <java.lang.Math:
double exp(double)>(v.<DerivType: double value>);
adStack.<Stack: void push(double)>(expvr.<DerivType: double value>);
expvr.<DerivType: double value> = staticinvoke <java.lang.Math:
double exp(double)>(vr.<DerivType: double value>);
adStack.<Stack: void push(double)>(expvt.<DerivType: double value>);
expvt.<DerivType: double value> = staticinvoke <java.lang.Math:
double exp(double)>(vt.<DerivType: double value>);
adStack.<Stack: void push(double)>(d_1.<DerivType: double value>);
d_1.<DerivType: double value> = dvdx.<DerivType: double value>;
adStack.<Stack: void push(double)>(d_2.<DerivType: double value>);
d_2.<DerivType: double value> = dvdy.<DerivType: double value>;
adStack.<Stack: void push(double)>($d1.<DerivType: double value>);
$d1.<DerivType: double value> = d_1.<DerivType: double value> *
d_1.<DerivType: double value>;
adStack.<Stack: void push(double)>($d0.<DerivType: double value>);
$d0.<DerivType: double value> = fquad.<DerivType: double value> +
$d1.<DerivType: double value>;
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adStack.<Stack: void push(double)>($d1.<DerivType: double value>);
$d1.<DerivType: double value> = d_2.<DerivType: double value> *
d_2.<DerivType: double value>;
adStack.<Stack: void push(double)>(fquad.<DerivType: double value>);
fquad.<DerivType: double value> = $d0.<DerivType: double value> +
$d1.<DerivType: double value>;
adStack.<Stack: void push(double)>($d2.<DerivType: double value>);
$d2.<DerivType: double value> = expv.<DerivType: double value> +
expvr.<DerivType: double value>;
adStack.<Stack: void push(double)>($d2.<DerivType: double value>);
$d2.<DerivType: double value> = $d2.<DerivType: double value> +
expvt.<DerivType: double value>;
adStack.<Stack: void push(double)>($d1.<DerivType: double value>);
$d1.<DerivType: double value> = lambda.<DerivType: double value> *
$d2.<DerivType: double value>;
adStack.<Stack: void push(double)>($d1.<DerivType: double value>);
$d1.<DerivType: double value> = $d1.<DerivType: double value> / 3.0;
adStack.<Stack: void push(double)>(fexp.<DerivType: double value>);
fexp.<DerivType: double value> = fexp.<DerivType: double value> -
$d1.<DerivType: double value>;
i = i + 1;
goto label3;
label10:
intAdStack.<IntStack: void push(int)>(i_2);
j = j + 1;
goto label2;
label11:
intAdStack.<IntStack: void push(int)>(i_1);
i_3 = ny + 1;
l = 1;
label12:
if l > i_3 goto label21;
i_4 = nx + 1;
m = 1;
label13:
if m > i_4 goto label20;
k = nx * (l - 1) + m;
vb.<DerivType: double value> = 0.0;
vl.<DerivType: double value> = 0.0;
v.<DerivType: double value> = 0.0;
$i0 = nx + 1;
if m == $i0 goto label15;
if l == 1 goto label14;
$i0 = k - nx;
adStack.<Stack: void push(double)>(vb.<DerivType: double value>);
intAdStack.<IntStack: void push(int)>($i0);
vb.<DerivType: double value> = x[$i0].<DerivType: double value>;
label14:
intAdStack.<IntStack: void push(int)>(l);
intAdStack.<IntStack: void push(int)>(1);
label15:
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intAdStack.<IntStack: void push(int)>(m);
intAdStack.<IntStack: void push(int)>($i0);
if m == 1 goto label17;
$i0 = ny + 1;
if l == $i0 goto label16;
$i0 = k - 1;
adStack.<Stack: void push(double)>(vl.<DerivType: double value>);
intAdStack.<IntStack: void push(int)>($i0);
vl.<DerivType: double value> = x[$i0].<DerivType: double value>;
label16:
intAdStack.<IntStack: void push(int)>(l);
intAdStack.<IntStack: void push(int)>($i0);
label17:
intAdStack.<IntStack: void push(int)>(m);
intAdStack.<IntStack: void push(int)>(1);
$i0 = nx + 1;
if m == $i0 goto label19;
$i0 = ny + 1;
if l == $i0 goto label18;
adStack.<Stack: void push(double)>(v.<DerivType: double value>);
intAdStack.<IntStack: void push(int)>(k);
v.<DerivType: double value> = x[k].<DerivType: double value>;
label18:
intAdStack.<IntStack: void push(int)>(l);
intAdStack.<IntStack: void push(int)>($i0);
label19:
intAdStack.<IntStack: void push(int)>(m);
intAdStack.<IntStack: void push(int)>($i0);
adStack.<Stack: void push(double)>($d0.<DerivType: double value>);
$d0.<DerivType: double value> = v.<DerivType: double value> -
vl.<DerivType: double value>;
adStack.<Stack: void push(double)>(dvdx.<DerivType: double value>);
dvdx.<DerivType: double value> = $d0.<DerivType: double value> /
hx.<DerivType: double value>;
adStack.<Stack: void push(double)>($d0.<DerivType: double value>);
$d0.<DerivType: double value> = v.<DerivType: double value> -
vb.<DerivType: double value>;
adStack.<Stack: void push(double)>(dvdy.<DerivType: double value>);
dvdy.<DerivType: double value> = $d0.<DerivType: double value> /
hy.<DerivType: double value>;
adStack.<Stack: void push(double)>(expvb.<DerivType: double value>);
expvb.<DerivType: double value> = staticinvoke <java.lang.Math:
double exp(double)>(vb.<DerivType: double value>);
adStack.<Stack: void push(double)>(expvl.<DerivType: double value>);
expvl.<DerivType: double value> = staticinvoke <java.lang.Math:
double exp(double)>(vl.<DerivType: double value>);
adStack.<Stack: void push(double)>(expv.<DerivType: double value>);
expv.<DerivType: double value> = staticinvoke <java.lang.Math:
double exp(double)>(v.<DerivType: double value>);
adStack.<Stack: void push(double)>(d_1.<DerivType: double value>);
d_1.<DerivType: double value> = dvdx.<DerivType: double value>;
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adStack.<Stack: void push(double)>(d_2.<DerivType: double value>);
d_2.<DerivType: double value> = dvdy.<DerivType: double value>;
adStack.<Stack: void push(double)>($d1.<DerivType: double value>);
$d1.<DerivType: double value> = d_1.<DerivType: double value> *
d_1.<DerivType: double value>;
adStack.<Stack: void push(double)>($d0.<DerivType: double value>);
$d0.<DerivType: double value> = fquad.<DerivType: double value> +
$d1.<DerivType: double value>;
adStack.<Stack: void push(double)>($d1.<DerivType: double value>);
$d1.<DerivType: double value> = d_2.<DerivType: double value> *
d_2.<DerivType: double value>;
adStack.<Stack: void push(double)>(fquad.<DerivType: double value>);
fquad.<DerivType: double value> = $d0.<DerivType: double value> +
$d1.<DerivType: double value>;
adStack.<Stack: void push(double)>($d2.<DerivType: double value>);
$d2.<DerivType: double value> = expvb.<DerivType: double value> +
expvl.<DerivType: double value>;
adStack.<Stack: void push(double)>($d2.<DerivType: double value>);
$d2.<DerivType: double value> = $d2.<DerivType: double value> +
expv.<DerivType: double value>;
adStack.<Stack: void push(double)>($d1.<DerivType: double value>);
$d1.<DerivType: double value> = lambda.<DerivType: double value> *
$d2.<DerivType: double value>;
adStack.<Stack: void push(double)>($d1.<DerivType: double value>);
$d1.<DerivType: double value> = $d1.<DerivType: double value> / 3.0;
adStack.<Stack: void push(double)>(fexp.<DerivType: double value>);
fexp.<DerivType: double value> = fexp.<DerivType: double value> -
$d1.<DerivType: double value>;
m = m + 1;
goto label13;
label20:
intAdStack.<IntStack: void push(int)>(i_4);
l = l + 1;
goto label12;
label21:
intAdStack.<IntStack: void push(int)>(i_3);
adStack.<Stack: void push(double)>($d1.<DerivType: double value>);
$d1.<DerivType: double value> = fquad.<DerivType: double value> * 0.5;
adStack.<Stack: void push(double)>($d1.<DerivType: double value>);
$d1.<DerivType: double value> = $d1.<DerivType: double value> +
fexp.<DerivType: double value>;
adStack.<Stack: void push(double)>(f.<DerivType: double value>);
f.<DerivType: double value> = area.<DerivType: double value> *
$d1.<DerivType: double value>;
adStack.<Stack: void push(double)>(z.<DerivType: double value>);
z.<DerivType: double value> = f.<DerivType: double value>;
f.<DerivType: double grad> = f.<DerivType: double grad> +
z.<DerivType: double grad>;
z.<DerivType: double grad> = 0.0;
z.<DerivType: double value> = adStack.<Stack: double pop()>();
area.<DerivType: double grad> = area.<DerivType: double grad> +
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f.<DerivType: double grad> * $d1.<DerivType: double value>;
$d1.<DerivType: double grad> = $d1.<DerivType: double grad> +
f.<DerivType: double grad> * area.<DerivType: double value>;
f.<DerivType: double grad> = 0.0;
f.<DerivType: double value> = adStack.<Stack: double pop()>();
fexp.<DerivType: double grad> = fexp.<DerivType: double grad> +
$d1.<DerivType: double grad>;
$d1.<DerivType: double value> = adStack.<Stack: double pop()>();
fquad.<DerivType: double grad> = fquad.<DerivType: double grad> +
$d1.<DerivType: double grad> * 0.5;
$d1.<DerivType: double grad> = 0.0;
$d1.<DerivType: double value> = adStack.<Stack: double pop()>();
adLoop = intAdStack.<IntStack: int pop()>();
l = adLoop;
label22:
if l < 1 goto label28;
adLoop = intAdStack.<IntStack: int pop()>();
m = adLoop;
label23:
if m < 1 goto label27;
$d1.<DerivType: double grad> = $d1.<DerivType: double grad> -
fexp.<DerivType: double grad>;
fexp.<DerivType: double value> = adStack.<Stack: double pop()>();
$d1.<DerivType: double grad> = $d1.<DerivType: double grad> +
$d1.<DerivType: double grad> / 3.0;
$d1.<DerivType: double grad> = 0.0;
$d1.<DerivType: double value> = adStack.<Stack: double pop()>();
lambda.<DerivType: double grad> = lambda.<DerivType: double grad> +
$d1.<DerivType: double grad> * $d2.<DerivType: double value>;
$d2.<DerivType: double grad> = $d2.<DerivType: double grad> +
$d1.<DerivType: double grad> * lambda.<DerivType: double value>;
$d1.<DerivType: double grad> = 0.0;
$d1.<DerivType: double value> = adStack.<Stack: double pop()>();
expv.<DerivType: double grad> = expv.<DerivType: double grad> +
$d2.<DerivType: double grad>;
$d2.<DerivType: double value> = adStack.<Stack: double pop()>();
expvb.<DerivType: double grad> = expvb.<DerivType: double grad> +
$d2.<DerivType: double grad>;
expvl.<DerivType: double grad> = expvl.<DerivType: double grad> +
$d2.<DerivType: double grad>;
$d2.<DerivType: double grad> = 0.0;
$d2.<DerivType: double value> = adStack.<Stack: double pop()>();
$d0.<DerivType: double grad> = $d0.<DerivType: double grad> +
fquad.<DerivType: double grad>;
$d1.<DerivType: double grad> = $d1.<DerivType: double grad> +
fquad.<DerivType: double grad>;
fquad.<DerivType: double grad> = 0.0;
fquad.<DerivType: double value> = adStack.<Stack: double pop()>();
d_2.<DerivType: double grad> = d_2.<DerivType: double grad> +
$d1.<DerivType: double grad> * d_2.<DerivType: double value>;
d_2.<DerivType: double grad> = d_2.<DerivType: double grad> +
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$d1.<DerivType: double grad> * d_2.<DerivType: double value>;
$d1.<DerivType: double grad> = 0.0;
$d1.<DerivType: double value> = adStack.<Stack: double pop()>();
fquad.<DerivType: double grad> = fquad.<DerivType: double grad> +
$d0.<DerivType: double grad>;
$d1.<DerivType: double grad> = $d1.<DerivType: double grad> +
$d0.<DerivType: double grad>;
$d0.<DerivType: double grad> = 0.0;
$d0.<DerivType: double value> = adStack.<Stack: double pop()>();
d_1.<DerivType: double grad> = d_1.<DerivType: double grad> +
$d1.<DerivType: double grad> * d_1.<DerivType: double value>;
d_1.<DerivType: double grad> = d_1.<DerivType: double grad> +
$d1.<DerivType: double grad> * d_1.<DerivType: double value>;
$d1.<DerivType: double grad> = 0.0;
$d1.<DerivType: double value> = adStack.<Stack: double pop()>();
dvdy.<DerivType: double grad> = dvdy.<DerivType: double grad> +
d_2.<DerivType: double grad>;
d_2.<DerivType: double grad> = 0.0;
d_2.<DerivType: double value> = adStack.<Stack: double pop()>();
dvdx.<DerivType: double grad> = dvdx.<DerivType: double grad> +
d_1.<DerivType: double grad>;
d_1.<DerivType: double grad> = 0.0;
d_1.<DerivType: double value> = adStack.<Stack: double pop()>();
v.<DerivType: double grad> = v.<DerivType: double grad> +
staticinvoke <java.lang.Math: double exp(double)>(v.<DerivType:
double value>) * expv.<DerivType: double grad>;
expv.<DerivType: double grad> = 0.0;
expv.<DerivType: double value> = adStack.<Stack: double pop()>();
vl.<DerivType: double grad> = vl.<DerivType: double grad> +
staticinvoke <java.lang.Math: double exp(double)>(vl.<DerivType:
double value>) * expvl.<DerivType: double grad>;
expvl.<DerivType: double grad> = 0.0;
expvl.<DerivType: double value> = adStack.<Stack: double pop()>();
vb.<DerivType: double grad> = vb.<DerivType: double grad> +
staticinvoke <java.lang.Math: double exp(double)>(vb.<DerivType:
double value>) * expvb.<DerivType: double grad>;
expvb.<DerivType: double grad> = 0.0;
expvb.<DerivType: double value> = adStack.<Stack: double pop()>();
$d0.<DerivType: double grad> = $d0.<DerivType: double grad> +
dvdy.<DerivType: double grad> / hy.<DerivType: double value>;
hy.<DerivType: double grad> = hy.<DerivType: double grad> -
dvdy.<DerivType: double grad> * $d0.<DerivType: double value> /
(hy.<DerivType: double value> * hy.<DerivType: double value>);
dvdy.<DerivType: double grad> = 0.0;
dvdy.<DerivType: double value> = adStack.<Stack: double pop()>();
v.<DerivType: double grad> = v.<DerivType: double grad> +
$d0.<DerivType: double grad>;
vb.<DerivType: double grad> = vb.<DerivType: double grad> -
$d0.<DerivType: double grad>;
$d0.<DerivType: double grad> = 0.0;
$d0.<DerivType: double value> = adStack.<Stack: double pop()>();
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$d0.<DerivType: double grad> = $d0.<DerivType: double grad> +
dvdx.<DerivType: double grad> / hx.<DerivType: double value>;
hx.<DerivType: double grad> = hx.<DerivType: double grad> -
dvdx.<DerivType: double grad> * $d0.<DerivType: double value> /
(hx.<DerivType: double value> * hx.<DerivType: double value>);
dvdx.<DerivType: double grad> = 0.0;
dvdx.<DerivType: double value> = adStack.<Stack: double pop()>();
v.<DerivType: double grad> = v.<DerivType: double grad> +
$d0.<DerivType: double grad>;
vl.<DerivType: double grad> = vl.<DerivType: double grad> -
$d0.<DerivType: double grad>;
$d0.<DerivType: double grad> = 0.0;
$d0.<DerivType: double value> = adStack.<Stack: double pop()>();
adCondOp2 = intAdStack.<IntStack: int pop()>();
adCondOp1 = intAdStack.<IntStack: int pop()>();
if adCondOp1 == adCondOp2 goto label24;
adCondOp2 = intAdStack.<IntStack: int pop()>();
adCondOp1 = intAdStack.<IntStack: int pop()>();
if adCondOp1 == adCondOp2 goto label24;
adArrayIndex = intAdStack.<IntStack: int pop()>();
x[adArrayIndex].<DerivType: double grad> = x[adArrayIndex].<DerivType:
double grad> + v.<DerivType: double grad>;
v.<DerivType: double grad> = 0.0;
v.<DerivType: double value> = adStack.<Stack: double pop()>();
label24:
adCondOp2 = intAdStack.<IntStack: int pop()>();
adCondOp1 = intAdStack.<IntStack: int pop()>();
if adCondOp1 == adCondOp2 goto label25;
adCondOp2 = intAdStack.<IntStack: int pop()>();
adCondOp1 = intAdStack.<IntStack: int pop()>();
if adCondOp1 == adCondOp2 goto label25;
adArrayIndex = intAdStack.<IntStack: int pop()>();
x[adArrayIndex].<DerivType: double grad> = x[adArrayIndex].<DerivType:
double grad> + vl.<DerivType: double grad>;
vl.<DerivType: double grad> = 0.0;
vl.<DerivType: double value> = adStack.<Stack: double pop()>();
label25:
adCondOp2 = intAdStack.<IntStack: int pop()>();
adCondOp1 = intAdStack.<IntStack: int pop()>();
if adCondOp1 == adCondOp2 goto label26;
adCondOp2 = intAdStack.<IntStack: int pop()>();
adCondOp1 = intAdStack.<IntStack: int pop()>();
if adCondOp1 == adCondOp2 goto label26;
adArrayIndex = intAdStack.<IntStack: int pop()>();
x[adArrayIndex].<DerivType: double grad> = x[adArrayIndex].<DerivType:
double grad> + vb.<DerivType: double grad>;
vb.<DerivType: double grad> = 0.0;
vb.<DerivType: double value> = adStack.<Stack: double pop()>();
label26:
v.<DerivType: double grad> = 0.0;
vl.<DerivType: double grad> = 0.0;
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vb.<DerivType: double grad> = 0.0;
m = m + -1;
goto label23;
label27:
l = l + -1;
goto label22;
label28:
adLoop = intAdStack.<IntStack: int pop()>();
j = adLoop;
label29:
if j < 0 goto label35;
adLoop = intAdStack.<IntStack: int pop()>();
i = adLoop;
label30:
if i < 0 goto label34;
$d1.<DerivType: double grad> = $d1.<DerivType: double grad> -
fexp.<DerivType: double grad>;
fexp.<DerivType: double value> = adStack.<Stack: double pop()>();
$d1.<DerivType: double grad> = $d1.<DerivType: double grad> +
$d1.<DerivType: double grad> / 3.0;
$d1.<DerivType: double grad> = 0.0;
$d1.<DerivType: double value> = adStack.<Stack: double pop()>();
lambda.<DerivType: double grad> = lambda.<DerivType: double grad> +
$d1.<DerivType: double grad> * $d2.<DerivType: double value>;
$d2.<DerivType: double grad> = $d2.<DerivType: double grad> +
$d1.<DerivType: double grad> * lambda.<DerivType: double value>;
$d1.<DerivType: double grad> = 0.0;
$d1.<DerivType: double value> = adStack.<Stack: double pop()>();
expvt.<DerivType: double grad> = expvt.<DerivType: double grad> +
$d2.<DerivType: double grad>;
$d2.<DerivType: double value> = adStack.<Stack: double pop()>();
expv.<DerivType: double grad> = expv.<DerivType: double grad> +
$d2.<DerivType: double grad>;
expvr.<DerivType: double grad> = expvr.<DerivType: double grad> +
$d2.<DerivType: double grad>;
$d2.<DerivType: double grad> = 0.0;
$d2.<DerivType: double value> = adStack.<Stack: double pop()>();
$d0.<DerivType: double grad> = $d0.<DerivType: double grad> +
fquad.<DerivType: double grad>;
$d1.<DerivType: double grad> = $d1.<DerivType: double grad> +
fquad.<DerivType: double grad>;
fquad.<DerivType: double grad> = 0.0;
fquad.<DerivType: double value> = adStack.<Stack: double pop()>();
d_2.<DerivType: double grad> = d_2.<DerivType: double grad> +
$d1.<DerivType: double grad> * d_2.<DerivType: double value>;
d_2.<DerivType: double grad> = d_2.<DerivType: double grad> +
$d1.<DerivType: double grad> * d_2.<DerivType: double value>;
$d1.<DerivType: double grad> = 0.0;
$d1.<DerivType: double value> = adStack.<Stack: double pop()>();
fquad.<DerivType: double grad> = fquad.<DerivType: double grad> +
$d0.<DerivType: double grad>;
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$d1.<DerivType: double grad> = $d1.<DerivType: double grad> +
$d0.<DerivType: double grad>;
$d0.<DerivType: double grad> = 0.0;
$d0.<DerivType: double value> = adStack.<Stack: double pop()>();
d_1.<DerivType: double grad> = d_1.<DerivType: double grad> +
$d1.<DerivType: double grad> * d_1.<DerivType: double value>;
d_1.<DerivType: double grad> = d_1.<DerivType: double grad> +
$d1.<DerivType: double grad> * d_1.<DerivType: double value>;
$d1.<DerivType: double grad> = 0.0;
$d1.<DerivType: double value> = adStack.<Stack: double pop()>();
dvdy.<DerivType: double grad> = dvdy.<DerivType: double grad> +
d_2.<DerivType: double grad>;
d_2.<DerivType: double grad> = 0.0;
d_2.<DerivType: double value> = adStack.<Stack: double pop()>();
dvdx.<DerivType: double grad> = dvdx.<DerivType: double grad> +
d_1.<DerivType: double grad>;
d_1.<DerivType: double grad> = 0.0;
d_1.<DerivType: double value> = adStack.<Stack: double pop()>();
vt.<DerivType: double grad> = vt.<DerivType: double grad> +
staticinvoke <java.lang.Math: double exp(double)>(vt.<DerivType:
double value>) * expvt.<DerivType: double grad>;
expvt.<DerivType: double grad> = 0.0;
expvt.<DerivType: double value> = adStack.<Stack: double pop()>();
vr.<DerivType: double grad> = vr.<DerivType: double grad> +
staticinvoke <java.lang.Math: double exp(double)>(vr.<DerivType:
double value>) * expvr.<DerivType: double grad>;
expvr.<DerivType: double grad> = 0.0;
expvr.<DerivType: double value> = adStack.<Stack: double pop()>();
v.<DerivType: double grad> = v.<DerivType: double grad> +
staticinvoke <java.lang.Math: double exp(double)>(v.<DerivType:
double value>) * expv.<DerivType: double grad>;
expv.<DerivType: double grad> = 0.0;
expv.<DerivType: double value> = adStack.<Stack: double pop()>();
$d0.<DerivType: double grad> = $d0.<DerivType: double grad> +
dvdy.<DerivType: double grad> / hy.<DerivType: double value>;
hy.<DerivType: double grad> = hy.<DerivType: double grad> -
dvdy.<DerivType: double grad> * $d0.<DerivType: double value> /
(hy.<DerivType: double value> * hy.<DerivType: double value>);
dvdy.<DerivType: double grad> = 0.0;
dvdy.<DerivType: double value> = adStack.<Stack: double pop()>();
vt.<DerivType: double grad> = vt.<DerivType: double grad> +
$d0.<DerivType: double grad>;
v.<DerivType: double grad> = v.<DerivType: double grad> -
$d0.<DerivType: double grad>;
$d0.<DerivType: double grad> = 0.0;
$d0.<DerivType: double value> = adStack.<Stack: double pop()>();
$d0.<DerivType: double grad> = $d0.<DerivType: double grad> +
dvdx.<DerivType: double grad> / hx.<DerivType: double value>;
hx.<DerivType: double grad> = hx.<DerivType: double grad> -
dvdx.<DerivType: double grad> * $d0.<DerivType: double value> /
(hx.<DerivType: double value> * hx.<DerivType: double value>);
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dvdx.<DerivType: double grad> = 0.0;
dvdx.<DerivType: double value> = adStack.<Stack: double pop()>();
vr.<DerivType: double grad> = vr.<DerivType: double grad> +
$d0.<DerivType: double grad>;
v.<DerivType: double grad> = v.<DerivType: double grad> -
$d0.<DerivType: double grad>;
$d0.<DerivType: double grad> = 0.0;
$d0.<DerivType: double value> = adStack.<Stack: double pop()>();
adCondOp2 = intAdStack.<IntStack: int pop()>();
adCondOp1 = intAdStack.<IntStack: int pop()>();
if adCondOp1 == adCondOp2 goto label31;
adCondOp2 = intAdStack.<IntStack: int pop()>();
adCondOp1 = intAdStack.<IntStack: int pop()>();
if adCondOp1 == adCondOp2 goto label31;
adArrayIndex = intAdStack.<IntStack: int pop()>();
x[adArrayIndex].<DerivType: double grad> = x[adArrayIndex].<DerivType:
double grad> + vt.<DerivType: double grad>;
vt.<DerivType: double grad> = 0.0;
vt.<DerivType: double value> = adStack.<Stack: double pop()>();
label31:
adCondOp2 = intAdStack.<IntStack: int pop()>();
adCondOp1 = intAdStack.<IntStack: int pop()>();
if adCondOp1 == adCondOp2 goto label32;
adCondOp2 = intAdStack.<IntStack: int pop()>();
adCondOp1 = intAdStack.<IntStack: int pop()>();
if adCondOp1 == adCondOp2 goto label32;
adArrayIndex = intAdStack.<IntStack: int pop()>();
x[adArrayIndex].<DerivType: double grad> = x[adArrayIndex].<DerivType:
double grad> + vr.<DerivType: double grad>;
vr.<DerivType: double grad> = 0.0;
vr.<DerivType: double value> = adStack.<Stack: double pop()>();
label32:
adCondOp2 = intAdStack.<IntStack: int pop()>();
adCondOp1 = intAdStack.<IntStack: int pop()>();
if adCondOp1 == adCondOp2 goto label33;
adCondOp2 = intAdStack.<IntStack: int pop()>();
adCondOp1 = intAdStack.<IntStack: int pop()>();
if adCondOp1 == adCondOp2 goto label33;
adArrayIndex = intAdStack.<IntStack: int pop()>();
x[adArrayIndex].<DerivType: double grad> = x[adArrayIndex].<DerivType:
double grad> + v.<DerivType: double grad>;
v.<DerivType: double grad> = 0.0;
v.<DerivType: double value> = adStack.<Stack: double pop()>();
label33:
vt.<DerivType: double grad> = 0.0;
vr.<DerivType: double grad> = 0.0;
v.<DerivType: double grad> = 0.0;
i = i + -1;
goto label30;
label34:
j = j + -1;
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goto label29;
label35:
adLoop = intAdStack.<IntStack: int pop()>();
i_1 = adLoop;
label36:
if i_1 < 1 goto label37;
adArrayIndex = intAdStack.<IntStack: int pop()>();
xin.<DerivType: double grad> = xin.<DerivType: double grad> +
x[adArrayIndex].<DerivType: double grad>;
i_1 = i_1 + -1;
goto label36;
label37:
area.<DerivType: double grad> = 0.0;
hy.<DerivType: double grad> = 0.0;
hx.<DerivType: double grad> = 0.0;
lambda.<DerivType: double grad> = 0.0;
f.<DerivType: double grad> = 0.0;
fexp.<DerivType: double grad> = 0.0;
fquad.<DerivType: double grad> = 0.0;
return;
}
Similar to the forward mode implementation, the ADiJaC tool generates Java
bytecode from the above Gimple IR. If however, one whishes to inspect the Java
format of the corresponding classﬁle, then subsequent form can be observed for
the gradient method a_ssc:
public static void a_ssc(DerivType xin, DerivType z) {
int n, nx, ny, dim, i_1, j, i_2, i, i_3, l, i_4, m, i_12, k2,
$i2, $i3, k3, $i6, $i7, $i8, $i9, $i10, $i11, adCondOp1,
adCondOp2, adArrayIndex, adLoop;
DerivType[] x;
DerivType fquad, fexp, f, lambda, hx, hy, area, v, vr, vt,
dvdx, dvdy, expv, expvr, expvt, d_1, d_2, vb, vl, expvb,
expvl, $d0, $d1, $d2, $d3, $d4, $d5, $d6, $d7, $d8, v2, $d9,
dvdx2, $d10, dvdy2, expv2, d_12, d_22, $d11, $d12, $d13,
$d14, $d15, $d16, $d17, $d18, $d19, f2;
boolean k;
Stack adStack;
IntStack intAdStack;
adStack = new LinkedStack();
intAdStack = new IntLinkedStack();
f2 = new DerivType();
$d19 = new DerivType(); $d18 = new DerivType(); $d17 = new DerivType();
$d16 = new DerivType(); $d15 = new DerivType(); $d14 = new DerivType();
$d13 = new DerivType(); $d12 = new DerivType(); $d11 = new DerivType();
d_22 = new DerivType(); d_12 = new DerivType(); expv2 = new DerivType();
dvdy2 = new DerivType(); $d10 = new DerivType(); dvdx2 = new DerivType();
$d9 = new DerivType(); v2 = new DerivType(); $d8 = new DerivType();
$d7 = new DerivType(); $d6 = new DerivType(); $d5 = new DerivType();
$d4 = new DerivType(); $d3 = new DerivType(); $d2 = new DerivType();
$d1 = new DerivType(); $d0 = new DerivType();
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expvl = new DerivType(); expvb = new DerivType(); vl = new DerivType();
vb = new DerivType(); d_2 = new DerivType(); d_1 = new DerivType();
expvt = new DerivType(); expvr = new DerivType(); expv = new DerivType();
dvdy = new DerivType(); dvdx = new DerivType(); vt = new DerivType();
vr = new DerivType(); v = new DerivType(); area = new DerivType();
hy = new DerivType(); hx = new DerivType(); lambda = new DerivType();
f = new DerivType(); fexp = new DerivType(); fquad = new DerivType();
n = 10000;
x = new DerivType[n];
fquad.value = 0.0;
fexp.value = 0.0;
f.value = 0.0;
nx = 100;
ny = 100;
lambda.value = 5.0;
hx.value = 0.0099;
hy.value = 0.0099;
area.value = 4.9E-5;
k = false;
dim = nx * ny;
i_1 = 1;
while (i_1 <= dim){
intAdStack.push(i_1);
x[i_1] = (DerivType) xin.clone();
i_1 = i_1 + 1;
}
intAdStack.push(dim);
i_12 = ny;
j = 0;
while (j <= i_12){
i_2 = nx;
i = 0;
while (i <= i_2){
k2 = nx * (j - 1) + i;
v.value = 0.0;
vr.value = 0.0;
vt.value = 0.0;
if (i != 0){
if (j != 0){
adStack.push(v.value);
intAdStack.push(k2);
v.value = x[k2].value;
}
intAdStack.push(j);
intAdStack.push(0);
}
intAdStack.push(i);
intAdStack.push(0);
if (i != nx){
if (j != 0){
$i2 = k2 + 1;
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adStack.push(vr.value);
intAdStack.push($i2);
vr.value = x[$i2].value;
}
intAdStack.push(j);
intAdStack.push(0);
}
intAdStack.push(i);
intAdStack.push(nx);
if (i != 0){
if (j != ny){
$i3 = k2 + nx;
adStack.push(vt.value);
intAdStack.push($i3);
vt.value = x[$i3].value;
}
intAdStack.push(j);
intAdStack.push(ny);
}
intAdStack.push(i);
intAdStack.push(0);
adStack.push($d0.value);
$d0.value = vr.value - v.value;
adStack.push(dvdx.value);
dvdx.value = $d0.value / hx.value;
adStack.push($d1.value);
$d1.value = vt.value - v.value;
adStack.push(dvdy.value);
dvdy.value = $d1.value / hy.value;
adStack.push(expv.value);
expv.value = Math.exp(v.value);
adStack.push(expvr.value);
expvr.value = Math.exp(vr.value);
adStack.push(expvt.value);
expvt.value = Math.exp(vt.value);
adStack.push(d_1.value);
d_1.value = dvdx.value;
adStack.push(d_2.value);
d_2.value = dvdy.value;
adStack.push($d2.value);
$d2.value = d_1.value * d_1.value;
adStack.push($d3.value);
$d3.value = fquad.value + $d2.value;
adStack.push($d4.value);
$d4.value = d_2.value * d_2.value;
adStack.push(fquad.value);
fquad.value = $d3.value + $d4.value;
adStack.push($d5.value);
$d5.value = expv.value + expvr.value;
adStack.push($d6.value);
$d6.value = $d5.value + expvt.value;
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adStack.push($d7.value);
$d7.value = lambda.value * $d6.value;
adStack.push($d8.value);
$d8.value = $d7.value / 3.0;
adStack.push(fexp.value);
fexp.value = fexp.value - $d8.value;
i = i + 1;
}
intAdStack.push(i_2);
j = j + 1;
}
intAdStack.push(i_12);
i_3 = ny + 1;
l = 1;
while (l <= i_3){
i_4 = nx + 1;
m = 1;
while (m <= i_4){
k3 = nx * (l - 1) + m;
vb.value = 0.0;
vl.value = 0.0;
v2.value = 0.0;
$i6 = nx + 1;
if (m != $i6){
if (l != 1){
$i7 = k3 - nx;
adStack.push(vb.value);
intAdStack.push($i7);
vb.value = x[$i7].value;
}
intAdStack.push(l);
intAdStack.push(1);
}
intAdStack.push(m);
intAdStack.push($i6);
if (m != 1){
$i8 = ny + 1;
if (l != $i8){
$i9 = k3 - 1;
adStack.push(vl.value);
intAdStack.push($i9);
vl.value = x[$i9].value;
}
intAdStack.push(l);
intAdStack.push($i8);
}
intAdStack.push(m);
intAdStack.push(1);
$i10 = nx + 1;
if (m != $i10){
$i11 = ny + 1;
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if (l != $i11){
adStack.push(v2.value);
intAdStack.push(k3);
v2.value = x[k3].value;
}
intAdStack.push(l);
intAdStack.push($i11);
}
intAdStack.push(m);
intAdStack.push($i10);
adStack.push($d9.value);
$d9.value = v2.value - vl.value;
adStack.push(dvdx2.value);
dvdx2.value = $d9.value / hx.value;
adStack.push($d10.value);
$d10.value = v2.value - vb.value;
adStack.push(dvdy2.value);
dvdy2.value = $d10.value / hy.value;
adStack.push(expvb.value);
expvb.value = Math.exp(vb.value);
adStack.push(expvl.value);
expvl.value = Math.exp(vl.value);
adStack.push(expv2.value);
expv2.value = Math.exp(v2.value);
adStack.push(d_12.value);
d_12.value = dvdx2.value;
adStack.push(d_22.value);
d_22.value = dvdy2.value;
adStack.push($d11.value);
$d11.value = d_12.value * d_12.value;
adStack.push($d12.value);
$d12.value = fquad.value + $d11.value;
adStack.push($d13.value);
$d13.value = d_22.value * d_22.value;
adStack.push(fquad.value);
fquad.value = $d12.value + $d13.value;
adStack.push($d14.value);
$d14.value = expvb.value + expvl.value;
adStack.push($d15.value);
$d15.value = $d14.value + expv2.value;
adStack.push($d16.value);
$d16.value = lambda.value * $d15.value;
adStack.push($d17.value);
$d17.value = $d16.value / 3.0;
adStack.push(fexp.value);
fexp.value = fexp.value - $d17.value;
m = m + 1;
}
intAdStack.push(i_4);
l = l + 1;
}
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intAdStack.push(i_3);
adStack.push($d18.value);
$d18.value = fquad.value * 0.5;
adStack.push($d19.value);
$d19.value = $d18.value + fexp.value;
adStack.push(f2.value);
f2.value = area.value * $d19.value;
adStack.push(z.value);
z.value = f2.value;
f2.grad = f2.grad + z.grad;
z.grad = 0.0;
z.value = adStack.pop();
area.grad = area.grad + f2.grad * $d19.value;
$d19.grad = $d19.grad + f2.grad * area.value;
f2.grad = 0.0;
f2.value = adStack.pop();
$d18.grad = $d18.grad + $d19.grad;
fexp.grad = fexp.grad + $d19.grad;
$d19.grad = 0.0;
$d19.value = adStack.pop();
fquad.grad = fquad.grad + $d18.grad * 0.5;
$d18.grad = 0.0;
$d18.value = adStack.pop();
adLoop = intAdStack.pop();
l = adLoop;
while (l >= 1){
adLoop = intAdStack.pop();
m = adLoop;
while (m >= 1){
$d17.grad = $d17.grad - fexp.grad;
fexp.value = adStack.pop();
$d16.grad = $d16.grad + $d17.grad / 3.0;
$d17.grad = 0.0;
$d17.value = adStack.pop();
lambda.grad = lambda.grad + $d16.grad * $d15.value;
$d15.grad = $d15.grad + $d16.grad * lambda.value;
$d16.grad = 0.0;
$d16.value = adStack.pop();
$d14.grad = $d14.grad + $d15.grad;
expv2.grad = expv2.grad + $d15.grad;
$d15.grad = 0.0;
$d15.value = adStack.pop();
expvb.grad = expvb.grad + $d14.grad;
expvl.grad = expvl.grad + $d14.grad;
$d14.grad = 0.0;
$d14.value = adStack.pop();
$d12.grad = $d12.grad + fquad.grad;
$d13.grad = $d13.grad + fquad.grad;
fquad.grad = 0.0;
fquad.value = adStack.pop();
d_22.grad = d_22.grad + $d13.grad * d_22.value;
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d_22.grad = d_22.grad + $d13.grad * d_22.value;
$d13.grad = 0.0;
$d13.value = adStack.pop();
fquad.grad = fquad.grad + $d12.grad;
$d11.grad = $d11.grad + $d12.grad;
$d12.grad = 0.0;
$d12.value = adStack.pop();
d_12.grad = d_12.grad + $d11.grad * d_12.value;
d_12.grad = d_12.grad + $d11.grad * d_12.value;
$d11.grad = 0.0;
$d11.value = adStack.pop();
dvdy2.grad = dvdy2.grad + d_22.grad;
d_22.grad = 0.0;
d_22.value = adStack.pop();
dvdx2.grad = dvdx2.grad + d_12.grad;
d_12.grad = 0.0;
d_12.value = adStack.pop();
v2.grad = v2.grad + Math.exp(v2.value) * expv2.grad;
expv2.grad = 0.0;
expv2.value = adStack.pop();
vl.grad = vl.grad + Math.exp(vl.value) * expvl.grad;
expvl.grad = 0.0;
expvl.value = adStack.pop();
vb.grad = vb.grad + Math.exp(vb.value) * expvb.grad;
expvb.grad = 0.0;
expvb.value = adStack.pop();
$d10.grad = $d10.grad + dvdy2.grad / hy.value;
hy.grad = hy.grad - dvdy2.grad * $d10.value / (hy.value * hy.value);
dvdy2.grad = 0.0;
dvdy2.value = adStack.pop();
v2.grad = v2.grad + $d10.grad;
vb.grad = vb.grad - $d10.grad;
$d10.grad = 0.0;
$d10.value = adStack.pop();
$d9.grad = $d9.grad + dvdx2.grad / hx.value;
hx.grad = hx.grad - dvdx2.grad * $d9.value / (hx.value * hx.value);
dvdx2.grad = 0.0;
dvdx2.value = adStack.pop();
v2.grad = v2.grad + $d9.grad;
vl.grad = vl.grad - $d9.grad;
$d9.grad = 0.0;
$d9.value = adStack.pop();
adCondOp2 = intAdStack.pop();
adCondOp1 = intAdStack.pop();
if (adCondOp1 != adCondOp2){
adCondOp2 = intAdStack.pop();
adCondOp1 = intAdStack.pop();
if (adCondOp1 != adCondOp2){
adArrayIndex = intAdStack.pop();
x[adArrayIndex].grad = x[adArrayIndex].grad + v2.grad;
v2.grad = 0.0;
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v2.value = adStack.pop();
}
}
adCondOp2 = intAdStack.pop();
adCondOp1 = intAdStack.pop();
if (adCondOp1 != adCondOp2){
adCondOp2 = intAdStack.pop();
adCondOp1 = intAdStack.pop();
if (adCondOp1 != adCondOp2){
adArrayIndex = intAdStack.pop();
x[adArrayIndex].grad = x[adArrayIndex].grad + vl.grad;
vl.grad = 0.0;
vl.value = adStack.pop();
}
}
adCondOp2 = intAdStack.pop();
adCondOp1 = intAdStack.pop();
if (adCondOp1 != adCondOp2){
adCondOp2 = intAdStack.pop();
adCondOp1 = intAdStack.pop();
if (adCondOp1 != adCondOp2){
adArrayIndex = intAdStack.pop();
x[adArrayIndex].grad = x[adArrayIndex].grad + vb.grad;
vb.grad = 0.0;
vb.value = adStack.pop();
}
}
v2.grad = 0.0;
vl.grad = 0.0;
vb.grad = 0.0;
m = m + -1;
}
l = l + -1;
}
adLoop = intAdStack.pop();
j = adLoop;
while (j >= 0){
adLoop = intAdStack.pop();
i = adLoop;
while (i >= 0){
$d8.grad = $d8.grad - fexp.grad;
fexp.value = adStack.pop();
$d7.grad = $d7.grad + $d8.grad / 3.0;
$d8.grad = 0.0;
$d8.value = adStack.pop();
lambda.grad = lambda.grad + $d7.grad * $d6.value;
$d6.grad = $d6.grad + $d7.grad * lambda.value;
$d7.grad = 0.0;
$d7.value = adStack.pop();
$d5.grad = $d5.grad + $d6.grad;
expvt.grad = expvt.grad + $d6.grad;
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$d6.grad = 0.0;
$d6.value = adStack.pop();
expv.grad = expv.grad + $d5.grad;
expvr.grad = expvr.grad + $d5.grad;
$d5.grad = 0.0;
$d5.value = adStack.pop();
$d3.grad = $d3.grad + fquad.grad;
$d4.grad = $d4.grad + fquad.grad;
fquad.grad = 0.0;
fquad.value = adStack.pop();
d_2.grad = d_2.grad + $d4.grad * d_2.value;
d_2.grad = d_2.grad + $d4.grad * d_2.value;
$d4.grad = 0.0;
$d4.value = adStack.pop();
fquad.grad = fquad.grad + $d3.grad;
$d2.grad = $d2.grad + $d3.grad;
$d3.grad = 0.0;
$d3.value = adStack.pop();
d_1.grad = d_1.grad + $d2.grad * d_1.value;
d_1.grad = d_1.grad + $d2.grad * d_1.value;
$d2.grad = 0.0;
$d2.value = adStack.pop();
dvdy.grad = dvdy.grad + d_2.grad;
d_2.grad = 0.0;
d_2.value = adStack.pop();
dvdx.grad = dvdx.grad + d_1.grad;
d_1.grad = 0.0;
d_1.value = adStack.pop();
vt.grad = vt.grad + Math.exp(vt.value) * expvt.grad;
expvt.grad = 0.0;
expvt.value = adStack.pop();
vr.grad = vr.grad + Math.exp(vr.value) * expvr.grad;
expvr.grad = 0.0;
expvr.value = adStack.pop();
v.grad = v.grad + Math.exp(v.value) * expv.grad;
expv.grad = 0.0;
expv.value = adStack.pop();
$d1.grad = $d1.grad + dvdy.grad / hy.value;
hy.grad = hy.grad - dvdy.grad * $d1.value / (hy.value * hy.value);
dvdy.grad = 0.0;
dvdy.value = adStack.pop();
vt.grad = vt.grad + $d1.grad;
v.grad = v.grad - $d1.grad;
$d1.grad = 0.0;
$d1.value = adStack.pop();
$d0.grad = $d0.grad + dvdx.grad / hx.value;
hx.grad = hx.grad - dvdx.grad * $d0.value / (hx.value * hx.value);
dvdx.grad = 0.0;
dvdx.value = adStack.pop();
vr.grad = vr.grad + $d0.grad;
v.grad = v.grad - $d0.grad;
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$d0.grad = 0.0;
$d0.value = adStack.pop();
adCondOp2 = intAdStack.pop();
adCondOp1 = intAdStack.pop();
if (adCondOp1 != adCondOp2){
adCondOp2 = intAdStack.pop();
adCondOp1 = intAdStack.pop();
if (adCondOp1 != adCondOp2){
adArrayIndex = intAdStack.pop();
x[adArrayIndex].grad = x[adArrayIndex].grad + vt.grad;
vt.grad = 0.0;
vt.value = adStack.pop();
}
}
adCondOp2 = intAdStack.pop();
adCondOp1 = intAdStack.pop();
if (adCondOp1 != adCondOp2){
adCondOp2 = intAdStack.pop();
adCondOp1 = intAdStack.pop();
if (adCondOp1 != adCondOp2){
adArrayIndex = intAdStack.pop();
x[adArrayIndex].grad = x[adArrayIndex].grad + vr.grad;
vr.grad = 0.0;
vr.value = adStack.pop();
}
}
adCondOp2 = intAdStack.pop();
adCondOp1 = intAdStack.pop();
if (adCondOp1 != adCondOp2){
adCondOp2 = intAdStack.pop();
adCondOp1 = intAdStack.pop();
if (adCondOp1 != adCondOp2){
adArrayIndex = intAdStack.pop();
x[adArrayIndex].grad = x[adArrayIndex].grad + v.grad;
v.grad = 0.0;
v.value = adStack.pop();
}
}
vt.grad = 0.0;
vr.grad = 0.0;
v.grad = 0.0;
i = i + -1;
}
j = j + -1;
}
adLoop = intAdStack.pop();
i_1 = adLoop;
while (i_1 >= 1){
adArrayIndex = intAdStack.pop();
xin.grad = xin.grad + x[adArrayIndex].grad;
i_1 = i_1 + -1;
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}
area.grad = 0.0;
hy.grad = 0.0;
hx.grad = 0.0;
lambda.grad = 0.0;
f.grad = 0.0;
fexp.grad = 0.0;
fquad.grad = 0.0;
return;
}
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